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Abstract
The effect of Lode angle parameter, or the third deviatoric stress invariant, on plasticity and
fracture is studied using flat-grooved transverse plane strain specimens. A generalized asym-
metric plasticity model for isotropic materials with both pressure and Lode angle dependence
is developed. Calibration method of the plasticity model is discussed in detail. Test results
on 2024-T351 aluminum alloy confirmed the proposed plasticity model. Similarly, a gen-
eralized asymmetric 3D empirical fracture locus with six free parameters is proposed. The
proposed fracture locus, which depends on both stress triaxiality (or pressure) and the Lode
angle parameter, is calibrated using two types of methods: classical specimens under uniax-
ial testing, and the newly designed butterfly specimens under biaxial testing. Experimental
results on 2024-T351 aluminum alloy, 1045 steel, and A710 steel validated the proposed 3D
fracture locus.
A concept of forming severity is introduced to study the loading history effect on metal
forming limit diagram (FLD). Given the necking locus under proportional loading conditions,
and using a non-linear accumulation rule of forming severity index, the proposed model well
predicts the FLDs under different pre-loading conditions.
As an extension of the ductile fracture locus defined and calibrated under proportional
loading conditions, a new damage accumulation rule considering the loading history effect
is proposed. The new model uses the accumulated difference between directions of the back
stress tensor and the current stress tensor to describe the non-proportionality of a load path.
Several types of tests with complex loading histories were designed and performed to study
the loading history effect on ductile fracture. Extensive experimental studies on 1045 steel
confirmed the proposed ductile fracture model. The proposed model is successfully applied
to predict fracture of crushed prismatic tubes undergoing strain reversal.
Thesis Supervisor: Tomasz Wierzbicki
Title: Professor of Applied Mechanics
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Ductile fracture mechanics
1.1.1 Brief background
Prediction of ductile fractures of metals in engineering structures is a topic of great impor-
tance in the automotive, aerospace, and military industries. For example, significant efforts
have been recently taken by the automotive industry to reduce the weight of vehicles while
maintaining performance and cost competitiveness (Walp et al., 2006). One such a solution is
to use advanced high strength steels (AHSS) as the primary body materials. As the material
strength of AHSS increases, its ductility will decrease, so fracture becomes a major challenge
when designing vehicles with AHSS. There could be different forms of fracture, for example,
forming fracture, edge crack, crushing fracture and so on. Fig. 1-1 shows examples of frac-
ture in various structural systems. Over the past four decades, several macroscopic models
have been developed to describe the ductile fracture of metals. Classical cylindrical hole
growth model (McClintock, 1968), spherical hole growth model (Rice and Tracey, 1969),
Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman's (GTN) porous plasticity model (Gurson, 1975; Tverga.ard
and Needleman, 1984), damage mechanics (Lemaitre, 1996), empirical fracture models such
as Oyane et al. (1980), Cockcroft and Latham (1968), the Wilkins et al. (1980), the Johnson
and Cook (1985), and the cohesive element approach (Cirak et al., 2005) all belong to the
above class. The present thesis is concerned with the macroscopic and empirical aspects of
fracture.
Fig. 1-1: Failures due to fracture in various structural systems
1.1.2 Fracture locus calibration under monotonic loading
Equivalent strain to fracture ýf (or the fracture strain for short) is widely used to define
the material ductility. Many theoretical analyses and experimental results have shown that
the material's fracture strain is not constant but changes under different loading conditions
(McClintock, 1968; Rice and Tracey, 1969; Hancock and Mackenzie, 1976; Johnson and Cook,
1985; Bao, 2003). The most important fracture controlling parameter is the stress triaxiality
r1 (normalized hydrostatic pressure, -). A commonly used type of test for ductile fracture
calibration is the tensile test on axisymmetric unnotched and notched round bars (Hancock
and Mackenzie, 1976; Johnson and Cook, 1985), which covers only the high stress triaxiality
range(r _> 1). Due to the limitation of experimental methods, fracture loci determined
from those tests are often extrapolated to small and even negative stress triaxiality, which is
clearly a risky procedure. Another type of test is the upsetting test on cylindrical specimens
(Ganser et al., 2001; Bao and Wierzbicki, 2005), which covers the negative stress triaxiality
range (-1 < q < 0). Bao (2003) designed and performed 15 types of tests to calibrate the
fracture strain in the whole range of stress triaxiality, and found that the fracture locus is not
necessary represented by a smooth, monotonic curve in the entire range of stress triaxiality
due to different fracture mechanisms operating at different stress triaxiality ranges. Bao's
results have recently been confirmed by Barsoum (2006), who performed tension/torsion tests
on fracture of tubular specimens. This type of calibration method is very time-consuming.
Recently, Wierzbicki and Xue (2005) revisited Wilkins' model (Wilkins et al., 1980), and
incorporated the effect of Lode angle (0) on ductile fracture. The Lode angle can be related
to the third deviatoric stress invariant, which is often neglected by the plasticity theories and
ductile fracture models. Introducing the Lode angle parameter (or the third deviatoric stress
invariant), the calibration of fracture strain under all the loading conditions poses a great
challenge. To design a new type of specimen and new experimental procedure, which covers
a wide range of stress triaxiality and Lode angles, will significantly contribute to more exact
prediction of ductile fracture. The present thesis makes an important step in this direction.
1.1.3 Loading history effect on fracture
While the existing fracture models have brought computational fracture mechanics to a
new level of sophistication, they apply strictly to monotonic loadings. How do the existing
models work for "non-monotonic", non-proportional loading or even for problems in which
the loading is monotonic but the stress triaxiality changes in a wide range? What types of
experiment should be performed to prove or disprove a given theory? Which of the basic
hypotheses should be revisited or modified? These questions are important, and the answers
are long overdue.
At the level of a unit material volume, the constitutive response depends on whether
the loading is monotonic or there is a strain reversal. For monotonic loading, there is no
difference between a kinematic and an isotropic hardening law. It is only in the presence
of strain reversal that this difference becomes apparent. Compared to the abundance of
information on plastic behavior under reverse loading ( for example, White et al. (1990)), very
little research has been reported in the literature on the effect of loading history on fracture.
The lack of interest of the fracture mechanics community in this problem is surprising since
strain reversal is present in many simple crack propagation problems. Consider, for example,
three-point bending of a solid pre-notched beam. Initially, there are positive strains on the
tensile side and negative strains on the compressive side. As the crack propagates towards the
center of the beam, it clearly passes through a region that was initially under compression.
Another example is the process of shear plugging in a high velocity impact. High compressive
stresses under the projectile give way to shear as the through-thickness fracture progresses.
Finally, the remaining ligament fails in tension.
The development of a new form of ductile fracture model considering the loading history
effect is the main topic of the thesis. The calibration method of the loading history effect
will also be investigated.
1.2 Problem, approaches and objectives
The objective of the thesis is the development of a ductile fracture model of a crack free
body and a new calibration procedure under different loading conditions, including both
monotonic loading and complicated loading histories. The loading environment is room
temperature and quasi-static loading. The material is assumed to be isotropic.
The present approaches include experimental study, finite element (FE) simulation and
analytical solutions. In the experiments, both the uniaxial tests and biaxial tests will be
designed and performed. In the experimental part, both the electronic measurement and
optical measurement will be used. Experiments will provide the load-displacement response,
the location and position of fracture initiation, as well as the fracture propagation mode. FE
simulations are used to calculate all the stress states and strain components at the point of
fracture initiation. Thus, the thesis makes an extensive use of a hybrid (inverse) method in
which the experimental results are compared with FE simulations. The accuracy of numer-
ical prediction depends then on the correctness of the plasticity model used.
In order to meet the above objective, the work was divided into several inter-related
tasks:
* Determine the effects of pressure and the third deviatoric stress invariant (or the Lode
angle parameter) on metal plasticity and fracture locus.
* Develop a new type of specimen for fracture locus calibration under different loading
conditions.
* Predict the forming limit diagram (FLD) under complex loading histories using an
entirely new concept.
* Reveal the loading history effect on ductile fracture through extensively experimental
studies.
* Demonstrate and show the new theory by application on some engineering structures.
1.3 Outline of the thesis
The present thesis consists of nine chapters. Each chapter, except Chapter I and Chapter 9,
addresses one specific topic. In most cases, the chapters are self-contained as they address
one topic at a time and have already been published or are submitted for publication. A list
of publications related to the present thesis is given in Section 1.4.
Chapter 2 analyzes the stress distribution inside the neck of a flat-grooved plane strain
specimen. A Bridgman-like stress triaxiality formula is derived for the plane strain specimen.
This formula is further corroborated using finite element simulations. By comparing the
results of smooth/notched round bars, this type of specimen is used to study the Lode angle
effect on both plasticity (this part is included in Chapter 3) and fracture. Experimental
results on 1045 steel and DH36 steel are reported in this chapter.
Chapter 3 develops a generalized plasticity model for isotropic materials with both pres-
sure and Lode angle dependence. Calibration method of the plasticity model is discussed
in detail. Tests on 2024-T351 aluminum alloy were performed to calibrate the proposed
plasticity model. Similarly, a generalized asymmetric 3D empirical fracture locus with six
free parameters is proposed, which depends on both the stress triaxiality (or pressure) and
the Lode angle parameter. The proposed fracture locus is calibrated using two types of
methods: classical specimens under uniaxial testing, and butterfly specimens under biax-
ial testing. Experimental results on 2024-T351 aluminum alloy and A710 steel are used to
validate the proposed fracture locus.
Chapter 4 is devoted to the design and optimization of a novel specimen with butterfly
shape (called butterfly specimen). A wide range of stress state (stress triaxiality and Lode
angle parameter) can be obtained through different combination of tension, shear and com-
pression. Another important advantage of the butterfly specimen is that fracture always
initiates in the center of the specimen, rather than at edges. The butterfly specimens were
mounted into a customer-made universal biaxial testing device (UBTD), then loaded in the
MTS uniaxial testing machine. Test results on A710 steel showed the applicability of the
butterfly specimen to calibrate the 3D fracture locus. Biaxial tests of 1045 steel under the
newly installed INSTRON biaxial testing machine is reported in Chapter 7.
In Chapter 5, the Mohr-Coulomb (M-C) criterion is applied to ductile fracture. M-C
criterion was originally developed for the failure of brittle materials. Using the proposed
generalized plasticity model, the M-C criterion is transformed from the stress space (-rf, T,)
to the mixed space of strain and stress invariants (gf, rl, 0) under the proportional loading
assumption. It is found that the transformed M-C criterion exhibits both stress triaxial-
ity and Lode angle dependence on equivalent strain to fracture. Parametric study reveals
the relationship between plasticity and fracture, which confirms that the M-C criterion is
physically correct for ductile fracture prediction. The fracture tests reported by Bao (2003)
and Bao and Wierzbicki (2004a) on 2024-T351 aluminum alloy are used to check the model.
Using just two tests for fracture calibration, the model predicts the remaining nine tests with
good accuracy. Since there are only two free parameters in the physically based M-C model,
it has a great potential of being used as an engineering tool for predicting ductile fracture.
Chapter 6 introduces a new concept of forming severity to study the loading history effect
on necking. The forming limit diagram (FLD) is transformed to the space of equivalent
strain to neck and the Lode angle parameter (E,, ), which defines the necking locus of a
material under proportional loading conditions. Similar to the idea of cumulative damage
model (CDM) in ductile fracture mechanics, the prediction of necking is modeled in an
incremental form with a non-linear accumulation rule of forming severity. Experimental data
from literatures are used to check the proposed concept of necking prediction. Calibrated
from only one test with non-proportional loading condition, the model is able to predict the
remaining tests of complex loading paths with good accuracy.
The effect of loading history on ductile fracture, which is the main theme of the present
thesis, is studied in Chapter 7. As a starting point, a suitable plasticity model under complex
loading conditions and the ductile fracture locus under proportional or monotonic loading
conditions are discussed. First, the combined kinematic/isotropic hardening plasticity model
is proposed and calibrated from the compression-tension tests on notched round bar. Sec-
ondly, the ductile fracture locus under monotonic loading is calibrated using either "classical"
specimens or the butterfly specimens in the INSTRON biaxial testing machine. Finally, sev-
eral types of tests with complex loading histories were designed and performed to study the
loading history effect on ductile fracture. Those tests include two-stage-tension, compression-
tension, torsion-tension tests and the tests on butterfly specimens with programmed complex
loading histories. Extensive experimental studies confirmed the proposed ductile fracture
model.
Chapter 8 demonstrates the applicability of the above new model to the simulation of
fracture of prismatic aluminum tubes under reverse straining. Crushed tests were performed
for four tubes all made of 2024-T351 aluminum with different sidewall thicknesses. First
fractures were observed at different locations depending on the thickness of the tube. An-
alytical solution on the crushed prismatic tubes shows that there is strain reversal at the
fracture initiation sites. FE simulation of the crushing process confirmed the above finding.
Using the calibrated material ductile fracture model with loading history effect corrections,
the proposed model is shown to be able to well predict fracture in crushed prismatic tubes.
Chapter 9 summaries the main contributions of the present thesis, and suggests some
topics for future research.
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Chapter 2
Derivation and application of stress
triaxiality formula for plane strain
fracture testing
Theoretical and experimental studies have shown that stress triaxiality is the key parameter
controlling the magnitude of the fracture strain. Smooth and notched round bar specimens
are mostly often used to quantify the effect of stress triaxiality on ductile fracture strain (e.g.
the Johnson-Cook's fracture locus). The initial stress triaxiality inside the notch of round
bar specimens can be estimated from the Bridgman's formula, so the fracture locus can be
determined from the experimentally measured values. There is a mounting evidence (Bai
and Wierzbicki, 2007) that in addition to the stress triaxiality, the normalized third stress
invariant (equivalent to the Lode angle parameter) should also be included in characterization
of ductile fracture. The calibration using round notched bars covers only a small range of
possible stress states. Plane strain fracture tests provide additional important data.
Following the Bridgman's stress analysis inside the necking of a plane strain specimen,
a closed-form solution is derived for the stress triaxiality inside the notch of a flat grooved
plane strain specimen. The newly derived formula is confirmed by finite element simulations.
The range of stress triaxiality in round notched bars and flat grooved specimens is similar,
but the values of the Lode angle parameter are different. These two groups of tests are
therefore very useful in constructing a general 3D fracture locus.
Results of experiments and numerical simulations on 1045 and DH36 steels have proved
the applicability of the closed-form solution and have demonstrated the effect of the Lode
angle parameter on the fracture locus. Furthermore, flat grooved specimens are especially
suitable for fracture testing of thin metal sheets, for which it is difficult to machine smooth
or notched round specimens.
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Characterization of stress states
If a material is assumed to be isotropic, then material models can be formulated in terms of
three invariants of the stress tensor [a], defined respectively by
1 1
p = -a, = - tr([a]) = (al + a2 + a3) (2.1)3 3
q= = s [S] = 1 [(a1 - 2)2 + (r2 - a 3)2 + (a3 -a 1) 2  (2.2)
r = - [9S 2S] [S] [= det([S•)] = 2 (al - Um)(2 - m)(a3 - am)] (2.3)
where [S] is the deviatoric stress tensor,
[S] = [a] + p[I], (2.4)
[I] is the identity tensor and a1 , a2 and r3 denote principal stresses. It is assumed that
a1 _ a2 > a3 . It is convenient to work with the dimensionless hydrostatic pressure 'q,
defined by
-p am (2.5)
q a
The parameter 71, often referred to as the triaxiality parameter, has been extensively used
in the literature on ductile fracture (McClintock, 1968; Rice and Tracey, 1969; Hancock and
Mackenzie, 1976; Mackenzie et al., 1977; Johnson and Cook, 1985; Bao, 2003). The second
important parameter is the Lode angle 0, which is related to the normalized third invariant
( (see Malvern (1969); Xu and Liu (1995), and Abaqus (2005)) through
( = cos(30). (2.6)
Since the range of the Lode angle is 0 < 8 < ir/3, the range of ( is -1 < ( < 1. The
geometrical represent of Lode angle is shown in Fig. 2-1.
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Fig. 2-1: Three types of coordinate system in the space of principal stresses
The stress state at a point in an isotropic material can be defined in three coordinate
systems, as shown in Fig. 2-1. The first one is the Cartesian coordinate system (al,a 2 , 3 ),
the second one is the cylindrical coordinate system (am, d, 9), and the third one is the
spherical coordinate system (ýf, r, 0), where the equivalent stress & is related to the equivalent
strain & through the strain hardening function of a material. The coordinate p is related to
the stress triaxiality 77 by the following equation,
= - V,-ctanc~ . (2.7)& 3
Furthermore, the Lode angle can be normalized by
60 2
= 1 - =- 1 arccos(. (2.8)7" 71"
The range of 9 is -1 < 0 < 1. The parameter 0 will be called the Lode angle parameter
hereinafter. Now, all stress directions can be characterized by the above defined set of
parameters (m7, 9). It can be shown that 9 = 1 is corresponding to the axisymmtric tension,
9 = 0 is corresponding to the plane strain or generalized shear loading condition, and 0 =
-1 is corresponding to the axisymmtric compression (Wierzbicki and Xue, 2005; Bai and
Wierzbicki, 2007a). Special attention is given to the plane stress state. It was shown by
Wierzbicki and Xue (2005) that the plane stress condition (a3 = 0) uniquely relates the
parameters r] and ( or 6 through
= 2 7 1
S= cs 21 - ) (2 ). (2.9)
In this paper, these two parameters rl and 0 will be used to describe the stress states and to
formulate the fracture locus.
2.1.2 Ductile fracture models and calibration
Equivalent plastic strain to fracture E- is widely used to characterize material ductility in
engineering applications. One of the simplest fracture models is the constant fracture strain
model, but it is general accepted that Ef is not constant under different loading conditions.
The stress triaxiality, is an important parameter controlling material ductility (Bridgman,
1952; McClintock, 1968; Rice and Tracey, 1969; Johnson and Cook, 1985; Bao, 2003). Mc-
Clintock (1968), and Rice and Tracey (1969) analyzed the void growth under hydrostatic
loading, derived a simple exponential expression for the function f (77), which will be referred
to as a 2-D fracture locus,
Ef = 6 f (ii) = Cle - c27,  (2.10)
where C1 and C2 are material constants, and typically C2 = 1.5. The models of void growth
and their more recent extensions have become the foundation of the modern ductile fracture
mechanics (McClintock, 1968; Rice and Tracey, 1969; Mackenzie et al., 1977). Johnson and
Cook (1985) integrated the effect of stress triaxiality, strain rate and temperature, into a
simple equation of a separable form. This model has become very popular in engineering
applications, especially in high velocity impact problems (Teng and Wierzbicki, 2006). Bao
(2003); Bao and Wierzbicki (2004a) designed and performed tests on several types of spec-
imens to calibrate the fracture locus in a wide range of the stress triaxiality. He showed
that the fracture strain does not have to be a monotonically decreasing function of stress
triaxiality (Bao and Wierzbicki, 2005).
All of the above fracture models consider only the effect of stress triaxiality. Introducing
the effect of the third stress invariant, a symmetric 3D fracture locus was introduced by
Xue and Wierzbicki (Wierzbicki and Xue, 2005; Wierzbicki et al., 2005b; Xue, 2007b), which
is similar to the Wilkins model (Wilkins et al., 1980). Recently, a general 3D asymmetric
fracture locus was proposed by the present authors (Bai and Wierzbicki, 2007a). This locus
is constructed in the 3D space of equivalent strain to fracture E-, stress triaxiality r1, and the
Lode angle parameter 0, as shown in the following equation,
= (Die-D2q + D5 e-D67) - D 3e-D47] 2 + De-D2 - De-D6) + DeD4
(2.11)
The dependence of the equivalent strain to fracture on the stress triaxiality q is described
by an exponential function while the dependence on the Lode angle parameter 0 is taken
to be parabolic. Altogether, there are six material/fracture constants in the model. In Eq.
(2.11), &) = Die- D2q is corresponding to the bounding curve at 6 = 1, (fo) = D3e-D4r
is corresponding to the bounding curve at 0 = 0, and -) = D5e - D"6 is corresponding to
the bounding curve at 9 = -1. The geometrical representation of the new 3D asymmetric
fracture locus is shown in Fig. 2-2. The Bao-Wierzbicki fracture locus (Bao and Wierzbicki,
2004a) is a two dimensional projection of the 3D fracture locus under the plane stress con-
dition.
........................
f
Fig. 2-2: A general 3D fracture locus newly postulated by Bai and Wierzbicki (2007a), see
Chapter 3.
For practical application, an effective calibration methods are necessary. Tensile tests
on round bar specimens with different notches are commonly used to investigate the effect
-I
of stress triaxiality on fracture strain (Mackenzie et al., 1977; Johnson and Cook, 1985).
Bridgman was first to analyze the stress distribution in round bar specimens with different
notches (Bridgman, 1952), and derived the formula of stress triaxiality for this type of
specimen, see Fig. 2-3.
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Fig. 2-3: Necking in a round bar specimen
At the center of the necked cross-section, which is the fracture initiation site, Bridgman
formula reads
1 a
= + In(1 + ), (2.12)3 2R
where R is the local radius of a neck in the round bar specimen, and a is the radius of
necking cross-section. The uniform equivalent strain at fracture in the necking cross-section
of a round bar can be approximately calculated using the following formula.
Ef = 21n (ao ), (2.13)
where a, is the original radius of the round bar specimen, and af is the cross-section radius
of round bar specimen at fracture. Eqs. (2.12) and (2.1.3) are often used to calibrate the
material ductility for the Rice-Tracy (Rice and Tracey, 1969) or Johnson-Cook (Johnson and
Cook, 1985) fracture models directly from the test results (Hopperstad et al., 2003).
However, there are two unresolved problems when dealing with the calibration method
using smooth or notched round bars. One is that the effect of Lode angle parameter on
fracture locus has not been accounted for. The range of stress state parameters in smooth
or notched round bar specimens is 77 > 1/3, and 9 = 1. According to the newly postulated
3D fracture locus, this type of calibration method provides only the value of one bounding
curve indicated by +) in Fig. 2-2. The other two bounding curves, i(°) and -), should be
calibrated from other types of tests. Another shortcoming is that it is difficult to machine
round specimens for thin metal sheets, which are prevalently used in industrial applications,
such as automotive, aerospace and naval industries.
Clausing (1970) performed a comparative experimental study on axisymmetric and plane
strain fracture of several materials, and shown that the fracture strain in plane strain con-
dition is much lower than that of axisymmetric ones. Hancock and Brown (1983) performed
another comparative experimental and numerical study on round notched bars and flat
grooved plane strain specimens, and they found that the difference in Clausing's finding
was due to the difference of stress triaxiality between axisymmetric tension and plane strain
tension. Hancock and Brown's conclusions will be reexamined in this paper using two other
types of material.
In this paper, the stress state and stress triaxiality in a flat grooved plane strain plate
specimen is analyzed with the objective to provide additional information on the material
ductility. Analytical solution shows that, for flat plane strain specimen without or with
notches, the loading conditions are r _> 1/03 and 9 = 0 because of plane strain condition.
Compared with the smooth and notched round bar specimens, the range of stress triaxiality
in the same in flat grooved specimens, but the value of 6 is different. Thus, this type of
specimen will help to study the effect of Lode angle parameter (or the normalized third
stress invariant) 9 on fracture locus. According to the newly postulated 3D fracture locus,
this type of specimen can be used to calibrate the bounding curve (°). What's more, it is
especially suitable for fracture tests on thin metal sheets.
2.2 Derivation of stress triaxiality formula for flat grooved
plate plain strain specimens
A flat grooved plane strain specimen with the sketch of its cross-section is shown in Fig. 2-4,
while photos of real specimens are shown in Fig. 2-12. The thickness of the specimen at the
groove is t = 2a, and the radius of the groove is R. The thickness direction is y direction. For
simplicity, the material is assumed to be rigid-perfect plastic obeying the Huber-Mises yield
condition and the associated flow rule. In the Cartesian coordinate system, the equation of
equilibrium is
aic,j = 0. (2.14)
For plane strain condition (y direction), the following conditions hold,
axy = z = 0, [] = 0, and Eyy = 0. (2.15)Say
Fig. 2-4: A sketch of a flat grooved plane strain specimen(left), and the cross-section of the
specimen (right).
Besides the analysis on necked round specimens in his famous book, Bridgman (1952) also
gave the approximate solutions for Eq. (2.14) and (2.15) in a necked plane strain specimen,
in which the stress components axx, ayy and azz, are listed in the following three equations.
(The detailed derivation can be found in Appendix A.)
(a 2 + 2aR - ) 2 (2.16)
xx =FI 2aR '
1 a2F+n2aR (2.16)
a = F [l + ln ( a + - (2.17)2 2aR
UZZ [ +ln 2 + 2aR - x )1  (2.18)
where F is a constant and can be determined by boundary conditions. Note that shear
stress components at the necking cross-section are zero, so the three formulas of normal
stress components are also the principal stresses. The next step is to consider the surface
point on the notch (x = a, z = 0) at the neck. The stress state of this point is aUx = 0,
azz = F, and ay, = F/2. Using the von Mises yield condition, the expression of F can be
related to the equivalent stress (von Mises stress) d.
F = (2.19)
Considering the stress state of the central point (x = 0, z = 0) of the specimen, the mean
stress and the stress triaxiality 77 are given respectively by the following equations.
1 2 1 ar1
m= - (X + Uy + Uzz) = 2 - + In 1+a (2.20)3 73 2 2R
Sl +21n 1+ J = 1 + 21n 1+ (2.21)
& 3 2R 3 4R
where t is the ligament thickness of the flat specimen. Equation (2.21) implies that the
range of stress triaxiality at the center of a plane strain specimen is >_ 1/V,. Furthermore,
from Eqs. (2.16) , (2.17), (2.18) and Eqs. (2.6), (2.8), one can prove that the Lode angle
parameter equals to zero (9 = 0).
The equivalent strain to fracture in the necking cross-section of a flat grooved plane strain
specimen can be approximately determined using the logarithmic measure of strain,
= In ( , (2.22)
where to is the initial ligament thickness of the specimen, and tf is the fracture ligament
thickness of the specimen. This above formula defines the average strain through the cross-
section.
2.3 Verification of analytical solution with finite ele-
ment simulation
Bridgman's formula, Eq. (2.12), is commonly used even though it is only an approximation.
Bao (2003); Wierzbicki and Bao revisited this formula using finite element simulation, and
proposed a corrected equation with a coefficient v2, see Fig. 2-5 and Eq. (2.23).
1 a
r = 1 + V2n(1 + - ) (2.23)3 2R
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Fig. 2-5: Verification and correction of Bridgman's formula
of a round notch bar, after Wierzbicki and Bao.
of stress triaxiality in the center
Fig. 2-6: Finite element models of flat grooved specimens with different groove radii.
To verify the formulas derived in Section 2.2, finite element models of the plane strain
specimen were developed in Abaqus/Standard. Due to symmetry, only quarter models using
plane strain elements were built. Five different ratios of t/R were considered. All the
specimens had a constant thickness to = 1.6mm at the groove, but the radii of the grooves
are equal to 12.7mm, 3.97mm, 2.38mm, 1.59mm and 1.19mm respectively, as shown in Fig.
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2-6. As an example, 1045 steel was chosen which exhibits only moderate hardening. The
material properties used in the simulation are listed in the Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Material properties used in the simulation
Density Possion ratio Young's Modulus True stress-strain curve
7.8e+3 Kg/m3 0.3 2.20e+5 MPa see Fig. 2-11
From the simulations, the curves of stress triaxiality v.s. equivalent strain for the central
elements are obtained for all five cases, as shown in Fig. 2-7. It is found that the stress
triaxiality increases as the equivalent plastic strain increases. A comparison of the initial
stress triaxiality from the numerical simulations with the values of analytical solution is
shown in Fig. 2-8. It is seen that Eq. (2.21) gives a very good prediction of the initial stress
triaxiality in the center of flat grooved specimens. The numerical simulation also reveals that
the stress triaxiality is only a slowly increasing function of the equivalent plastic strain. This
feature shows that the flat grooved specimens are good specimens for fracture calibration.
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Fig. 2-7: Stress triaxiality v.s. equivalent strain in the center of flat grooved specimens from
numerical simulations
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Fig. 2-8: Comparison of initial stress triaxialities from the analytical solution and numerical
simulations
2.4 Results for 1045 steel
In this section, comparison will be made between the fracture response of round notched bars
and flat grooved specimens on an example of 1045 steel. The objective of this study is to
demonstrate the applicability of the flat grooved plate specimen and also to investigate the
effect of the Lode angle parameter 0 on the fracture locus. All specimens are machined from
the rolling direction of the same material block. The tests were conducted on the MTS testing
machine, and an optical measurement system was used to measure the local displacement
in the specimen's gauge section. The force signal measured by the MTS machine was also
synchronously recorded by the optical system. The latter was used to construct the force-
displacement curves.
2.4.1 Fracture tests on smooth round bar and notched round bar
specimens
According to Eq. (2.12) and (2.23), the stress triaxiality 77 in the center of a notched round
bar is controlled by the parameter aiR. Two values of a/R were assigned to specimens,
a/R = O(smooth round bars), and a/R = 1/3 (notched round bars). Two specimens of
each ratio of a/R were machined and tested, see Fig. 2-9. Table 2.2 gives a summary of
the characteristic dimensions of the specimens both before tests and after tests, from which
the initial stress triaxialities and equivalent fracture strain were estimated by the analytical
formulas. The force-displacement curves are shown in Fig. 2-10, and the corresponding
gauge section length is 20.6 mm. For axial symmetric specimens, the Lode angle parameter
9 at the fracture site is constant and equal to unity. Comparing these two tests, one can
clearly see the effect of stress triaxiality on the fracture strain under a fixed Lode angle
parameter (9 = 1). As the stress triaxiality increases, the equivalent fracture strain of the
material decreases, as noted by a dozen of authors.
Table 2.2: A summary of
specimens (1045 steel)
the characterized dimensions of the smooth and notched round bar
Specimen type Initial Fracture Notch ra- Stress tri- Fracture
diameter diameter dius (mm) axiality * strain *
(mm) (mm)
D9 - test A 9 7.27 00 0.3333 0.4269
D9 - test B 9 7.28 00 0.3333 0.4242
D9 - simulation 9 7.25 00 0.5044 0.4892
R10.5 - test A 7 6.15 10.5 0.5513 0.2589
R10.5 - test B 7 6.17 10.5 0.5513 0.2542
R10.5 - simulation 7 6.37 10.5 0.8130 0.2312
*For the experimental results, the initial stress triaxialities are directly calculated from tests using
Eq. (2.23), and the equivalent fracture strains are also directly calculated from tests using Eq. (2.13).
For the simulation results, the fracture initiation sites are at the center of the specimens,
and the average stress triaxialities (defined in Eq. (2.25)) are provided.
Fig. 2-9: 1045 steel round bar specimens with different notches
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Fig. 2-10: Force displacement response of 1045 steel smooth and notched round bar speci-
mens
Finite element models are built in ABAQUS/Standard to simulate the experiments. For
round bar specimens, axisymmetric elements are used. Due to symmetry, only a quarter
model was developed. The classical J2 plasticity is used. The stress-plastic strain curve used
in the numerical simulations (shown in Fig. 2-11) was calibrated from the smooth round bars
tensile test before and also after necking. Other material properties used in the simulations
is shown in Table 2.1.
Comparisons of force-displacement curves between numerical simulations and experimen-
tal results are illustrated in Fig. 2-10, from which it is shown that the numerical simulations
using the J2 plasticity theory agree well with the experiments. From the simulations, the
equivalent fracture strains (corresponding to the measured displacement to fracture) and
average stress triaxialities (defined in Eq. (2.25)) are obtained and listed in Table 2.2. The
characteristic dimensions of the specimens in the simulations are also listed in Table 2.2,
from which it is shown again that Eq. (2.23) and (2.13) give good estimations of the stress
triaxiality and the equivalent fracture strain.
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Fig. 2-11: Stress v.s. plastic strain curve of 1045 steel used in numerical simulations
2.4.2 Fracture tests on flat plane strain specimens with grooves
Referring to Eq. (2.21), the stress triaxiality 71 in the center of a flat grooved specimen is
determined by the ratio t/R. Three values of t/R were assigned to specimens, t/R = 0.1260,
t/R = 0.4030, and tIR = 1.006. The ligament thicknesses of the specimens at the grooves are
all equal to 1.6mm, and the radii of the grooves are equal to 12.7mm, 3.97mm, and 1.59mm.
The above values of the groove radii are determined by the availability of machining tools.
The plate thicknesses at the specimens shoulder are all equal to 5mm, and the length of
gauge section for this group of specimens is 25.9mm. Two specimens of each ratio of t/R
i
were machined and tested, see Fig. 2-12. Due to machining errors, there are errors on
the initial thicknesses of the specimens. Table 2.3 gives a summary of the characteristic
dimensions of the specimens both before tests and after tests, from which the initial stress
triaxialities and equivalent fracture strain were predicted by Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22). The
force-displacement curve of a typical case with the groove notch R = 3.97mm is shown in
Fig. 2-14.
Fig. 2-12: 1045 steel plane strain flat specimens with different notches
Finite element models are built in ABAQUS/Standard to simulate the experiments. The
center region of the flat grooved specimens is under plane strain condition, but the two edge
region are close to plane stress condition. In order to exactly simulate the experiments, 3-D
models are built using 8-node solid elements. Due to symmetries in three planes, only a 1/8
model was developed. The FE model of the case with groove notch R = 3.97mm is shown
in Fig. 2-13.
Fig. 2-13: Finite element model of flat grooved specimen, t = 1.55mm, R = 3.97mm.
Table 2.3: A summary of the characterized dimensions of the flat grooved specimens (1045
steel)
Specimen type Initial Fracture Notch radius Stress tri- Fracture
thickness thickness (mm) axiality * strain *
(mm) (mm)
R12.7 - test A 1.62 1.43 12.7 (1/2") 0.6136 0.1441
R12.7 - test B 1.48 1.32 12.7 0.6105 0.1321
R12.7 - test C 1.28 1.16 12.7 0.6061 0.1137
R12.7-A simulation 1.62 1.39 12.7 0.6705 0.2184
R3.97 - test A 1.55 1.42 3.97 (5/32") 0.6849 0.1011
R3.97 -test B 1.54 1.40 3.97 0.6842 0.1101
R3.97-A simulation 1.55 1.42 3.97 0.7799 0.1765
R1.59- test A 1.60 1.51 1.59 (1/16") 0.8365 0.0669
R1.59- test B 1.71 1.60 1.59 0.8523 0.0768
R1.59-B simulation 1.71 1.62 1.59 1.0237 0.1005
*For the experimental results, the initial stress triaxialities are directly calculated from tests
using Eq. (2.21), and the fracture strains are also directly calculated from tests using Eq. (2.22).
For the simulation results, the fracture initiation sites are at the center of the specimens,
and the average stress triaxialities (defined in Eq. (2.25)) are provided.
Comparison of the force-displacement curve of the case with groove notch R = 3.97mm
between numerical simulation and experimental result is illustrated in Fig. 2-14, from which
one can see that the numerical simulation agrees with the experiments reasonably well. The
equivalent fracture strains and average stress triaxialities (defined in Eq. (2.25)) obtained
from numerical simulations are listed in Table 2.3. The geometry dimensions of the specimens
in the simulations are also listed in Table 2.3. It can be concluded from Table 2.3 that Eq.
(2.21) and (2.22) give good predictions of the stress triaxiality and the equivalent fracture
strain of the flat grooved plane strain specimens. For plane strain specimens, the Lode angle
parameter 9 at the fracture site is constant and equal to zero.
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Fig. 2-14: Force displacement response of 1045 steel plane strain flat specimens with groove
notch = 3.97mm
2.4.3 Fracture tests on tubular specimens in torsion
Torsion tests were conducted using Lindholm type tubular specimen (Lindholm et al., 1980;
White et al., 1990). The dimensions of the specimens is shown in Fig. 2-15. Two torsional
tests were conducted under quasi-static loading with zero axial force (see Fig. 2-16). The
loading velocity was 0.028°/s. In order to hold the specimen tightly, two plug-in aluminum
cylinders were placed inside the two ends of the tubing specimen during the tests. The
measured torque-rotation curves are shown in Fig. 2-17, from which the average rotation
angle to fracture is found to be Aof = 200 = 0.3491rad. The equivalent strain to fracture
can be estimated,
rA4f
-  
9.5 x 0.3491
E - = 0.48. (2.24)vLo \F x 4
The fracture initiation site was on the outer surface and around the corner, see Fig. 2-16.
Because the torsion fracture is a pure shear condition, the two stress state parameters are
equal to zero, r7 = 0 = 0.
0o000
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Fig. 2-15: Dimension of torsional tubing specimens.
Fig. 2-16: Two torsional tubing specimens after fracture.
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Fig. 2-17: The torque-rotation curves of tubes under torsional loading.
2.4.4 Summary of results of 1045 steel
From the experimental results in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, the fracture loci can be constructed
in the space of stress triaxiality and equivalent strain to fracture. The input data to construct
such plots are listed in Table 2.2 and 2.3. These two groups of specimens deformed and
fractured under different values of 6, therefore, plotting these two fracture loci together will
give a direct understanding of the applicability of flat grooved plate specimen to calibrate
fracture locus. The results are shown in Fig. 2-18. The data points with the same value of
C are fitted using modified Rice-Tracey type exponential function, Eq. (2.10).
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Fig. 2-18: Comparison of the fracture loci of 1045 steel measured from two groups of classical
specimen in the plane of equivalent strain to fracture and initial stress triaxiality, which
clearly shows the effect of Lode angle of ductile fracture locus.
If the data point on the torsion test, described in Section 2.4.3, is added in Fig. 2-18, then
it is very interesting to find that the data point of torsion test lies exactly on the bound limit
calibrated from the flat grooved specimens. The reason is that the Lode angle parameter in
a torsion test is equal to zero (8 = 0), which is the same as plane strain tension tests. The
following partial conclusions can be drawn from the above tests and analysis on 1045 steel.
Fracture locus of steel 1045 directly
from experimental measurements
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* Ductility of both flat grooved specimen and round notched bars are diminishing in an
exponential manner with stress triaxiality.
* The fracture bounding curve corresponding to flat grooved specimens and tubular
specimens i() is far below the bounding curve representing round bar specimens 6+).
* The Lode angle parameter 9 has an important effect on the fracture locus
* The fracture loci shown in Fig. 2-18 were constructed on the basis of the closed-form
solutions and the experimental data. No numerical simulation was needed to locate the
fracture points on the 2D (if, 7) plane. This method is referred to as a direct method
of constructing the fracture locus.
An alternative method of constructing the fracture locus was developed by Bao (2003);
Bao and Wierzbicki (2004a) using numerical simulation. From the numerical simulation, the
histories of stress triaxiality and equivalent plastic strain are obtained, see Fig. 2-19. Since
the stress triaxiality changes in the tests, a concept of average stress triaxiality, defined by
Eq. (2.25), was used.
1
7av = -) d. (2.25)
The equivalent strain to fracture is defined as the strain corresponding to the measured
displacement to fracture. The material's fracture locus constructed on the space of average
stress triaxiality and equivalent strain to fracture, using the above inverse method, is shown
in Fig. 2-19. The values of data points obtained from numerical simulations are also listed
in Table 2.2 and 2.3. Again, those data points are fitted using an exponential function. Note
that the values of parameters cl and c2 of Eq. (2.10) are different in curve fitting using both
methods.
From the analysis of data gathered in Table 2.2 and 2.3, one can see that the magnitudes
of the equivalent strain to fracture in the "direct" and inverse method are similar. This
means that the distribution of strain over the cross-section of round and flat specimens is
almost uniform. At the same time, the initial and average stress triaxiality are different which
could be expected from the analysis of Fig. 2-7. A comparison of fracture loci obtained by
means of "direct" and inverse method is shown in Fig. 2-20. This difference was also noted
by Borvik et al. (2003). Special attentions should be paid when the calibrated fracture loci
are used to predict fractures.
Stress triaxiality
Fig. 2-19: Fracture locus of steel 1045 from numerical simulations using average stress tri-
axiality
0
Stress triaxiality
Fig. 2-20: A comparison of fracture loci constructed on the basis of the initial stress triaxi-
ality (direct method, solid line) and average triaxiality (inverse method, dash line)
2.5 Results for DH36 steel
The above partial conclusion refers to fracture properties of 1045 steel. Indeed, additional
study on DH36 steel tells a different story. Another round of tests and simulations was
conducted on DH36 steel. All the specimens were cut and machined from a 3/8" (9.5mm)
thick metal sheet. It is easier to machine flat grooved specimen than to make round notched
ones from the metal sheets, but mini-size smooth and notched bars were also machined and
tested to compare. The calibrated fracture loci obtained from experiments using the direct
method are shown in Fig. 2-21, and the results from numerical simulations are shown in
Fig. 2-22. It is found that, for DH36 steel, the effect of the Lode angle parameter 9 on the
fracture locus is very weak in high stress triaxiality region, so the fracture loci calibrated
from two types of specimen are almost identical. This is similar to the test results reported
by Hancock and Brown (1983) on other materials. It is also noted that the present material,
DH36 steel, is very ductile and deep neck develops before fracture. As a result, fracture loci
determined on the basis of the initial and average stress triaxiality are remarkably different.
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Fig. 2-21: Fracture locus of DH36 steel from experimental measurements using initial stress
triaxiality
Although the effect of Lode angle parameter 0 on the fracture locus of DH36 steel is
weak, another interesting phenomenon is the effect of the Lode angle parameter 6 on metal
plasticity. It is found that, for DH36 steel ,the stress-strain curve calibrated from the smooth
round bar tensile test can not predict the force-displace response in the tests of flat grooved
plane strain specimen. This shows that the classical J2 plasticity needs to be modified
by including the Lode angle effect to get accurate predictions for some materials (Bai and
Wierzbicki, 2007a,b).
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Fig. 2-22: Fracture locus of DH36 steel from numerical simulations using average stress
triaxiality
2.6 Discussion and conclusion
The stress state inside a notch of a flat grooved plate plane strain specimen is analyzed.
A Bridgman-like closed-form solution is obtained for the stress triaxiality of a flat grooved
specimen. Finite element simulations has validated the accuracy of the newly derived for-
mula. Test results of 1045 steel and DH36 steel proved the applicability of this type of
specimen and the stress triaxiality formula to calibrate the effect of stress triaxiality on the
fracture locus. Traditionally, the fracture locus is calibrated from smooth and notched round
bars. Furthermore, the test results on DH36 steel showed that flat grooved specimens are
especially suitable for testing thin sheet metals.
The range of stress triaxiality in round notched bars and flat grooved specimens is similar,
but values of the normalized third stress invariant or Lode angle parameter 9 are different.
This feature makes the flat grooved plane strain specimens very suitable for studying the
effect of Lode angle parameter, 9, on the fracture locus. The new test results on 1045 steel
shows that the fracture locus is in fact a surface in the space of (f, 77, 9) rather than a
single curve on the plane of (Sf, 7r). Accordingly, a general 3D fracture locus was introduced
by Bai and Wierzbicki (2007a). These two types of specimens can be used to calibrate two
bounding curves, +), and 4'() as shown in Fig. 2-2. If a symmetric fracture locus is assumed,
) = -), then the 3D fracture loci of these two materials, 1045 steel and DH36 steel, can
be plotted in Fig. 2-23.
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Fig. 2-23: 3D fracture loci of 1045 steel and DH36 steel, data from experimental measure-
ments, assuming symmetric fracture locus (i±)= )).
To experimentally calibrate the third bounding curve -), upsetting tests and/or equi-
biaxial tension tests are suggested. It should also be noted that the tensile tests cover only
the high stress triaxiality region, other types tests are need to get fracture data points for
low stress triaxiality region. Every material needs comprehensive calibration to get the 3D
fracture locus. For example, according to the present study and results reported by Hancock
and Brown (1983), fractures of some materials such as DH36 steel are not affected by the
Lode angle parameter (see Fig. 2-23(b)). It is worthy to mention that this flat grooved
^ (*l •, •, ,- -3
specimen can also be used to study the effect of Lode angle parameter on metal plasticity,
as explained by Bai and Wierzbicki (2007a), which is included in Chapter 3.
Chapter 3
A New Model of Metal Plasticity and
Fracture with Pressure and Lode
Dependence
Classical metal plasticity theory assumes that the hydrostatic pressure has no or negligi-
ble effect on the material strain hardening, and that the flow stress is independent of the
third deviatoric stress invariant (or Lode angle parameter). However, recent experiments
on metals have shown that both the pressure effect and the effect of the third deviatoric
stress invariant should be included in the constitutive description of the material. A gen-
eral form of asymmetric metal plasticity, considering both the pressure sensitivity and the
Lode dependence, is postulated. The calibration method for the new metal plasticity is
discussed. Experimental results on aluminum 2024-T351 are shown to confirmed the new
material model.
From the similarity between yielding surface and fracture locus, a new 3D asymmetric
fracture locus, in the space of equivalent fracture strain, stress triaxiality and the Lode angle
parameter, is postulated. Two methods of calibration of the fracture locus are discussed.
One is based on classical round specimens and flat specimens in uniaxial tests, and the
other one uses the newly designed butterfly specimen under biaxial testing. Test results of
Bao (2003) on aluminum 2024-T351, and test data points of A710 steel from butterfly spec-
imens under biaxial testing are used to validate the postulated asymmetric 3D fracture locus.
3.1 Introduction
The classical J2 theory of metal plasticity assumes that the effect of hydrostatic pressure
am on plastic flow is negligible, and further assumes that the flow stress is independent of
the third stress invariant of the stress deviator. For application to ductile fracture, these
assumptions must be carefully examined. Ductile fracture is a local phenomenon and the
state of stress and strain in potential fracture locations must be determined with great
accuracy. Fracture initiation is often preceded by large plastic deformation and there are
considerable stress and strain gradients around the point of fracture. In these situations,
the infinitesimal J2 theory of plasticity is not accurate enough, and more refined plasticity
models has to be introduced.
The soil and rock mechanics community has long recognized a need for incorporating
the hydrostatic and deviatoric (Lode angle parameter) stress invariants into a constitutive
descriptions (see for example (Bardet, 1990; Menetrey and Willam, 1995)). More recently
Bigoni and Piccolroza (2003) proposed a general failure surface for geomaterials in the space
of principal stresses that reduces in limiting cases to the Tresca hexagon or the von Mises
circle. The Sandia GeoModel (Fossum and Brannon, 2006) is also formulated in the space
of three invariants. The developments in geomaterials was proceeding over the decades
independently of metal plasticity with the latter lagging behind the former.
Based on an extensive experimental study, Richmond and Spitzig (Richmond and Spitzig,
1980; Spitzig and Richmond, 1984) were first to demonstrate the effect of hydrostatic pressure
on yielding of aluminum alloys. This conclusion has recently been confirmed by Wilson
(2002), who studied notched 2024-T351 aluminum bars in tension. The concept of a shrinking
yield surface with hydrostatic pressure was put forward independently by Gurson (1975)
and later by Needleman and Tvergaard (1984) in their studies of ductile fracture by the
nucleation, growth and coalescence of voids. The common shortcoming of these various
theories of porous plasticity has been an ill-defined calibration procedure.
In general, the hydrostatic pressure is controlling the size of the yield surface while the
Lode angle parameter is responsible for its shape. The determination of an adequate shape
of the yield surface has become an issue in the sheet metal forming industry. It was found a
long time ago that the von Mises plane stress ellipse does not lead to a correct prediction of
the necking instability. There are an abundance of various modifications and generalizations
of the plane stress yield curve to bring the prediction closer to reality (Karafillis and Boyce,
1993; Barlat et al., 1997, 2005; Vegter and van den Boogaard, 2006). However, most of the
above theories included the effect of an in-plane anisotropy and the connection between the
shape of yield condition and the Lode angle parameter remained unnoticed.
The paper is divided into two parts. The first part is concerned with a development of a
more general plasticity model. Results of 21 tests on three groups of specimens are analyzed
through a finite element simulation. It is shown that the parameters of the J2 plasticity model
with power hardening rule, determined from one test, can not predict correctly the load-
displacement responses in the all remaining tests. A new plasticity model with correction
for the hydrostatic pressure and the Lode parameter brings a perfect correlation with test
results. Percentage-wise, the correction for the hydrostatic pressure is small. Physically,
it could be attributed to the effect of hydrostatic pressure on metal crystal dislocations.
The magnitudes of correction due to the deviatoric state parameter (Lode angle parameter)
is large and in some cases reaches 20%. The effect of hydrostatic pressure is consistent
with earlier finding of other authors (Richmond and Spitzig, 1980; Spitzig and Richmond,
1984; Wilson, 2002). The new yield surface is asymmetric in the space of principal stresses
losing three planes of symmetry as compared to the Tresca yield condition with six plane of
symmetry, so it is asymmetric in any of the Tresca's six symmetry planes.
The second part of the paper deals with the determination of the 3-D locus of the fracture
initiation points. The locus is determined experimentally from two types of test procedures.
One is based on classical round specimens or flat specimens in uniaxial tests, and the other
one uses a series of tests on a double curvature butterfly specimen subjected to bi-axial
loading under different combination of tension/shear and compression/shear. The test points
are then fitted to a smooth surface which describes the dependence of the equivalent strain to
fracture on the average stress triaxiality and the normalized third invariant of the deviatoric
stress tensor (or Lode angle parameter). Again, it is shown that the best fit of test data is
provided by a surface which is asymmetric with respect to the Lode angle parameter.
3.2 Characterization of the stress state
The extended metal plasticity model and the 3-D fracture locus will be formulated in terms
of three invariants of the stress tensor [a], defined respectively by
1 1
p = - m -tr([a]) = -- (al + a2 + a 3 ) (3.1)
q = -r = [S) : [S] = [(a - 2)2 z 3)2 + (3 - )2  (3.2)2 [S S
r = [S] -[S: [S = det([S]) = - )(2 - (3.3)
where [S] is the deviatoric stress tensor,
[S] = [a] + p[I], (3.4)
[I] is the identity tensor and al, a2 and as denote principal stresses. Note that the parameter
p is positive in compression, but am is positive in tension. It is convenient to work with the
dimensionless hydrostatic pressure q7, defined by
-p am (3.5)
q o
The parameter qj, often referred to as the triaxiality parameter, has been extensively used
in the literature on ductile fracture (McClintock, 1968; Rice and Tracey, 1969; Hancock and
Mackenzie, 1976; Mackenzie et al., 1977; Johnson and Cook, 1985; Bao, 2003). The second
important parameter is the Lode angle 0. The geometrical represent of Lode angle is shown
in Fig. 2-1. The Lode angle 0 is related to the normalized third deviatoric stress invariant
( (see Malvern (1969); Xu and Liu (1995)) through
= = cos(30). (3.6)
Since the range of the Lode angle is 0 < 0 < 7r/3, the range of 6 is -1 < 6 5 1. Furthermore,
the Lode angle 0 can be normalized by
60 2S= 1 -- = 1 - - arccos . (3.7)
The range of 0 is -1 < 0 < 1. The parameter 9 will be called the Lode angle parameter
hereinafter. Now, all stress directions (or called loading conditions) can be characterized by
the above defined set of parameters (rq, 0). Various stress states encountered in "classical"
specimens used for plasticity and fracture testing can be uniquely characterized by the above
defined set of parameters (yj, 0), as shown in Table 3.1. The analytical expressions for the
stress triaxiality 71, the parameter 8 in terms of measurable quantities are all listed in Table
3.1.
Table 3.1: Ten types of classical specimens for plasticity and fracture calibration
No. Specimen type Analytical value or for- The Lode an- Analytical for-
mula of stress triaxial- gle parameter mula of frac-
ity 77* 0 ture strain Ef*
1 Smooth round bars, ten- 1 1 2 In af
3 \af
sion
Notched round bars, ten- 1 + x/1ln(1 + )2 1 21n (
sion (Bridgman, 1952)
3 Plastic plane strain, ten- 0 2 In3 73 tfL
sion
4 Flat grooved plates, ten- [1 + 2 In (1 + 0 (n)
sion (Bai et al., 2006b)
5 Torsion or shear 0 0 3L
6 Cylinders, compression - -1 2 1n
7 Equi-biaxial tension 2 -1 2n In
8 Equi-biaxial compression - 1 2 In (n )
9 Plastic plane strain, com- v3 0 2 In a)
pression
10 Notched round bars, - + V In(1 + a)] -1 21n(a)
compression Bridgman
(1952)
*In the above table, R is the radius of a notch or a groove, a is radius of a round bar at the notch
or the outer radius of a torsional specimen, ao is the initial radius, af is the radius at fracture, t
is thickness of a flat grooved plat at the groove, to is the initial thickness, tf is the thickness at
fracture, Lo is the initial gauge length of a torsional specimen, Aof is angular displacement to
fracture of a torsional specimen, do is the initial grid spacing of an equi-biaxial testing specimens,
and dy is the corresponding spacing to fracture.
Special attention is given to the plane stress state. It was shown by Wierzbicki and Xue
(2005) that the condition aa = 0 uniquely relates the parameters 7r and ( (or 9) through
(3.8)
A plot of Eq. (3.8) is shown in Fig. 3-1. Points corresponding to ten types of "classical"
7r =l 27 1(2_C cos b(1- 12 = 2 2 3).
specimens and tests are marked by circles. The function 0 (Eq. (3.8)) has three roots
corresponding to pure shear (,q = 0, 0 = 0) and the transverse plastic plane strain (7 = +f'
0 = 0).
0.5
0
-0.5
-0.5 0.5
Fig. 3-1: Conceptual representation of the initial stress states on the plane of r7 and 8
3.3 A new form of metal plasticity
The plasticity theory to be developed in this section is valid under several assumptions.
Firstly, the homogeneity and material isotropy are assumed. Secondly, the material is taken
to be elastic-plastic with isotropic hardening. The extension to the combined isotropic/kinematic
hardening could be made following the procedures suggested by Khan (for example Khan
and Jackson (1999)). Finally, the plastic incompressibility is assumed.
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3.3.1 Effect of hydrostatic pressure on yield
The concept of pressure dependent yield condition goes back to Coulomb-Mohr, and Drucker
and Prager (1952). This concept, originally developed for soil and granular materials, was
shown more recently in a number of publications (Richmond and Spitzig, 1980; Brownrigg
et al., 1983; Spitzig and Richmond, 1984) to be applicable to metal plasticity. According to
the above theories, the initial and current yield function is taken in this paper to be a linear
function of the normalized pressure, n,
oyld = ('Ep) - i = (p) 1 = 3(. (Ep) (1 - 3awj), (3.9)
where I, = 3am and 4p is the equivalent plastic strain. The proportionality parameter
a should be calibrated from tests. In Eq. (3.9), the first strain hardening term, &(Vp),
represents the stress-strain curve in zero hydrostatic pressure, for example in the torsion
test. In practice, tensile tests of a smooth round bar or a dogbone specimen are very
commonly used to calibrate the stress-strain curve. Therefore, more generally, Eq. (3.9) can
be rewritten as
aOvld = (Ep, no) [1 -3a ( - ro)] = () [1 - cý(ri -n o)], (3.10)
where j(,p) is material strain hardening function from the reference test, and ro, is the
reference value of stress triaxiality from the reference test, for example, no = 1/3 for smooth
round bar tensile test, i77 = -1/3 for cylindrical specimen compressive test, no = 0 for torsion
test and so on. Here, c, is a material constant need to be calibrated, which represents the
hydrostatic pressure effect on material plasticity. It should also be noted that the effect
of pressure on plasticity does not have to be linear. Experimental data for ices showed a
non-linear pressure effect (Karr et al., 1989). A linear function is proposed in this paper for
metals.
The present concept of pressure dependent yield function for metals should not be con-
fused with Gurson type of softening (Gurson, 1975; Needleman and Tvergaard, 1984) due to
the nucleation, growth and linkage of voids. In a simple tensile test, it is difficult to tell what
physical mechanism is responsible for the observed softening - the suppression of dislocation
motion or the growth of material porosity with deformation. The physically based Eq. (3.10)
explains a relative difference in the stress-strain curves obtained in tests with various stress
triaxialities, which can be measured experimentally by a few simple tests. At the same time,
the material softening in the GTN model (Needleman and Tvergaard, 1984) is an illusive
concept because the reference state is the undamaged stress-strain curve for the matrix ma-
terial, which can not be found from any simple tests. The reversibility of the softening is
another issue even though Spitzig and Richmond (1984) did not address it directly. It is im-
plicitly assumed that the dislocation suppression is reversible. This means that when in the
loading process the hydrostatic pressure is brought back to the original value, the material
will regain its initial strength. It is useful to design a test program involving a controlled
change of the triaxiality to distinguish the two types of softening as discussed above. One
such test could, for example, would involve two-stage tensile tests on notched round bars.
After some plastic deformation the test is stopped and the gauge section of a specimen is
re-machined to a larger radius. Such tests are being planned by the present authors.
3.3.2 Lode dependence
The dependence of the yield condition on the Lode angle parameter can best be explained
by comparing the von Mises and Tresca yield condition. In the polar coordinate system, the
equivalent stress becomes the radial coordinate while the circumferential coordinate is the
Lode angle 0. In the deviatoric stress plane, the von Mises yielding condition is represented
by a circle. The Tresca yielding is a hexagon inscribed on the von Mises circle, as shown in
Fig. 3-2.
To take the third stress invariant into account for plasticity, a new term considering
the effect of the Lode angle is introduced into Eq. (3.10). The following yield criterion is
proposed,
ayld = C (p) [1 - C(- ) O +7 (c -- cj) /- ,m (3.11)
where -y and c'x are two parameters defined by
= 1 cos(/ /) - 1 = 6.4641 [sec(O - /6) - 11, (3.12)1 - cos(-/6) cos(0 - i/6)
c f c0 for <>0
c for 0 < 0(3.13)
Equation (3.11) defines a class of function that define the shape of the yield surface. The
term cos(O - 7r/6) in the definition of the parameter 'y represents the difference between
von Mises and Tresca in the deviatoric stress plane, which is obtained from the geometrical
construction by comparing the von Mises circle and the Tresca hexagon. After modification
and normalization, the range of -y is 0 < 7 <• 1, in which -y = 0 is corresponding to plane
strain or shear condition, and -y = 1 is corresponding to axial symmetry. In Eq. (3.11),
the leading term is linear with respect to the parameter -y, the higher order power term
(Q`+') is introduced to make the yield surface smooth and differentiable with respect to
Lode angle 0 around y = 1. The parameter m is a non-negative integer. There are four
material constants, cd, cj, c& and m, need to be calibrated. The values of cd, co, and cc are
relative, and at least one of them is equal to unity. This depends on which type of reference
test is used to calibrate the strain hardening function a(Sp). For example, if a smooth round
bar tensile test is used, then c0 = 1; if a torsion test is used, then c' = 1; if a cylinder
specimen compressive test is used, then cc = 1.
Mises
Tresca
(A, B)
Fig. 3-2: Three yield loci in the deviatoric stress plane
It can be proved that the postulated yield function (Eq. (3.11)) is smooth and differen-
tiable. The convexity of yield surface is controlled by the ratios of three parameters c6, c) and
co. Compared with von Mises and Tresca yield conditions, this yield surface can be plotted in
the deviatoric stress plane, as shown in Fig. 3-2. Examples of yield loci are shown in Fig. 3-3
for the case of plane stress. By suitably choosing model parameters, some limiting cases are
obtained. For example, assuming either c, = 0 and c' = c' = c= = 1 or m = 0 gives the von
Mises yield condition, while taking c, = 0 and co = v3/2, c6 = cl = 1, m = +oo gives the
Tresca yield criterion. If the parameter c, = 0 in above two cases, then one will get Drucker
and Prager yield function (1952) and pressure-modified Tresca yield function. Most of metal
plasticity theories assume that, in the deviatoric stress plane, the yield function is symmetric
for uniaxial tension and uniaxial compression, which are corresponding to 9 = 1 and 6 = -1
respectively (for example, Tresca (1864); Mises (1913); Karafillis and Boyce (1993)). This
restriction can be removed in the present model by setting c6 $ co. It should be noted that
the flattening property of the von Mises ellipse, which is needed for right prediction of the
Forming Limit Curves, was introduced by many authors in the space of principal stresses
using non-quadratic yield function (Hosford, 1972; Karafillis and Boyce, 1993; Barlat et al.,
1997), often under plane stress assumption. Vegter and van den Boogaard (2006) modeled
the plane stress yield locus by fitting Brezier curves into four test points. Working on the
deviatoric plane with the Lode angle dependence is another way of controlling the shape of
the yield surface in a simple and elegant way.
Fig. 3-3: Examples of yield locus for plane stress condition. (Here, c6 = 1, and the effect of
hydrostatic pressure is dis-activated, c, = 0)
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Fig. 3-4: A postulated 3D yield surface
3.3.3 The deviatoric associated flow rule
The yield surface, given by Eq. (3.11), can be visualized in the space of three principle
stresses (a l ,a 2, a3), see Fig. 3-4. According to the conventional associated flow rule,
de = dA - (3.14)
where the plastic potential is defined by
f = q - -(, 7) [1 - c( r - r o)] c 8 + (c•x - (3 .1 5 )Co (CO _ COS) I(3.15)
dA is the equivalent plastic strain increment, and q is defined by Eq. (3.2). To implement
a yield function into finite element codes, a necessary step is to derive the expression for
the normal direction (or flow direction) with respect to yield locus, .9 From the yield
function, Eq. (3.15), one can get
=aij +aij 
m 
c C (3.16)0(•)[1 - cv (•/- 7o)] (CSx - c•)(1 -_m) 3
where &q a" and (^- can be expressed by the following equations.o-ij D oaij -,ij
8q 3
= -s 3 Si, (3.17)
Oiyj 2q
, 13 3q (3.18)
Oaij 3q q2
07 _( 3- (tan (0 - r/6)) 1 cos 30 3- SikSk (3.19)
aj 2 - ••,\ cos(9 - 7r/6) qsin30 3 2q s 2q 2
Although the plasticity is pressure sensitive, experiments show that the plastic dilatancy
of metals is negligible (Spitzig and Richmond, 1984). To satisfy the assumption of plastic
incompressibility, the first term ij in Eq. (3.18) should be removed. Therefore, what is
used in the present paper is a flow rule with deviatoric associativity, see Eq. (3.20), rather
than the conventional associated flow rule, Eq. (3.16).
= - & 0 m+1 2q2 S
- , (P) [1 - c, (77 - 7o)] (cox - c0) (1 - Ym) (3.20)( ) (tan(0-r/,6\ 1 cos30 3
2- \ cos(0-7/6) } sin30 3 2q S - SikSkj
Clearly, the presence of additional terms in Eq. (3.20) indicate that the direction of plastic
flow is normal to the yield surface in the deviatoric plane but not to von Mises yield surface.
In this issue, the present formulation can be classified as an intermediate flow rule between
the non-associated flow rule and the conventional "fully" associated one. (It should be noted
that if this model is used to model other non-mental porous materials, which are plastic
compressible, then a fully associated flow rule as previous stated is necessary). This new
form of metal plasticity has been implemented into Abaqus user material subroutine VUMAT
using the classical mapping return algorithm. The following numerical simulations are run
with the material subroutine.
3.4 Experimental calibration of 2024-T351 aluminum
A power function is introduced to describe the isotropic stain hardening for metal plasticity.
5 (4) = A (co + p)" for a > a . , (3.21)
where ,o is the first yield strain. There are nine parameters, A,eo,n,c,rl77, c, c6,c), and m,
in the present plasticity model. To validate and calibrate the model, four types of tests are
required. The first test is the smooth round bar tensile test, from which the baseline stress-
strain curve (parameters: A,eo and n) can be determined. Also, the reference parameters
are uniquely defined: 77o = 1/3 and c8 = 1. The second test is the notched round bars tensile
test. Introducing a geometric notch to a smooth round bar increases the hydrostatic pressure
in the materials inside the neck. Wilson (2002) conducted this type of test on aluminum
2024-T351, and calibrated the pressure effect on metal plasticity, but the effect of Lode angle
was not taken into account. The third test is the tensile test of flat grooved plates, which can
be used to calibrate the parameter c". The fourth test is the cylindrical specimens' upsetting
test, which can be used to calibrate the last two parameters c) and m. The corresponding
stress states of these four types of tests are also respectively marked as A,B,C and D in Fig.
3-2. The analysis and a description of experimental study of the first three types of tests
were described in the earlier report (Bai et al., 2006b) in detail. In this paper, emphasis is
put on the numerical simulation study and plastic model calibration.
3.4.1 Smooth and notched round bars tensile tests
Smooth round bar tensile tests were used to calibrate the stress-strain curve. There are three
steps involved. Firstly, the engineering stress-strain curve UE(CE) is obtained from the force-
displacement curve P(u) recorded during the test. Secondly, the true stress-strain curve &(E)
is calculated from the engineering stress-strain curve using the classical transformation law,
& = aE(1 +EE) and E = ln(1+ E). In this step, only the data point before specimen necking
can be used because the transformation equations are valid only up to necking initiation.
Approximately, one can take the peak point of the force-displacement curve as the necking
initiation point. Thirdly, a power function (Eq. (3.21)) is used to fit the true stress-strain
curve obtained from the test. This curve is then extrapolated to get the approximate true
stress-strain curve after necking.
Two methods are available to determine more precisely the true stress-strain curve after
necking. If the continues measurements of the neck geometry are available, then the Bridg-
man correction is applicable. Alternatively, the inverse method could be used in which the
stress-strain curve after necking is adjusted to get good agreement of the measured force-
displacement curve. For the present material, the neck was not deep and it was not necessary
to adjust the stress-strain curve after necking.
A group of tensile tests of smooth and notched round bars were conducted, refer to
Fig. 3-5. The diameter of smooth round bar specimens is 9 mm. For notched round bar
specimens, the diameter of the minimal cross-section is 8 mm, and two radii of notches are
assigned, equal to 12 mm and 4 mm, respectively. The diameters in specimens shoulder are
all equal to 15 mm, and the length of gauge section for this group of specimens is 25.5 mm.
The selected material is aluminum 2024-T351. To avoid the effect of material anisotropic,
all the specimens discussed in this paper are machined from the rolling direction (or 90'
direction) of a same material block. Two to four tests are conducted for each case.
Fig. 3-5: A group of smooth and notched round bar specimens
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Fig. 3-6: A comparison of force-displacement curves between experimental results and sim-
ulation results: smooth round bars, diameter = 9mm
The stress-strain curve was calibrated from a smooth round bar tensile test, so o =
1/3. To calibrate the pressure dependence coefficient c,, the finite element models of the
-T351 in 900 direction
section distance=25.5mm
ound bar D9-1
ound bar D9-2
---- Simulation (w/o correction)
- - - Simulation (w/ pressure correction only)
--- Simulation (w/l both corrections)
"in
W
specimens were constructed with the Lode angle terms switched off. Round bar specimens
are discretized by 4-node axisymmetric elements. Finite element models of Abaqus/explicit
are built, in which the user material subroutine VUMAT is used. The measured force-
displacement curves are shown in Fig. 3-6 and 3-7. From these figures, one can see that
without any corrections, the force-displacement response of the smooth round bar simulation
agrees with the experimental results very well, but the notched round bar simulations over-
predict the force-displacement curves about 3%-6%. The reason is that the material points
inside a notched round bar are subjected to higher pressure than the smooth round bar. This
phenomenon shows the effect of hydrostatic pressure on stress-strain curve. By changing the
coefficient c, iteratively, a value of c, = 0.09 is obtained, which makes the force-displacement
curves agree with the experiment results (the errors become less than 0.8%), as shown in
Fig. 3-6 and 3-7. A comparison was also done for the case with notch radius equal to 12
mm, but for the sake of brevity, it is not shown in this paper, see Ref. (Bai et al., 2006b)
for a complete analysis.
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Fig. 3-7: A comparison of force-displacement curves between experimental results and sim-
ulation results: notched round bars, diameter =8mm, notch radius=4mm.
The calibrated pressure effect in Wilson's paper (Wilson, 2002) gives a = 0.03 for ap-
parently the same material. One can see that the present method to calibrate c, is different
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from the one Wilson suggested, but the result is similar.
3.4.2 Flat grooved plates tensile tests
Another group of tensile tests of flat grooved plates, as shown in Fig. 3-8, were conducted
as described in detail in the earlier report (Bai et al., 2006b). The width of the specimens
is 50mm. Four types of radii of the grooves are machined: 12.7mm, 3.97mm, 2.38mm,
and 1.59mm. Two nominal thicknesses in the minimal cross-section are assigned to these
specimens: t = 2.11mm is assigned to the one with 1.59mm groove radius, and t = 1.6mm
is assigned to the other ones. The plate thicknesses at the specimens shoulder are all equal
to 5mm, and the length of gauge section for this group of specimens is 25 mm. The flat
grooved specimen has a same range of stress triaxiality with that of notched round bars, but
the corresponding values of the Lode angle parameter 0 are different. This feature gives a
direct way to see the effect of the Lode angle parameter on metal plasticity. Again, the finite
element simulation of physical tests is needed to find the remaining parameters.
Fig. 3-8: A group of flat grooved specimens
The flat grooved specimens are discretized by 8-node solid elements. Finite element
models are built and run by Abaqus/explicit with the material user subroutine. Due to
symmetry condition, 1/8 of a full scale model is used. Comparisons of force-displacement
curves between numerical simulations and experimental results of the case with the sharpest
groove notch are illustrated in Fig. 3-9. Without any corrections, one can see large differences
between numerical simulations and experiments in force responses from these figures (the
errors are about 14%-19%). If only a hydrostatic pressure effect (c, = 0.09) is introduced, the
differences between numerical simulations and experiments becomes smaller but can not be
eliminated (the errors become 12%-16%). Here, it is found that the pressure effect correction
is not enough, and the Lode angle parameter effect should also be taken into account. By
changing the coefficient c& iteratively, a value of co = 0.855 is obtained, which makes the
force-displacement curves agree well with the experiment results (the errors now become less
than 2%), as shown in Fig. 3-9. The comparison was done for all four radii of the groove,
but for the sake of brevity, only the result for the sharpest groove is shown (see Bai et al.
(2006b) for a complete analysis). From these two groups of tests, it can be concluded that
the corrections of both the hydrostatic pressure effect and the Lode dependence are necessary
for aluminum 2024-T351.
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Fig. 3-9: A comparison of force-displacement curves between experimental results and sim-
ulation results: flat grooved specimens, thickness = 2.11mm, groove radius=1.59mm.
3.4.3 Cylindrical specimens upsetting tests
The remaining two parameters cl and m are found from the upsetting tests. Round bars'
tensile tests and flat grooved plates' tensile tests correspond to loading conditions of 8 = 1
and 0 = 0 respectively. The loading condition of cylindrical specimens in the upsetting test
is 0 = -1 and q7 = -1/3. Since the pressure effect on plasticity is already calibrated in
the previous two groups of tests, the upsetting tests will help to determine the shape of the
yield surface at 0 = -1. To check whether the yield surface is symmetric with respect to
the Lode angle parameter 9 or not, a group compressive tests on cylindrical specimens were
conducted. The diameters of the specimens were 8 mm, and two heights (6 mm and 11.25
mm) were assigned to two types of cylinders, as shown in Fig. 3-10.
Fig. 3-10: Two groups of cylindrical specimens for upsetting tests
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Fig. 3-11: A comparison of force-displacement curves between experimental results and
simulation results: cylindrical specimens, diameter=8 mm, height=6 mm.
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The cylindrical specimens are discretized by 4-node axisymmetric elements. Finite ele-
ment models are built and run by Abaqus/explicit with the material user subroutine. Be-
cause the friction coefficient (p) between specimens and the platform of the testing machine
is unknown, the friction coefficient is adjusted iteratively in the simulation to make the final
deformed shape of specimens agree with the experimental results. Comparisons of the force-
displacement curves between numerical simulations and experimental results were made for
all tests, and a typical result is shown in Fig. 3-11. The value of t used in the simulation
is also provided in the figure. It is found that, using simply the power hardening law, there
is a difference between numerical simulations and experimental results (the errors are about
6%-10%). Adjusting the parameters, co and m, iteratively in the numerical simulation, the
set of parameter cc = 0.90 and m = 6 is obtained, which makes the force-displacement
curves agree well with the experimental ones (the errors become less than 2.5%), see Fig.
3-11. This proves that the yield surface of aluminum 2024-T351 is not symmetric because
of c6 $ c'. In summary, the calibrated plasticity model parameters of aluminum 2024-T351
as listed in Table 3.2. This completes the calibration process of plastic behavior.
Table 3.2: Calibrated material properties of aluminum 2024-T351 (Rolling direction)
Basic material properties Pressure effect and lode de-
pendence constants
Density p= 2.7e+3 Kg/m3  r7o = 1/3
Poisson's ratio = 0.3 c, = 0.09
Young's Modulus E=7.115e+5 MPa c6 = 1.0
Yield stress a,= 370 MPa co = 0.855
Stress-strain curve a = 908(0.0058+4,)0 1'742MPa c = 0.90
m=6
3.5 The asymmetric 3D fracture locus
Compared with the strain hardening, the hydrostatic pressure effect on metal plasticity is
relatively small. However, the hydrostatic pressure is one of the most important parameters
that controls material ductility. The equivalent plastic strain to fracture (Ef) is widely used to
measure material ductility. Theoretical analysis (McClintock, 1968; Rice and Tracey, 1969)
and numerous experimental studies (Hancock and Mackenzie, 1976; Mackenzie et al., 1977;
Johnson and Cook, 1985; Bao, 2003) have proved that the fracture strain increases when
the hydrostatic pressure increases. Wilkins et al. (1980) was first to introduce the effect of
deviatoric stress ratio A, which is related to Lode angle parameter 0 or the normalized third
stress invariant (, on ductile fracture.
f" = W1(P)w 2 (A) = g1(p)g2(6) = hi(r1)h2(). (3.22)
Furthermore, the function g2 was taken to be symmetric with respect to the parameter 6.
In this model as well as its subsequent applications (Kamoulakos et al., 2003; Xue, 2007b),
the dependence of the fracture locus on the parameter T and 0 was assumed to be separable
(see Eq. (3.22)). As an extension of Wilkins' model and Johnson-Cook's model, Wierzbicki
and Xue (2005) postulated a non-separable but symmetric 3D fracture locus in the space of
stress triaxiality and the normalized third stress invariant ý, Ef = 6f (rI, (), which is shown
in Fig. 3-12.
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Fig. 3-12: The fracture locus independent of ( (or 0) postulated by Johnson and Cook (1985)
(left), and a 3D symmetric fracture locus accounting for ( postulated by Wierzbicki and Xue
(Wierzbicki and Xue, 2005; Wierzbicki et al., 2005b)(right)
However, the assumptions of the separable form and symmetry of the fracture locus might
be too restrictive, and they were not based on the experimental evidence. Tests have shown
that the effect of the third stress invariant on ductile fracture initiation becomes weak in
the high range of pressures or high stress triaxiality region (Hancock and Brown, 1983; Bai
et al., 2006b). In low stress triaxiality region, a cylinder's upsetting test (corresponding to
the loading condition rq = -1/3 and 0 = -1) will give a quick check on the effect of the
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third stress invariant. A common practice in the literatures is to extrapolate the fracture
locus determined from high stress triaxiality region to the low stress triaxiality region. If
the fracture locus is symmetric with respect to 8 as postulated by Wilkins et al., Wierzbicki
and Xue (as is shown in Fig. 3-12), then the fracture strain of cylinders upsetting tests
(corresponding to # = -1) should lay on the extrapolated curve of fracture locus calibrated
by notched round bars tensile tests (corresponding to the loading condition 7r 2 1/3 and
S=1).
Loopf ductility due to
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Fig. 3-13: A new interpolation of Bao's data points of aluminum 2024-T351 (experimental
data from Bao's tests (Bao, 2003))
Bao (2003) designed a series of tests to calibrate the fracture strain in the entire range
of stress triaxiality. It is clear from Fig. 3-13 that the fracture strains of upsetting tests
are far below the extrapolated curve. In view of mounting experimental evidence, it can be
hypothesized that the loss of ductility in upsetting tests are due to the Lode angle parameter
9, which changes from 1 to -1. The phenomenon is confirmed by more recent tests conducted
by El-Magd et al. (2001), who performed similar tests on AlMgSil.F31 alloy.
As an extension of the 2D fracture locus, the 3D fracture locus is constructed in the space
of (?V, rl, 8). Since the effect of the Lode angle parameter on fracture strain is not uniform
for different stress triaxialities, it is proposed to construct the fracture locus based on the
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boundary limits. There are three limiting cases in the fracture locus: E(-) (corresponding
to axial symmetry in deviatoric compression, 6 = -1), 5°) (corresponding to plastic plane
strain or generalized shear, 0 = 0), and f+) (corresponding to axial symmetry in deviatoric
tension, 6 = +1). Tests should tell which bound limit is the upper limit and which is the
lower limit. There are many possibilities. Experimental data on geological materials from
Han and Chen (1985) show that -) > E), but others data from Bardet (1990) suggest
that ) > (-). Theoretical analysis based on Gurson's model by Gao and Kim (2006) and
cubic cell unit by Zhang et al. (2001) show that +) > ef-) in high stress triaxiality region.
It is also possible that these three curves will intersect when projecting the 3D surface into
the plane of the equivalent fracture strain and stress triaxiality. Based on the theory of
McClintock (1968) and Rice and Tracey (1969) on void growth, the exponential function for
the effect of stress triaxiality on fracture strain is used. Regarding the effect of 6 on fracture
locus, a parabolic function is proposed. Hence, the following form of the fracture locus is
postulated,
ef( =[( + (7- 22 + -f 2 Ef +
= [(Die-D27 + Dse-D67) - D3 e-D4q] 2 + (Die-D2n - DeD6) 6+ D e-D49(3.23)
In this new fracture locus function, six parameters, D 1, D2, D 3 ,D 4 , D5 , and D6 need to be
calibrated. The term Die- D21 gives the +) limit of the fracture locus, D•e-D4 gives thefg efc°e
limit of the fracture locus, and D5 e- D 6 7 gives the 6(-) limit of the fracture locus. It should be
noted that in this paper, the Lode angle parameter 6, instead of the normalized third stress
invariant (, will be used to formulate the fracture locus. A geometrical representation of the
new fracture locus in the 3D space is shown in Fig. 3-14. Generally speaking, E(+) 5 ý( ),f
which implies the asymmetry. It should be noted that a function convexity is not necessary
in strain (or stress) space for the 3D fracture locus.
Many special cases of the fracture loci can be recovered from the above general function.
For example, by requiring symmetry with respect to 6, (+)= E-) = -a), Eq. (3.23)
becomes
67 , ( ) = -[(ax) _ ) + o), (3.24)
which is similar to the Xue-Wierzbicki symmetric fracture locus. It should be noted that
neither Eq. (3.23) nor Eq. (3.24) is of a separable form in qr and 6 as assumed by Wilkins
et al. (1980); Kamoulakos et al. (2003); Xue (2007b). If the effect of 6 on fracture locus is
taken away, (ax) = (o), Eq. (3.24) becomes
-( -) = o0) = D3 e-D4
which is identical to the Rice-Tracey's fracture locus and also to a reduced form of Johnson-
Cooks criteria.
Axial symmetry, tension 1*)
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Fig. 3-14: A newly postulated 3D asymmetric fracture locus
3.6 Fracture locus calibration
3.6.1 Fracture locus calibration using "classical" specimens
There are six parameters in Eq. (3.23), so at least six different tests need to be performed
to calibrate the material for fracture. Ten types of classical specimens and tests are listed
in Table 3.1 and also shown in Fig. 3-1. From this table, it is suggested to choose the first
seven types of specimens to calibrate the fracture locus.
An emphasis is put on two groups of tests, the smooth and notched round bars tensile
tests (No. 1 and 2 in Table 3.1, 9 = 1) and the flat grooved plates tensile tests (No. 3 and
4, 0 = 0). In Section 3.4, these two groups of tests were used to calibrate the new form of
metal plasticity. These two groups of tests are also very useful to fracture locus calibration
(3.25)
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because the tests on smooth and notched round bars will give -), and the tests on fat
grooved specimens will give 4°). Regarding the third bound limit, f- ), cylinders upsetting
test (No. 6) and equi-biaxial tension test (No. 7) can be used.
For thin metal sheets, it is difficult to machine round specimens, so the flat dog-bone
specimen tensile test (corresponding to No. 1 in Table 3.1), plane strain tension(No. 3), flat
grooved plates tensile tests(No.4), shear test (No. 5), and equi-biaxial tension test (No. 7)
are suggested.
A Matlab code is written to optimize the data points of tests to get the best surface
fitting. An optimization function is chosen as to minimize the average error, see Eq. (3.26).
Min (Error)v = Min ( ) ( 6 fi (3.26)(Dl,D2,...,D6) (D1,D2,...,D6) N =1,i
The curve fitting result of Rice-Tracey criteria (Eq. (3.25)) is used as the initial values of
all three limits for optimization searching process in the Matlab code. After many runs, the
(+) limit, 4o) limit and E-) limit of the fracture locus are obtained, and the 3D fracture
locus is constructed.
The above procedure is first applied to characterize fracture of 2024-T351 aluminum
alloy. Bao (2003) designed and performed 14 tests on 2024-T351 aluminum for fracture
locus calibration. These tests included smooth/notched round bar tensile tests, cylindrical
specimens upsetting tests, plane strain test, shear test and so on. The experimental data
points of all 14 tests can be found in Table 2 of Ref. (Wierzbicki et al., 2005b) or Table 5.1
in the present thesis, and ten of them is also shown in Fig. 3-13. As a first iteration, the
parameters of the Rice-Tracy's criteria was determined, see Eq. (3.27).
Ef = 0.3445e-0. 410 9 . (3.27)
Taking the corresponding cylindrical surface as an initial value of the optimization process,
the full 3D fracture locus was found in the form of Eq. (3.28).
S(, 4) = [½ (0.5862e -1 .3576, + 0.4859e-o7007 ) - 0.2170e-0.0400 2 (3.28)
+1 (0.5862e-.135765 - 0.4859e-0.700n) + 0.2170e-0.040 0
If a symmetric fracture locus (Eq. (3.24)) is used in surface fitting process, then a
symmetric fracture locus is obtained as follow,
Ef = (0.4534e-0.7788,7 0.2147-0.04007o) #2 + 0.2147e 0 00 400 ,q (3.29)
The average error of all 14 test data is reduced from 21.4% of Rice-Tracy's (Eq. (3.27)) to
7.2% of the asymmetric 3D fracture locus (Eq. (3.28)). The average error of symmetric frac-
ture locus (Eq. (3.29)) lies in between, and is equal to 9.3%. The geometrical representation
of the asymmetric 3D fracture locus is shown in Fig. 3-15.
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Fig. 3-15: 3D fracture locus of 2024-T351 aluminum (experimental data after Bao (2003);
Wierzbicki et al. (2005b), see Table 5.1.)
It should be noted that the material block of 2024-T351 aluminum studied by Bao is
different from the one studied in the present paper for metal plasticity, and different material
properties are found for these two blocks.
.... . . . .
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3.6.2 Fracture locus calibration using butterfly specimens
Fracture locus calibration using "classical specimens" is complicated and time-consuming.
Another shortcoming is that the classical specimens correspond all to the limiting cases of
loading condition(9 = 0, or 8 = ±1), as shown in Fig. 3-1. In order to obtain data points
between three limiting cases, other types of specimens and tests are need. A novel butterfly
shape specimen with double curvatures, shown in Fig. 3-16, has been designed to calibrate
the fracture locus in the space of stress triaxiality and equivalent fracture strain (Bao et al.,
2004; Wierzbicki et al., 2005a; Mohr and Henn, 2004, 2007). The new specimen has several
advantages including the same fracture initiation location (the center of the specimen) under
all loading combinations, and ability to generate a wide range of stress state using only one
type of specimen. The fact that one finite element model is need for all load conditions is
removing partly the effect of mesh size. Also, this specimen is especially suited for application
to metal sheets.
Fig. 3-16: A new type of butterfly shape specimen (A710 steel)
A710 steel is characterized by high strength and high ductility. Twenty butterfly speci-
mens were machined and tested under eight loading conditions in a universal biaxial testing
device (UBTD, see Ref. (Mohr and Doyoyo, 2004)) working in conjunction the MTS testing
machine. A detailed description of these tests is given in Ref. (Bao et al., 2004). From the
numerical simulations combined with experiment results, the fracture locus was plotted in
the plane of stress triaxiality and equivalent fracture strain, as shown in Fig. 3-17. From the
simulations, one can also get the loading conditions in the plane of stress triaxiality and the
third stress parameter, as shown in Fig. 3-18. Details about the data points can be found
in the Table 3 of Ref. (Wierzbicki et al., 2005a) or Table 4.3 in the present thesis. The first
approximation is to fit the data points using Rice-Tracey criteria, as shown in Fig. 3-17,
which gives
•f = 2.5144e -0 4185 . (3.30)
The corresponding average error of Rice-Tracey criteria (Eq. (3.30)) is 6.7%.
Section 3.6.1, surface fitting of these eight date points gives three bound limits,
Fig. 3-17, and the 3D fracture locus is constructed as follows
S(, ) = [ (3.6421e-0~892  + 2.4659e-0.69860) - 2.5492e-0.5627~]
+ (3.6421e-0.6892 - 2.4659e- 0 .6986n) 6 + 2.5492e-0.562 7 7.
tf
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Fig. 3-17: Fracture locus of A710 steel in the space of stress triaxiality and fracture strain
(experimental data from Wierzbicki et al. (2005a), see Table 4.3.)
This 3D fracture locus with the data points is shown in Fig. 3-19. Compared with Eq.
(3.30), the 3D fracture locus, Eq. (3.31) makes the average error decrease from 6.7% to
3.0%. The differences between the model and the experimental value are also marked in Fig.
3-19. One can note that E+) (-) indicates an asymmetric fracture locus. If a symmetric
fracture locus (Eq. (3.24)) is used in the surface fitting process, then a symmetric fracture
locus is obtained as follow,
ýf = (3.2050e - 0.400' - 2.4283e-0.s117,) 2 + 2.4283e-o.5117'1 (3.32)
The corresponding average error of symmetric fracture locus (Eq. (3.32)) is 4.5%, which is
between the Rice-Tracey's and the asymmetric fracture locus.
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Fig. 3-18: Loading conditions of A710 steel in the plane of stress triaxiality ir and the Lode
angle parameter # (experimental data from Wierzbicki et al. (2005a), see Table 4.3.)
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Fig. 3-19: 3D Fracture locus of A710 steel in the space of stress triaxiality, the Lode angle
parameter and fracture strain (data points from Wierzbicki et al. (2005a), see Table 4.3.)
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3.7 Damage evolution rule
Besides the fracture locus, discussed extensively in the preceding section, the rule of damage
evolution is an integral part of the fracture predictive technology. Here, a linear incremental
relationship is assumed between the damage indicator D and the equivalent plastic strain
D d(f) = & (3.33)
where the stress state parameters q(Ep), O(ip) are unique functions of the equivalent plastic
strain. A material element is considered to fail when the limit of ductility is reached, EP = Ef,
so that D(Ef) = D, = 1. In the limiting case (for example proportional loading), when the
parameters (-r, 8) are constant over the loading cycle, Eq. (3.33) can be integrated to give
Ef = f (71 ) - 9f (71, 6) , (3.34)
which reduces to the 3D fracture locus £f (r, ). However, in most tests on various types of
specimens, the stress state parameters (77, 9) are variable. The shape of the fracture locus
will then depend on whether the initial, final or some average value of these parameters is
considered.
The above discussion emphasized the intrinsic difficulty in constructing a unique fracture
locus. In this paper, it is proposed to determine the fracture locus based on the average
value of the parameters (7q, 0) in the loading process.
77-v J- fo'r7 (Ep)dE, , ,= 1 fo'f 0 (Ep)dE.. (3.35)
The function q(Ep) and 0(p,) are known from the numerical simulation of the tests and the
equivalent strain to fracture Ef is determined from mapping of the measured displacement
to fracture into calculated strain to fracture. In all the calibration efforts presented in the
preceding section, the average parameters (?7a,, a,,), defined by Eq. (3.35) were used. The
3D fracture locus constructed on the bases of the average values is then used as a reference
surface for more complex loading paths.
3.8 Discussion and conclusion
Classical metal plasticity J2 theory assumes that the hydrostatic pressure has no effect or
negligible effect on the material strain hardening, and that the flow stress is independent of
the third stress invariant (or Lode angle parameter). However, new experiments coupled with
numerical simulations have shown that both the pressure effect and the effect of the third
stress invariant should be included in the metal plasticity. A new form of an asymmetric
metal plasticity model, considering both these two effects, is postulated. Calibration methods
are discussed. Experimental results on aluminum 2024-T351 validated the new plasticity
model.
From the similarity between yielding surface and fracture locus, the asymmetric 3D
fracture locus, in the space of equivalent fracture strain if, stress triaxiality 77 and the Lode
angle parameter 0 , is developed. Two methods of calibration of the fracture locus are
suggested and discussed. One uses "classical" specimens and tests, another one uses the
newly designed butterfly specimen under biaxial testing. The test results of Bao (2003)
on aluminum 2024-T351 and the data points of A710 steel validated the postulated 3D
asymmetric fracture locus.
The work in this paper proposes an extension to the classical metal plasticity and ductile
fracture locus, but this extension may not be necessary for all metal materials. For example,
the 1045 steel shows no obvious effect of hydrostatic pressure and Lode angle dependence on
metal plasticity (Bai et al., 2006b), and the DH36 steel shows no apparent dependence on the
Lode angle parameter on the fracture locus (Bai et al., 2006b). Hence, every material needs a
careful executed calibration procedure with regards to both plasticity and fracture. A linear
incremental dependence of the damage function D (Ep) on the equivalent plastic strain (see
Eq. (3.33)) was shown to work well for monotonic loading. In the case of reverse straining
or more complicated loading paths, a nonlinear incremental rule must be considered (Bai
et al., 2006a). This subject will be studied in Chapter 7.
Chapter 4
Design of butterfly specimen
In this chapter, a novel experimental technique is presented to characterize the fracture
behavior of metals under bi-axial and tri-axial states of stress. A unique feature of this
technique is that a wide range of stress triaxiality ri and Lode angle parameter 9 is achieved
using only one type of suitably designed specimens. These specimens are mounted in a
custom-made testing equipment designed to work with a universal 200 KN kinematically
driven testing machine. By suitably changing orientation of the specimen with respect to
the loading direction, one can obtain various stress states from pure tension through ten-
sion/shear, shear, shear/compression, and all the way to axial compression. An optical
measurement system was used to acquire an accurate displacement field of the specimen.
Local stresses and strains are determined from a detailed numerical simulation of the new
compound curvature "butterfly" specimen. The true stress-strain was obtained through an
iterative procedure and served as an input to ABAQUS/Standard FE modeling of the spec-
imen response. A good correlation was obtained between numerical simulations and tests
in terms of global force-displacement response and the deformed shapes of specimen's gauge
section at the point of fracture. By comparing the test with simulation, one can determine
the magnitude of the equivalent strain at the point of fracture as well as the history of stress
triaxiality and the Lode angle parameter. Based on these results, a 3D fracture locus was
constructed in the space of equivalent strain to fracture, stress triaxiality and the Lode angle
parameter.
4.1 Introduction
There are two types of classical specimens for fracture study. One is compression of short
cylinders (the so-called upsetting test), which are often performed to investigate fracture of
ductile materials under negative stress triaxiality. Ductile fracture in upsetting tests was
first studied experimentally by Kudo and Aoi (1967), who established an empirical fracture
locus in the space of principal strains. This result was later confirmed by a number of
investigators (eg. Kuhn and Dieter (1977); Thomason (1968, 1969); Ganser et al. (2001)).
Wierzbicki et al. (2002); Bao and Wierzbicki (2005) analytically transformed the fracture
locus from the space of the principal strains into the space of the equivalent strain to fracture
and stress triaxiality.
Another commonly used type of test in ductile fracture is the tensile test on unnotched
and notched round bars (eg. Hancock and Mackenzie (1976); Johnson and Cook (1985);
Mirza et al. (1996); Hopperstad et al. (2003)). It should be noted that those specimens cover
the range of high stress triaxiality. Due to the limitation of experimental method, fracture
loci determined from those tests are often extrapolated to small and even negative stress
triaxiality (eg. Johnson and Cook (1985)), which is clearly a far reaching assumption.
Ba.o and Wierzbicki (2004a,b) found that the fracture locus is not necessary represented
by a smooth, monotonic curve in the entire range of stress triaxiality due to different fracture
mechanisms operating at different stress triaxiality ranges. A total of eleven distinct tests
including shear, shear/tension tests, conventional upsetting and tensile tests were carried
out. In the above test program, specimens with different shapes such as short cylinders,
round bars with notches, and flat specimens were used. It is not convenient in the industrial
environment to machine different types of specimens and construct the fracture envelope
based on those specimens. Also, round specimens are not easy to be manufactured from
sheets and plates, which are widely used in the automotive and airplane industry.
In this chapter, a novel type of a flat compound curvature specimen, which is suitable to
characterize fracture behavior of metals under a wide range of stress triaxiality, is developed.
Using a custom-made Universal Biaxial Testing Device (UBTD), new specimens are loaded
under different angles to obtain fracture properties in different stress states. Local stresses
and strains are determined from detailed numerical simulations. The detailed methodology
of determination of fracture properties of ductile materials is illustrated by constructing the
fracture locus for A710 steel.
Fig. 4-1: A newly designed specimen which has a gauge section with a double curvature
profile.
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Fig. 4-2: Detailed geometry of the newly designed specimen
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4.2 Specimen design
The challenge of the design process is to determine geometry of a flat specimen such that
fracture initiates at the desired gauge area instead of free boundaries, and at the same time
the specimen experience a wide range of stress states at the location of crack formation
under different loadings. This is a difficult task because due to imperfections crack may
start unexpectedly at boundaries, which is the case with the Iosipescu shear test.
The gauge section of the novel specimen involves two curvatures (see Fig. 4-1) in order
to ensure that strain is highly localized in the central region, which dramatically reduces the
possibility of crack formation at the boundaries. The long shoulders of the specimen provide
sufficient gripping area, which is important to hold the specimen securely. Another feature
of the specimen is the jump of the thickness between the shoulder and gauge section, which
makes the shoulder stay rigid during the entire loading process. The detailed geometry of
the specimen in shown in Fig. 4-2.
4.3 Methodology
As an example, material A710 steel is taken to demonstrate the new technique for the
determination of the fracture properties of ductile metals. The technique consists of both
physical testing and numerical simulation.
4.3.1 Testing
Specimens are mounted in a custom-made testing equipment (UBTD) designed to work
with a universal 200 KN kinematically driven machine, see Fig. 4-3. By suitably changing
orientation of the specimen with respect to the loading direction, one can obtain various
stress states from pure tension through tension/shear, shear, shear/compression, and all
the way to axial compression. The setup shown in Fig. 4-3 corresponds to e = 100,
which represents either a shear/tension or shear/compression condition. One LVDT (Linear
Variable Displacement Transducer) and two load cells were built in to the UBTD to measure
the travel of the left part of the UBTD and horizontal forces acting on the device, respectively.
The vertical force acting on the UBTD is measured by the MTS universal testing machine
with a 200 KN load cell. A detailed description of the UBTD can be found in a recent paper
by Mohr (2003); Mohr and Doyoyo (2004).
------ LVDT
S= 10
Fig. 4-3: A universal biaxial testing device designed by Mohr and Doyoyo (2004). Specimen
is positioned for 100 loading.
Fig. 4-4: The experimental set-up.
An optical measurement system developed by Correlated Solutions Inc. is employed to
determine the displacement field of the specimen. The specimen is painted before testing with
a fine spectrum of dots for that purpose. The optical system consists of two high-resolution
cameras, a digital photo acquisition device, and a post-processing program. The cameras are
calibrated and remain in the same position during the entire series of experiments. Digital
images are taken from two different viewpoints simultaneously during the test based on the
setup of the two cameras. The displacement field of specimen is then calculated from those
images using the post-processing program. It should be noted that the optical measurement
system and the MTS load-displacement measurement system are synchronized. The whole
experimental system is illustrated in Fig. 4-4. A total of 17 specimens were tested under 8
different loading conditions -10' , -5' , +00, +50, +100, +300, +450 and +900. A detailed
description of the tests is listed in Table 4.1. All the specimens after fracture are shown in
Fig. 4-5.
Table 4.1: A summary of tests of butterfly specimens under eight loading conditions (A710
steel)
Loading cases Loading condition Number of specimens tested
1 -100, compression and shear 2
2 -50, compression and shear 1
3 +00, shear 2
4 +50, tension and shear 2
5 +100, tension and shear 2
6 +300, tension and shear 2
7 +450, tension and shear 2
8 +900, tension 4
All of the tests were run at a very low speed, 0.1 mm/min, in order to capture the
initiation of crack. Due to high ductility of the material, the tests were able to be stopped
before the specimen is completely fractured for all the loading cases except for 0 degree
tension (pure shear case). A post-mortum examination of those specimens provides a good
indicator of the location of crack initiation. It can be seen that the crack initiates at the
center of the gauge section in all seven cases, which is exactly what the specimen was designed
for. It is believed that this is also the case for 0 degree tension. As an example, the crack
for the 90 degrees tension loading case is displayed in Fig. 4-6.
Fig. 4-5: All the specimens of A710 steel after fracture.
Fig. 4-6: Crack initiation in 90' tension.
4.3.2 Finite element simulation
It was postulated that fracture is governed by the local stresses, strains and their histories.
However, it is very difficult or even impossible to determine individual components of stress
and strain tensors at the location of fracture directly from physical experiments, which brings
the finite element analysis to this study.
Corresponding numerical simulations of all the eight tests were performed using a com-
mercial finite element code, ABAQUS/STANDARD, in order to obtain individual compo-
nents of stress and strain tensors at the location of fracture. The specimen was modeled
as 8-node solid elements (Fig. 4-7). The whole model consists of 52776 solid elements with
smaller elements at the gauge section and larger ones at the shoulder. The size of the smallest
elements is 0.03 x 0.08 x 0.15mm.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 4-7: (a) Finite element discretization of butterfly specimen (A710 steel), (b) a close
view of the central region of the specimen.
During the tests, the horizontal loading cells measured compression forces when the
specimens were mounted before the test. Still, the J2 plasticity material model was used
in this study because the initial imposed compression force was too small to cause the
material to yield, and there was no need to introduce kinematic hardening. The material
input consists of the stress-strain curve (Fig. 4-8), which was determined from standard
tensile tests on flat dog-bone specimens and corresponding numerical simulations based on
the method developed in an earlier report Bao et al. (2004). Both the dog-bone specimens
and the compound specimens were cut from the same block of A710 steel.
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Fig. 4-8: Calibrated stress-strain curve of A710 steel.
A constant vertical velocity is imposed to one end of the model of the compound specimen
while the other end is fixed. Additionally, initial horizontal forces detected by the two
horizontal load cells are introduced in the FE model. It should be noted that the stiffness
of the UBTD is limited because of the use of the aluminum bearings. In order to simulate
the boundary conditions applied to the specimen more accurately, horizontal springs are
introduced at every node located in the clamped area. The position and area of the clamped
region are measured from deformed specimens. A number of runs were performed with
different spring stiffness for each loading case in order to quantify the magnitude of the
stiffness until the best correlation with experimental results was achieved (Bao et al., 2004).
Indeed, the correlations between experiments and numerical simulations are very good
for each case in terms of deformed shape of specimens and force-displacement responses. As
an example, Fig. 4-9 shows the comparison of deformed specimens at or right after the point
of fracture for loading cases #6. The numerical simulation successfully captured the highly
localized deformation at the gauge section and also the deformed shape of edge curvatures.
The comparison of the force-displacement response for all eight cases is shown in Fig. 4-10.
It should be emphasized that there are two types of output from the experimental results.
One is the direct output from the MTS machine, i.e. applied vertical loading vs. travel of
the LVDT; the other is the output from the optical measurement system. It is seen that
the numerically-obtained force-displacement response correlates very well with the one that
is made up of the measured displacement from the optical system for all of the cases. The
curves have a perfect agreement with the response acquired directly from the MTS machine
for all eight cases except for the 90 degree tension case, in which a slight slip between the
grips and the specimen is observed due to the high level of force (11lkN). It is clear that the
shoulder of the specimen remains rigid during the tests and the vertical stiffness of the whole
system is sufficiently large.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 4-9: (a) Comparison of deformed butterfly specimens under +300 loading (A710 steel),
(b) a close view of the central region of the specimen.
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Fig. 4-10: Comparison of force-displacement response for all eight cases (A710 steel).
4.4 Analysis of the results
The numerical simulation provides the magnitudes of the individual components of stress
and strain tensors at the locations of crack formation. The correlation of the experimental
and numerical results is almost perfect in terms of the force-displacement response and the
deformation shapes for all the cases considered in this study. It is recognized that getting
the force-displacement response right does not guarantee the agreement in terms of local
quantities. However, getting a correct force-displacement response is a necessary condition
for a perfect simulation. With the perfect correlation on the force-displacement response and
the deformed shape, the local quantities obtained from simulations are believed to reasonably
represent the real values.
A careful examination of the fractured specimens indicates that cracks initiate at the
center of the gauge section in all the cases. However, it is difficult to determine directly from
the experiments whether fracture starts from the middle of the cross-section or from the
surface. In other words, the experiments only explicitly gave the location of crack imitation
in the main plane but not in the thickness direction.
The strain gradient through the thickness is small (the difference of strain between the
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middle of thickness and the surface is less than 5%) due to the small thickness of the gauge
section of the specimen. However, the difference of the stress triaxiality is not negligible and
in fact is about 20% between those two locations. Therefore, the exact location of crack
formation is determined from numerical simulations by checking all the elements located
at the center of the gauge section from the middle of thickness to the surface. There is
sufficient experimental evidence that in both the negative stress triaxiality range and high
stress triaxiality range, the equivalent strain to fracture decreases with stress triaxiality.
Therefore, it is likely that the crack initiates at the location with the highest stress triaxiality
because the strain gradient through the thickness is small. The locations of the crack in the
last column of Table 4.2 were based on this above condition. A summary of the locations
of crack formation is given in Table 4.2. The magnitudes of the displacement to fracture uf
(taken from the tests) are also collected in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: List of locations of fracture initiation of butterfly specimens (A710 steel)
No. Loading con- Displacement to Location in the Location in the thick-
dition fracture (mm) * main plane ness direction
1 -100 uf = -5.59 Center Surface
2 -50 uf = -4.48 Center Surface
3 +00 uf = 3.27 Center Surface
4 +50 uf = 2.40 Center Middle of thickness
5 +100 uf = 1.94 Center Middle of thickness
6 +300 uf = 1.43 Center Middle of thickness
7 +450 uf = 1.08 Center Middle of thickness
8 +900 uf = 0.41 Center Middle of thickness
* The combined displacement to fracture is denoted by uf.
In order to determine the fracture locus in the space of the equivalent strain to fracture,
stress triaxiality and the Lode angle parameter, one needs to examine the stress triaxiality,
the Lode angle parameter and equivalent strain that the material experiences at the location
of crack initiation. The numerical simulations provide the values of stress and strain com-
ponents and also load-displacement responses. The relationship between displacement and
equivalent strain at the critical location can be obtained from the numerical simulation for
each case. Also, the equivalent strain to fracture can be determined as the equivalent strain,
which corresponds to the measured displacement to fracture. The displacement to fracture
is acquired by both observations during experiments and the force-displacement responses.
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There is a significant load drop in the force-displacement responses in all the tests. This
drop is taken as the point of fracture initiation in this study. It is true that load could
still increase even if structure starts to crack because of material hardening. However, the
strain hardening of this material is small, and it is observed that cracks grow rapidly during
the tests. Therefore, it is reasonable to take the beginning of the drop as an approximate
indication of the onset of fracture since those two stages are close to each other.
Life would have been easier if the stress triaxiality and the Lode angle parameter were
constant during plastic deformation. The evolution of these two parameters for all eight
loading cases are shown in Fig. 4-11 and 4-12. In order to construct the fracture locus in
the space of equivalent strain, stress triaxiality and the Lode angle parameter, as a first
approximation, an average stress triaxiality and an average Lode angle parameter, defined
by
(4.1)
are introduced. A summary of the results of all eight loading cases is listed in Table 4.3.
Each data point includes the average stress triaxiality, average Lode angle parameter and
the equivalent strain to fracture. If more than one tests were done for a loading case, a mean
value of all tests is provided.
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Fig. 4-11: Evolution
steel).
of the stress triaxiality parameter for all eight loading cases (A710
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Fig. 4-12: Evolution of the Lode angle parameter for all eight loading cases (A710 steel).
Table 4.3: A summary of test results on A710 steel using butterfly specimens
No. Loading condition rlav av ýf
1 -100, compression and shear -0.1906 -0.3459 2.6842
2 -5o, compression and shear -0.1216 -0.2164 2.6210
3 +0 ° , shear -0.0783 -0.1513 2.3136
4 +50, tension and shear 0.0814 0.0532 2.4660
5 +100, tension and shear 0.2405 0.1174 2.6127
6 +30 °, tension and shear 0.6917 0.7146 2.0754
7 +450, tension and shear 0.8798 0.5617 1.7706
8 +900, tension 1.0118 0.0149 1.4471
For each test, a data point is plot in the space of equivalent strain to fracture and stress
triaxiality. There are eight cases with a total of 17 points. For every case, other than case
#2, there are at least 2 data points. Now, the 2D fracture locus proposed by Bao (2003)
can be constructed in the plane of the equivalent strain to fracture and the average stress
triaxiality. A curve is fitted through the average data points, as shown in Fig. 4-13.
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Fig. 4-13: The fracture locus of A710 steel in the space of equivalent strain to fracture and
stress triaxiality.
The local cusp around qj = in Fig. 4-13 vanishes if those data points are re-plotted
into a 3D space by introducing the Lode angle parameter 9. Construction of the 3D fracture
locus using the obtained data points (Table 4.3) is presented in Section 3.6.2.
4.5 Discussion and conclusion
A novel experimental technique to characterize fracture behavior of metals under bi-axial
and tri-axial state of stress is developed in this study. This technique needs only one type of
suitably designed specimen and one finite element mesh for a wide range of stress triaxiality
and Lode angle parameter. Based on the results of physical tests and the corresponding
numerical simulation, a fracture envelope for A710 steel is constructed in the space of equiv-
alent strain to fracture and stress triaxiality. These data is also used to construct the 3D
fracture locus 9f(l7, 9), see Section 3.6.2.
It should be noted that the results presented are based on the numerical simulation on
the finite element model with over 50,000 solid elements. Another model was developed with
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double size of elements in the gauge section (very fine mesh size) to further assess the effect
of mesh size. The difference between those two models in terms of the equivalent strain
at the location of crack initiation is about 3-12%. Although the effect of mesh size needs
more work in the future, the 3D fracture locus calibrated from butterfly specimens is already
partially removed the mesh size effect since only one mesh is used for all simulations.
The tests on A710 steel presented in this chapter were conducted on the MTS uniaxial
testing machine with the UBTD device. A further improvement of the present experimental
technique is to perform the tests on butterfly specimens of 1045 steel using INSTRON biaxial
testing machine. See Section 7.5 for details.
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Chapter 5
Application of Mohr-Coulomb
Criterion to Ductile Fracture
The Mohr-Coulomb (M-C) failure criterion is revisited with an objective of describing ductile
fracture of isotropic crack-free solids. This criterion has been extensively used in rock and soil
mechanics as it correctly accounts for the effects of hydrostatic pressure as well as the Lode
angle parameter. It turns out that these two parameters, which are critical for characterizing
failure of geo-materials, also control fracture of ductile metals (Wilkins et al., 1980; Bai and
Wierzbicki, 2007a; Xue, 2007a; Barsoum, 2006).
The local form of the M-C criterion is transformed to the spherical coordinate system,
where the axes are the equivalent strain to fracture ýf, the stress triaxiality 7r, and the
normalized Lode angle parameter 0. For a proportional loading, the fracture surface is
shown to be an asymmetric function of 0. A detailed parametric study is performed to
demonstrate the effect of model parameters on fracture. It was found that the M-C fracture
locus predicts almost exactly the exponential decay of the material ductility with stress
triaxiality, which is in accord with theoretical analysis of Rice and Tracey (1969) and the
empirical equation of Johnson and Cook (1985). The M-C criterion also predicts a form
of Lode angle dependence which is close to parabolic. The fracture tests reported by Bao
(2003) and Bao and Wierzbicki (2004a) on 2024-T351 aluminum alloy are used to check the
model. Calibrated from just two tests for fracture, the model predicts the remaining nine
tests with good accuracy.
Another advantage of the M-C failure model is that it predicts uniquely the orientation
of the fracture surface. It is shown that the direction cosines of the unit normal vector to the
fracture surface are functions of the "friction" coefficient in the M-C criterion. Since there
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are only two free parameters in the physically based M-C model, it has a great potential to
be used as an engineering tool for predicting ductile fracture.
5.1 Introduction
The Mohr-Coulomb (M-C) failure criterion (Coulomb, 1776; Mohr, 1914) has been widely
used in rock and soil mechanics ( e.g. Zhao (2000); Palchik (2006)) and other relatively
brittle materials (e.g. Lund and Schuh (2004)). This is a physically sound and simple
failure model. Fundamentals and applications of this model can be found in many textbook,
monographs and research papers. As a stress-based criterion, the Mohr-Coulomb model
has good resolution for materials that fail in the elastic range and/or under small strain
plasticity, such as rock, soil, concrete and so on.
There have recently been several successful applications of this model for predicting
fracture of ceramics under static and dynamic loading (Fossum and Brannon, 2006). The
M-C criterion is a special case of the Sandia GeoModel (Fossum and Brannon, 2005). A
unique feature of the M-C model is an explicit dependence on the Lode angle parameter,
which is missing in almost all existing models of ductile fracture. The purpose of the present
paper is to demonstrate the applicability of the M-C criterion to ductile fracture of uncracked
bodies.
Meanwhile, the ductile fracture community took a different path. In search for a physi-
cally based fracture model, the mechanism of nucleation, growth and coalescence of void was
identified and extensively studied. Due to fundamental work by McClintock (1968); Rice
and Tracey (1969); Gurson (1975); Tvergaard and Needleman (1984), it was determined that
ductile fracture is mostly affected by the hydrostatic pressure. Accordingly, the equivalent
strain to fracture, which is a measure of material ductility, was made dependent on the first
invariant of the stress tensor. The mixed stress-strain formulation of a fracture criterion is
justifiable because, well into the plastic range, the resolution of strains is much larger than
stresses, as explained in Fig. 5-1. Another feature of the Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman
(GTN) model (Tvergaard and Needleman, 1984) is that it describes well the predominate
tensile fracture, characterized by relatively high stress triaxiality, but fails to predict shear
fracture. Attempts are currently underway to extend the void growth and coalescence model
to describe shear fracture (Xue, 2007a; Nahshon and Hutchinson, 2007). The M-C criterion
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is an extension of the maximum shear stress failure criterion and therefore it is well poised
to predict shear fracture.
O"
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Fig. 5-1: Different resolution quality of strain and stress parameters: the stress parameters
have good resolutions in elastic region, and the strain parameters have good resolutions in
plastic region.
In parallel with the "physically based" models of ductile fracture, a number of empirical
fracture models have earned a permanent place in the literature (Cockcroft and Latham,
1968; Hancock and Mackenzie, 1976; Wilkins et al., 1980; Johnson and Cook, 1985; Bao and
Wierzbicki, 2004a; Wierzbicki and Xue, 2005; Bai and Wierzbicki, 2007a). These models
were based on extensive test programs on bulk material and/or sheets. One of the most
comprehensive series of experiments involving tensile tests on unnotched and notched round
bars, upsetting tests and shear tests was reported by Bao (2003); Bao and Wierzbicki (2004a).
Even more recently, Wierzbicki et al. (2005a) performed a series of fracture tests on specially
designed butterfly specimens under combined tension/shear/compression loading. Results
of bi-axial fracture tests on tubular specimens in the tension/torsion loading frame was
published by Barsouin and Faleskog (2007). All of these recent tests have proven that the
material ductility depends on both stress triaxiality and the Lode angle parameter. These
two effects are actually captured by the M-C model, as will be shown in the paper.
A particular case of Mohr-Coulomb criterion is the maximum shear stress criterion. It
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has been shown by Lee (2005) that the maximum shear stress criterion predicts well plane
stress fracture for 2024-T351 aluminum alloy, see Fig. 5-2. A comparison of maximum
shear stress criterion with other models was reported by Wierzbicki et al. (2005b). One
main shortcoming of the maximal shear stress fracture criterion is the missing pressure
dependence. The M-C criterion removes this shortcoming. To increase resolution of the
ductile fracture prediction, the M-C criterion is transformed to a strain-based formula under
the assumption of monotonic loading. A parametric study is performed to get a better
insight into this fracture model. The experimental results of Bao and Wierzbicki on 2024-
T351 aluminum alloy (Bao, 2003; Bao and Wierzbicki, 2004a; Wierzbicki et al., 2005b) are
used to validate the new form of the Mohr-Coulomb criterion.
Fig. 5-2: Application of maximum shear stress failure criterion to ductile fracture for plane
stress condition (Lee, 2005; Wierzbicki et al., 2005b).
5.2 Characterization of the stress state
The three invariants of a stress tensor [a] are defined respectively by
1 1
p - -- tr([U) = (T1 U+ 2+ U3)3 3 (5.1)
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3 -
q=o= [S]:[S]= [(ai - 2)2 + (C2 - 03)2 + (U3 - (1)2] (5.2)2 2
= ( [s] - [S] [S]) = 2[ det([S])]" = 2( 1 - 3m)( 2 m)3 - (m) (5.3)
where [S] is the deviatoric stress tensor,
[S] = [a] + p[I], (5.4)
[I] is the identity tensor and al, a2 and a3 denote principal stresses. It is assumed that
al Ž a2 2 a3. Note that the parameter p is positive in compression, but am is positive in
tension. It is convenient to work with the dimensionless hydrostatic pressure r7, defined by
-P am
- - . (5.5)
q a
The parameter 7r, often referred to as the triaxiality parameter, has been extensively used
in the literature on ductile fracture (McClintock, 1968; Rice and Tracey, 1969; Hancock and
Mackenzie, 1976; Mackenzie et al., 1977; Johnson and Cook, 1985; Bao, 2003). The second
important parameter is the Lode angle 0, which is related to the normalized third invariant
( through
(= ) 3 = cos(30). (5.6)
One can see that that the normalized third deviatoric stress invariant can be expressed
in terms of the Lode angle 0 (see Malvern (1969); Xu and Liu (1995); ABAQUS, 2005;
the derivation is also summarized in Section 5.3.1). Since the range of the Lode angle is
0 < 0 < 7r/3, the range of 6 is -1 • ( < 1. The geometrical represent of Lode angle is
shown in Fig. 5-3.
As shown in Fig. 5-3, one can think of three types of coordinate systems to describe
the stress state. The first is the Cartesian coordinate system (al, a2, a3), the second is the
cylindrical coordinate system (am,, , 0), and the third is the spherical coordinate system
(Ef,y, ,), where the equivalent stress & is related to the equivalent strain E through the
strain hardening function of a material. The coordinate p is related to the stress triaxiality
7 by the following equation,
77 = - = cotancp. (5.7)
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Furthermore, the Lode angle can be normalized by
60 2
S= 1 - - = 1 - - arccos.1" 71- (5.8)
The range of 0 is -1 < 0 < 1. The parameter 0 will be called the Lode angle parameter
hereinafter. Now, all stress directions (or loading conditions) can be characterized by the
above defined set of parameters (rq, 6). It is easy to show (Wierzbicki and Xue, 2005; Bai and
Wierzbicki, 2007a) that 0 = 1 corresponds to the axisymmtric tension, 8 = 0 corresponds
to the generalized shear (or plastic plane strain) loading condition, and 6 = -1 corresponds
to the axisymmtric compression. Special attention is given to the plane stress state. It
was shown by Wierzbicki and Xue (2005); Bai and Wierzbicki (2007a) that the plane stress
condition uniquely relates the parameters rq and ( or # through
= cos(30) = cos 2(1 - = 2 7 _2 (5.9)
In this paper, the Mohr-Coulomb model will be reformulated in the spherical coordinate
system.
Deviatoric p
(;f plane) 0 (Lode angle)
Fig. 5-3: Three types of coordinate system in the space of principal stresses
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Cartesian coordinate system
Cylindrical coordinate system
"Spherical" coordinate system(,)
"Spherical" coordinate system
Io'1 = -,r ,
U, 10,1=J35
5.3 Transformation of Mohr-Coulomb to the space of
(Ef,77,#)
Consider a material element subjected to three principal stresses al, o2 , and a3. At an
arbitrary cutting plane defined by the unit normal vector (v1, v2 , V3), the shear stress and
the corresponding normal stress are given by
2 = (,  _ (72)1 + V22 32 (a2 _ U3)2 + V32V2 (U3 _12 (5.10)T= V/21 21(" 1-- 2)J /C- (0"2 --- 1 (5.10)
an = v1al + V2 a 2 + V3j 3, (5.11)
where the three components v1, v2 and v3 are constrained by v2 + v• + vi = 1.
The Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion says that fracture occurs when the combination of
normal stress and shear stress reach a critical value, according to
(7 + clUn)o = c2, (5.12)
where cl, c2 are material constants. The constant cl is often referred to as a "friction"
coefficient, and c2 is shear resistance. The ranges of cl and c2 are Cl 2 0 and c2 > 0. In the
limiting case of cl = 0, the M-C criterion reduces to the maximal shear stress criterion.
The applicability of the M-C failure criterion to capture ductile fracture will be shown
in Section 5.8. In order to find on which cutting plane the M-C criterion will be met first,
one must solve the following maximum value problem:
Max{/vv (01 2( 2 + V 2( 2 -( 3)2 + 32V2 (3 _ 22 + C (v~ 2r + V 2 + 3)
-1(o -•) +l oi- 1) +l cU2 V3 •r3
Subject to V,1 + + = 1
(5.13)
Recalling that al > a2 Ž2 (3, the solution of the maximum value problem using the La-
grangian multiplier technique is
V 2 Z
2 =0 (5.14)
v•2 1
where v1, v2, and v3 are direction cosines of maximum, intermediate, and minimum principal
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stresses, respectively. Substituting Eq. (5.14) into Eq. (5.13), the M-C criterion can be
expressed in terms of principal stresses,( )9+cia-( -+ c )93= 2c2. (5.15)
In view of enormous literature on the M-C failure criterion, the solution to the above max-
imum value problem must have been published earlier. However, the present authors were
unable to find any reference on this topic. Here, only the final results are given. It should
be noted that the orientation of the failure plane depends only on the friction coefficient cl,
while the onset of failure is controlled by both cl and c2. In order to transform the Mohr-
Coulomb criterion to the space of (iý, 7 , 9), one needs to express principal stresses in terms
of am, r and 0. Similar transformation equations can be found, for example, in Malvern
(1969). However, for the consistency of notation, the required transformation is derived here
from the geometrical construction in Section 5.3.1.
5.3.1 Formulas for principal stresses in terms of Um, 77 and 0
The principal stresses and principal deviatoric stesses can be geometrically represented on
the deviatoric plane (rx plane), as shown in Fig. 5-4. Note that all the components are
scaled because of the inclined angle between the deviatoric plane and the principal axis (see
Fig. 5-3). From the geometrical construction, one can easily obtain the expressions of the
deviatoric principal stresses in terms of & and 0,
/sj= &Ccos0 s= cos9
12 - 2 2-1j -s2 '>cos. (- S2 = s ý cos (ý -) . (5.16)
21 =3 cos (P -0) 17 = cos 0 _ )
It should be noted that the constraint of deviatoric principal stresses,
sl +s 2 + S3 = [os+cos r-9 - ) + Cos - 0)] =0, (5.17)
is satisfied automatically. Using Eq. (5.16), one can express the three principal stresses in
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terms of am, 71 and 9.
Samm+COs [1 2cos+ 01]
2=Om+S2= m 2 COS 7r- = 1 + 3r am
3 = s3-a cos ( -) +2cos(- r- • )a0 = Om + S3 = am + Z& COS - 0 + 3 311 m
(5.18)
Since the range of Lode angle is 0 < 0 < 7r/3, it can be proved that al 2 a2u a3 is
satisfied for the three principal stresses in Eq. (5.18). Using Eq. (5.18), one can also show
the equivalence of the normalized third deviatoric invariant ( and the Lode angle 0 expressed
earlier in Eq. (5.6). Also, the condition of plane stress (Eq. (5.9)) can be easily proved by
using the above transformation formulas.
Fig. 5-4: Geometry representation of principal stresses (al,a 2, a3 ), deviatoric stresses
(sl 2,s2, 3), equivalent stress (6) and Lode angle (0) on the deviatoric plane (w plane)
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5.3.2 A new form of the Mohr-Coulomb model
Substituting Eq. (5.18) into Eq. (5.15), one can express the M-C criterion in terms of -, 77
and 0,
C = c2  COs [6- +C sin - 0) (5.19)
This is a stress space representation. As explained in Fig. 5-1., the resolution of the onset
of ductile fracture is much better if a strain representation is used. To this end, one must
express the equivalent stress in term of equivalent strain. This will be done in the present
paper assuming monotonic loading and a power law material hardening function. Bai and
Wierzbicki (2007a) proposed a generalized hardening rule with pressure and Lode angle
dependence in the form,
S= AE [1 - c(q - lo)] [Lco + (cOx - c))Y] , (5.20)
where A is a material constant, n is the strain hardening exponent, and cý, io, c' and cox
are parameters to describe both the pressure dependence and Lode angle dependence of the
material plasticity. Altogether, there are six parameters defining the plasticity model. In
what follows, only a special case of cax = 1 is considered, which means that the yield surface is
symmetric with respect to the Lode angle parameter. There are no basic difficulties to retain
the property of asymmetry, but this would require one more calibration test. A discussion
about the effect of the parameter cox on the yield locus can be found in (Bai and Wierzbicki,
2007a). The parameter -y in Eq. (5.20) is related to the Lode angle by
sec( - - - sec1 (5.21)2- 6 2- 6
Some limiting cases of yielding function are obtained by suitably choosing model parameters.
For example, c, = 0, cax = c' = 1 gives the von-Mises yielding function; while c, = 0,
cyx = 1, cS = \V/2 corresponds to the Tresca yielding function. At the point of fracture, the
equivalent stress and corresponding equivalent strain are denoted by df and Ei, respectively.
Substituting Eq. (5.20) and Eq. (5.21) into Eq. (5.19), the Mohr-Coulomb fracture
criterion is transformed from the stress-based form into the mixed space of (ýf, 77, 8).
S={ A [1--c(-- 0)] C x -c)+sc -) [ 1 cos( • ) c (7 +sin()]
(5.22)
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A total of eight parameters (A, n, c,1, o, c~, c• , c1, c2 ) need to be found, but only two have
to be calibrated from fracture tests. If a von Mises yielding function is used (c, = 0,
c~" = cS = 1), then Eq. (5.22) reduces to
c= -c cos +ci + sin . (5.23)C2 I
In the case of Tresca yield function (c, = 0, c"x = 1, c' = V3/2 ), and Eq. (5.22) reduces to
1+c1 2
i = - + + cl sec ( + sin( (5.24)C2 2 2 6 3 6
In the above two limiting cases, the simplified plasticity model depends on only two param-
eters, A and n, which can be found from the same tests as the fracture tests. From the
application point of view, the ease and practicality of the M-C failure criterion in terms of
finding model parameters from experiments can not be overemphasized.
5.4 A limiting case: maximum shear stress criterion
In the limiting case of cl = 0, the Mohr-Coulomb fracture criterion reduces to the maximum
shear stress fracture criterion. For example, if the von Mises yield function is used, then Eq.
(5.23) reduces to
Ef= cos , (5.25)
which is pressure independent. At the same time, the direction cosines of the fracture plane,
defined by Eq. (5.14), are constant and equal to (-, 0, 2). A geometric representation
of this criterion is shown in Fig. 5-5. The fracture locus depends only on the Lode angle
parameter and forms a half tube in the space of (Ef,, 7, 0). The corresponding fracture locus
for plane stress condition (Eq. (5.9)) is a three-branch curve lying on the half tube. The
projection of the plane stress fracture locus onto the plane of equivalent strain to fracture
and the stress triaxiality is shown in Fig. 5-2, on which only two branches are plotted.
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Fig. 5-5: 3D geometry representation of maximum shear fracture criterion (A = 740MPa,
n = 1/6, c, = 0, cax = c, = 1, cl = 0.0, and c2 = 330MPa). The curve on the surface
represents the plane stress curve.
If the Tresca yielding condition is used, the maximum shear stress criterion, Eq. (5.24),
reduces to the constant fracture strain criterion.
Ef = (5.26)
5.5 Representation of Mohr-Coulomb fracture crite-
rion in 3D space of invariants
The new form of Mohr-Coulomb fracture model, Eq. (5.22), can be geometrically represented
in the 3D space of (Sf, 77, 9), see Fig. 5-6. Here, an example group of parameters is used:
A = 740MPa, n = 1/6, c, = 0, cox = cS = 1, cl = 0.1, and c2 = 330MPa. The 3D fracture
locus is seen to be a monotonic function of the stress triaxiality and an asymmetric function
with respect to the Lode angle parameter 6.
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Fig. 5-6: 3D geometry representation of Mohr-Coulomb fracture model (A = 740MPa,
n = 1/6, C =7= , C= " = c = 1, C1 = 0.1, and c2 = 330MPa).
5.5.1 Pressure dependence
If a von-Mises yielding function is used (c, = O, c = c = 1), and the Lode angle parameter
0 in Eq. (5.22) is fixed at a certain value, for example 0 = 0, then Eq. (5.22) reduces to
+f = c 3 (5.27)
which is a nonlinear hyperbolic function of stress triaxiality 77. An example plot of Eq. (5.27)
is shown in Fig. 5-7. It is found that an exponential function D3e- D47 fits Eq. (5.27) for
a wide range of stress triaxiality. So, the Mohr-Coulomb criterion provides an interesting
physical interpretation of the effect of stress triaxiality on ductile fracture, which is originally
based on the theory of void growth (McClintock, 1968; Rice and Tracey, 1969).
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Fig. 5-7: Mohr-Coulomb criterion in the space of equivalent strain to fracture and stress
triaxiality (assuming 8 = 0)
5.5.2 Lode angle dependence
If the von-Mises yielding function is used again (c, = 0, cy = cX = 1), and the
triaxiality 77 in Eq. (5.22) is fixed at a certain value, for example 71 = 0, then Eq.
becomes
stress
(5.22)
1
f = cos + sin (5.28)
C2 3 6 3
An example plot of Eq. (5.28) is shown in Fig. 5-8. A parabolic function controlled by
three points, f(6O = 1), 1f(6 = 0) and E(90 = -1), is used to fit the curve. It follows from
Fig. 5-8 that a parabolic function provides a good functional dependence of the Lode angle
parameter on ductile fracture. It should be noted that the minimum value of the function
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does not occur at 0 = 0 but it is slightly shifted, which makes the 3D fracture locus an
asymmetric function.
Sr
Fig. 5-8: Mohr-Coulomb criterion on the space of
angle parameter (assuming r = 0)
equivalent strain to fracture and the Lode
5.6 Parametric study
There are eight parameters (A, n, cl, c2, c,, qo, co and cox) in the Mohr-Coulomb failure
criterion. In this section, a parameter study is performed to get a better understanding
of new forms of Mohr-Coulomb criterion. In particular, some qualitative features of model
parameters on the fracture locus are demonstrated. As a starting point, a combination of
model parameters, A = 740MPa, n = 1/6, c, = 0, 7o = 0, c&0 = c' = 1, cl = 0.1 and
c2 = 330MPa, is considered.
5.6.1 Effect of cl
Keeping other parameters unchanged, the new form of the Mohr-Coulomb criterion is plotted
for three values of cl (cl = 0, 0.1, and 0.2) on the same planes as those in Sections 5.5.1
and 5.5.2, see Fig. 5-9. It is found that as cl increases, the fracture strain becomes more
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pressure dependent (see Fig. 5-9(a)), and the fracture locus becomes more asymmetric (see
Fig. 5-9(b)). The limiting case cl = 0, which corresponds to the maximum shear stress
criterion, implies a symmetric fracture locus with respect to Lode angle parameter 0.
0 0.5 1 1.3
Fig. 5-9: Effect of cl on the new form of the Mohr-Coulomb criteria
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Fig. 5-10: Effect of c2 on the new form of the Mohr-Coulomb criteria
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5.6.2 Effect of c2
Keeping other parameters unchanged, two values of c2 are used to plot the new form of the
Mohr-Coulomb criteria, see Fig. 5-10. It is found that the value of c2 affect only the "height"
of the fracture locus while the shape of the fracture locus is unchanged. A larger value of c2
scales up the fracture locus.
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Fig. 5-11: Effect of A on the new form of the Mohr-Coulomb criteria
5.6.3 Effect of A
Similarly, two values of A are used to plot the new form of the Mohr-Coulomb criteria, see
Fig. 5-11. It is found that the parameter A has a similar effect as that of parameter c2 , but
the effect of A on fracture locus is in the opposite direction of that of c2. A larger value
of A scales down the fracture locus. In other words, if a material gains more strength in
the plastic range, then it loses some of its ductility. This point has been proven in many
advanced high strength steels (Pfestorf, 2005).
5.6.4 Effect of strain hardening exponent n
Again, two values of the strain hardening exponent, n, are used to plot the new form of the
Mohr-Coulomb criteria, see Fig. 5-12. One obvious effect of the strain hardening exponent
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n is that it raises the fracture locus.
0 0.5 1
(a) (b)
Fig. 5-12: Effect of n on the new form of the Mohr-Coulomb criteria
(a) (b)
Fig. 5-13: A normalized plot to show the effect of n on the new form of the Mohr-Coulomb
criteria
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Three values of n (1, 1 and 1) are chosen in Fig. 5-13 to further demonstrate the effect
of n. In Fig. 5-13(a), all three curves are normalized with respect to f(r7 = 0), and in Fig.
5-13(b), all curves are normalized with respect to ýf(8 = 1). From Fig. 5-13(a), one can
see that a higher value of n decreases the pressure dependence of fracture locus. From Fig.
5-13(b), one can see that a higher value of n decreases the dependence of fracture locus on
the Lode angle parameter, which was first noted by Xue (2007a) using the Stdren and Rice
necking criterion (Storen and Rice, 1975).
5.6.5 Effect of c,
Taking into account the pressure effect on material plasticity, for example, c, = 0.09 and
yo = 0 with other parameters kept unchanged, a comparison of fracture locus is shown in Fig.
5-14. It is found that changing the parameter c, has no effect on the Lode angle dependence of
the fracture locus (see Fig. 5-14(b)), but increasing c, will decrease the pressure dependence
of the fracture locus (see Fig. 5-14(a)). In other words, if a material has more pressure
dependence on plasticity, then it will have less pressure dependence on fracture. This result
should also be further investigated experimentally on different materials.
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Fig. 5-14: Effect of c, on the new form of the Mohr-Coulomb criteria
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5.6.6 Effect of c&
The effect of the Lode angle effect on material plasticity is studied assuming c&X = 1, and
three values of c' (1.0, 0.93 and • = 0.866), see Fig. 5-15. One can see that decreasing the
parameter c' will raise the fracture locus (see Fig. 5-15(a)). On the other hand, decreasing
co will decrease the Lode dependence of the fracture locus (see Fig. 5-15(b)). In other
words, if a material has stronger Lode dependence on plasticity, then it will have weaker
Lode dependence on fracture. This point has been confirmed by comparing fracture data of
two steels (1045 steel and DH36 steel), see (Bai et al., June 3-7, 2007). The 1045 steel has
no Lode angle dependence on plasticity but exhibits a Lode angle dependence on fracture
locus. On the other hand the DH36 exhibits a Lode angle dependence on plasticity but not
on fracture. Referring to Section 5.6.4, it is found that the parameters, c9 and n, are the
two key parameters controlling the Lode angle effect on the fracture locus. This conclusion
emphasizes the importance of developing an accurate plasticity model to predict fracture.
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Fig. 5-15: Effect of cl on the new form of the Mohr-Coulomb criteria
5.6.7 Existence of a cutoff region
The existence of a cutoff value in the low stress triaxiality region has been revealed by Bao
(2003); Bao and Wierzbicki (2005) and Teng (2004). Based on analysis of upsetting tests and
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Bridgman's tests (Bridgman, 1952), Bao and Wierzbicki (2005) discovered that the cutoff
value for fracture occurs at T7cutoff = - . No fracture can occur below this critical value.
Teng (2004) confirmed the importance of a cutoff value in high velocity impact simulation.
Introducing the Lode angle parameter # into the ductile model, the cutoff region in the
plane of the stress directions (rq, 9) of the 3D fracture locus appears automatically as a
consequence of the M-C model. From Eq. (5.22), it is found that the fracture strain will go
to infinity when the following condition is satisfied,
V ? cos )+ c + sin 0. (5.29)
This cutoff region in the stress state plane (,q, 0) is shown in Fig. 5-16 with a shaded area.
In Fig. 5-16, an arbitrary value cl = 0.57 is assumed.
)1
Fig. 5-16: A proposed shape of cutoff region of fracture one the plane of (mq, 0) with cl = 0.57.
The above property of the cutoff region can be justified by revoking the physical concept
of die-cone in the friction force, see Fig. 5-17. When the stress triaxiality rl is less than a
certain value, the vector of total force will be contained within the die-cone, under which
condition slips will not occur during the material deformation. This gives an interesting
physical interpretation of cutoff region using the Mohr-Coulomb criterion together with the
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concept of die-cone. Tests should be designed and carried out in the future to validate this
idea.
Normal
Total Force
Shear Force
Fig. 5-17: A physical interpretation of existence cutoff region using the concept of die-cone
in friction.
5.7 Crack directions in the plane stress and uni-axial
stress
An important feature of M-C criterion is that it tells not only when a material point fails
but also in which direction the material element cracks. In the general case, the crack
plane is defined by Eq. (5.14). For the plane stress condition, it is convenient to consider
a 2D representation of fracture planes, see Fig. 5-18. This picture was constructed taking
cl = 0.1 as an example. The asymmetric hexagon represents the locus of crack directions.
For example, in the first quadrant, there will be slant fracture through thickness, but in the
planar view, the crack forms perpendicular to the maximum principal stress. In the second
and fourth quadrant, the through thickness crack is normal to the middle surface of a sheet,
but follows an inclined planar direction. It is interesting to note that the planar vector of
the crack direction is perpendicular to unit normal vector of the M-C failure surface.
To simulate the crack propagation, the currently used technique in finite element simu-
lation is based either on element deletion or element split along element edges. Neither of
these two methods correctly simulates the boundary condition after a crack initiates, which
is critical to predict the crack propagation, especially the slant fractures. It is suggested to
use an extended element split technique in the spirit of an enriched FE shell element model
suggested by Belytschko (for example, Areias and Belytschko (2005)). The direction of local
element split surface will then follow from the M-C criterion. This is a technique requiring
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the joint efforts of both physical fracture modeling and finite element coding.
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Fig. 5-18: According to Mohr-Coulomb fracture criterion, a crack direction locus is proposed
for plane stress conditions.
5.8 Experiment calibration and verification
Bao and Wierzbicki (Bao, 2003; Bao and Wierzbicki, 2004a; Wierzbicki et al., 2005b) per-
formed a series of tests to calibrate the fracture locus of 2024-T351 aluminum alloy in a wide
range of stress triaxiality, see Fig. 5-19. All the data from the 15 types of tests done by
Bao and Wierzbicki are re-processed to calculate the Lode angle parameter 0, which was not
provided by Bao and Wierzbicki. Since the two stress state parameters are variable during
the loading process, average values are used, according to the definitions given in Section
5.9. A list of the stress state parameters, rl and 9, and the equivalent strain to fracture ýf is
shown in Table 5.1. The corresponding specimens of all the data points are labeled in Fig.
5-19. These tests, except test No.9 (where there were no obvious observed cracks), will be
reviewed in this section using the new form of the Mohr-Coulomb criterion.
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Fig. 5-19: Specimens used by Bao to calibrate the fracture locus for the wide range of stress
triaxialtiy (Bao, 2003; Wierzbicki et al., 2005b)
Table 5.1: A summary of Bao and Wierzbicki's test results c
imental data after Bao (2003); Wierzbicki et al. (2005b))
No. Specimen description 77av
1 Smooth round bar,tension 0.4014
2 Round large notched bar,tension 0.6264
3 Round small notched bar,tension 0.9274
4 Flat grooved,tension 0.6030
5 Cylinder(do/ho = 0.5),compression -0.2780
6 Cylinder(do/ho = 0.8),compression -0.2339
7 Cylinder(do/ho = 1.0),compression -0.2326
8 Cylinder(do/ho = 1.5),compression -0.2235
9 Round notched, compression -0.2476
10 Simple shear 0.0124
11 Combination of shear and tension 0.1173
12 Plate with a circular hole 0.3431
13 Dog-bone specimen, tension 0.3570
14 Pipe, tension 0.3557
15 Solid square bar,tension 0.3687
)n 2024-T351 aluminum, (exper-
Oav
0.9992
0.9992
0.9984
0.0754
-0.8215
-0.6809
-0.6794
-0.6521
-0.7141
0.0355
0.3381
0.9661
0.9182
0.9286
0.9992
0.4687
0.2830
0.1665
0.2100
0.4505
0.3800
0.3563
0.3410
0.6217
0.2107
0.2613
0.3099
0.4798
0.3255
0.3551
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Plasticity: This section summarizes the determination of material constants appearing
in Eq. (5.22). For that purpose, no new tests are performed, but rather experimental data
on 2024-T351 aluminum reported by Bao (2003) will be used. The parameters of the basic
hardening curve, A = 740MPa, n = 0.15, were found from the best fit of the stress-strain
curve corresponding to the upsetting test (No. 6). The analysis of data on unnotched and
notched round bar experiments (test No. 1, 2 and 3) indicate that there is a negligible effect
of hydrostatic pressure on plasticity. Therefore, c, is taken to be zero (c, = 0), while the
other parameter is io = -- . In order to quantify the effect of Lode angle on plasticity
(constant c'), axial-symmetric (test No. 1 or 6) and plane strain (test No. 4) experiments
should be compared, as described by Bai and Wierzbicki (2007a). Such a comparison was
performed by Bao (2003) showing that there is a very little Lode angle effect on plasticity.
Therefore, for the purpose of the present analysis, the parameter is set to unity (cS = 1).
Finally, c&x = 1, as discussed in Section 5.3.2. This completes determination of all six
plasticity constants.
Fracture: The M-C fracture criterion involves two material constants, so only two tests
are needed to calibrate this criterion. For that purpose, fracture test No. 6 and 10 of Table
5.1 are used. Substituting the experimental data (fav, ,av and Ef) into Eq. (5.22), a set of
two nonlinear algebraic equations for cl and c2 are obtained. The solution of this system
yields cl = 0.0345 and c2 = 338.6MPa. Now all eight parameters describing plasticity and
fracture of 2024-T351 aluminum have been determined. The plot of the resulting fracture
locus is shown in Fig. 5-20. Tests No. 6 and 10, used for fracture calibration, are displayed
as diamonds. The "half tube" surface passes exactly through those two points. Points
corresponding to the remaining twelve tests are denoted by circles. They appears to be very
close to the 3D surface, except for three points corresponding to unnotched and notched
round bars. It has been shown by many investigators that the fracture in round bars in
tension involves a mechanism of void growth and linkage. Clearly this is not well captured
by the M-C fracture criterion. In other words, the M-C model describes shear type of fracture
well but not fracture produced by void growth and linkage. It can be concluded that the
M-C model calibrated from just two fracture tests is able to capture, with an engineering
accuracy, shear fracture of 2024-T351 aluminum in a wide range of stress triaxiality and
Lode angle parameter.
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Fig. 5-20: 3D geometric representation of Mohr-Coulomb fracture locus for 2024-T351 alu-
minum alloy
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Fig. 5-21: Mohr-Coulomb fracture locus for 2024-T351 on the plane of equivalent strain to
fracture and stress triaxiality.
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Most of the tests done by Bao and Wierzbicki were in plane stress condition, except for
three round bars tensile tests (No. 1, 2 and 3). It follows from Eq. (5.9) that the plane
stress data points lie on the "s"-shaped curve of plane stress condition. By substituting Eq.
(5.9) into Mohr-Coulomb criterion, Eq. (5.22), the fracture locus of plane stress condition
can be plotted on the plane of equivalent strain to fracture and the stress triaxiality (refer
to Fig. 5-21). One can see that the fracture locus of plane stress consists of three half-
cycles. This phenomenon was first revealed by Wierzbicki and Xue (Wierzbicki and Xue,
2005; Xue, 2007a) from a symmetric 3D fracture locus. The experimental data points used
for calibration are marked in Fig. 5-21 by full circles. It is found that the calibrated Mohr-
Coulomb criterion predicts the trends of experimental results very well. At the same time
the Rice-Tracey fracture model (Rice and Tracey, 1969) can not predict the trend of plane
stress fracture.
5.9 Damage evolution rule
Besides the fracture locus, discussed extensively in the preceding section, the rule of damage
evolution is an integral part of the fracture predictive technology. Here, a linear incremental
relationship is assumed between the damage indicator, D, and the equivalent plastic strain
D (E) = f dp (5.30)
where the stress direction parameters, f(tp), and ý((p), are unique functions of the equivalent
plastic strain. A material element is considered to fail when the limit of ductility is reached,
EP = ff, so that D(Ef) = DC = 1. In the limiting case (for example proportional loading),
when the parameters (r7, 9) are constant over the loading cycle, Eq. (5.30) can be integrated
to give
Ef f (q?,) Ef(7,G) (5.31)
which reduces to the 3D fracture locus Ef (, ). However, in most tests on various types of
specimens, the stress state parameters (77, 9) are variable. The shape of the fracture locus
will then depend on whether the initial, final or some average value of these parameters is
considered.
The above discussion emphasized the intrinsic difficulty in constructing a unique fracture
locus. In this paper, it is proposed to determine the fracture locus based on the average
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value of the parameters (m, 0) in the loading process.
a = q f • I7 ,(pa = 7 fo i 6 (fp)d&p. (5.32)
The functions, q(Fp) and O(E,), are known from the numerical simulation of the tests and
the equivalent strain to fracture Ef is determined from mapping the measured displacement
to fracture into the calculated strain to fracture. In all of the calibration efforts presented in
the preceding section, the average parameters (lav, 0a,) defined by Eq. (5.32) were used. The
3D fracture locus constructed on the basis of the average values is then used as a reference
surface for more complex loading paths.
A linear incremental dependence of the damage function D (Ep) on the equivalent plastic
strain (Eq. (5.30)) was shown to work well for monotonic loading. In the case of reverse
straining or more complicated loading paths, a nonlinear incremental rule and new terms for
history effect correction must be considered (see Chapter 7).
5.10 Discussion and conclusion
In this paper, the transformation formulas between the principal stresses and the stress
state parameters (the stress triaxiality 77 and the Lode angle parameter 9) are derived.
For monotonic loading conditions, the Mohr-Coulomb criterion is transformed from a local
representation in terms of a shear stress and a normal stress, to the mixed strain-stress
representation of (Ef, i, 0). The corresponding fracture locus of the Mohr-Coulomb criterion
is shown to be described by a monotonically decreasing function of the stress triaxiality
coupled with an asymmetric function of Lode angle parameter. A parametric study on the
new form of the Mohr-Coulomb criterion was performed and the results are summarized as
follows.
* Increasing the friction parameter cl increases both the dependence of fracture locus on
pressure and the asymmetry of the fracture locus.
* Increasing the shear resistance parameter c2 shifts the fracture locus upward without
changing its shape.
* Increasing the amplitude of the power hardening law, parameter A, shifts the fracture
locus down, but its shape remains the same. In other words, increasing the material's
strength will decrease its ductility.
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* Increasing the power exponent n shifts the fracture locus upward, but decreases both
the pressure dependence and the Lode angle dependence of the fracture locus. In
other words, less strain hardening materials will have more pressure and Lode angle
dependence on fracture.
* Increasing the parameter c, will decrease the pressure dependence of the fracture locus,
but leave no effect on the shape of the fracture locus.
* Decreasing the parameter co will increase the whole height of the fracture locus, and
decrease the effect of Lode angle on the fracture locus. In other words, if a material
exhibits more Lode dependence on plasticity, then it has less Lode dependence on
fracture, and vice versa.
* There exists a cutoff region on the stress state plane (r7, 0), see Eq. (5.29), where
fracture will not occur.
Bao and Wierzbicki's experimental results on 2024-T351 aluminum alloy are revisited
using the new form of the Mohr-Coulomb criterion. Using two types of test to calibrate the
Mohr-Coulomb criterion, the model predicts the remaining nine tests with good accuracy,
especially for plane stress fracture. While the Mohr-Coulomb criterion predicts most of the
shearing dominated fracture well, there are still some limitations of this fracture criterion.
For example, it does not provide a good prediction of the fracture of round bars in tension,
which satisfy the axial symmetry condition. At the same time, fracture in upsetting tests
occurs at the equatorial region of the outer surface. This is a plane stress fracture, and it is
predicted well by the M-C criterion.
The M-C criterion predicts not only crack initiation sites but also crack directions. Pro-
viding a given material element crack direction in conjunction with the arbitrary element
splitting technique can predict crack path with greater accuracy. Since there are only two
parameters in the Mohr-Coulomb criterion, this ductile fracture model has great potential
for many engineering application.
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Chapter 6
Forming Severity Concept for
Predicting Sheet Necking under
Complex Loading Histories
A new method of predicting neck formation in sheets under non-proportional loading is pro-
posed, based on the concept of the "cumulative forming severity". This concept is borrowed
from a macroscopic model of ductile fracture where the crack initiation is governed by the
accumulated equivalent plastic strain modified by the stress triaxiality and the Lode angle
parameters. Such an approach necessitates a representation of the Forming Limit Diagram
(FLD) in the space of the equivalent strain to neck and the Lode angle parameter.
Another new factor is the assumption of the nonlinear accumulation rule of forming
severity for non-proportional and complex loading histories. A class of nonlinear weighting
function is proposed with only one free parameter. A starting point in the derivation is
the known FLD corresponding to proportional loading. This can be either determined from
Hill's and Storen and Rice analytical solutions or from numerical simulation or else taken
directly from experiments. In the case of proportional loading, necking depends on the final
state of stress or strain, so it does not matter if necking severity index is accumulated in a
linear or nonlinear way. For non-proportional loading, the unknown free parameter of the
nonlinear accumulation rule must be determined from a test.
Experimental data on FLDs under complex strain paths for two types of material, alu-
minum alloy 6111-T4 (Graf and Hosford, 1994) and aluminum-killed sheet steel (Musehen-
born and Sonne, 1975), found in the literature are revisited by the proposed model. Cal-
ibrated from only one test with non-proportional loading condition, the model is able to
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predict the remaining tests of complex loading paths with good accuracy.
6.1 Introduction
The Forming Limit Diagram (FLD) originally developed by Keeler and Backhofen (1964)
and Goodwin (1968) is widely used in the sheet metal forming industry (Atkins and Mai,
1985). The conventional FLD is defined in the space of two in-plane principal strains, the
major strain 61 and the minor strain E2. Figure 6-1 shows an example of FLD of aluminum
alloy 6111-T4 reported by Graf and Hosford (1994). The FLD is defined and calibrated under
proportional loading assumption, under which the ratio of two principal strain increments,
given by Eq. (6.1), is constant. For example, the uni-axial tension loading corresponds to
a = -0.5, the plane strain tension corresponds to a = 0, and the equi-biaxial tension is
a = 1. The range of a of interest to the FLD is -0.5 < a < 1. When a < -0.5, the failure
mode of metal sheet is either shear fracture or wrinkling.
dE2 A
= a. (6.1)
dex
An important feature of the experimental strain-based FLD is that it is strongly strain
path dependent, which means that the FLD is not unique under complex loading histories
or non-proportional loading conditions (Muschenborn and Sonne, 1975; Graf and Hosford,
1994; Stoughton, 2000; Stoughton and Zhu, 2004). A great deal of modeling effort were
devoted in the past to predict the effect the loading history on the FLD (Marciniak and
Kuczynski, 1967; Cao et al., 2000; Chow et al., 2001). A stress-based FLD was proposed
by Stoughton (2000), which was found to be less strain path dependent. However, there
are two drawbacks of the stress-based FLD. One is that the stress components can not be
easily measured during experiments as opposed to strain components. The other is that the
stress-based criteria have relatively poor resolutions as compared to the strain-based criteria,
especially for ductile material with high forming limit. A comprehensive review of all these
models is presented by Stoughton and Zhu (2004). Their prediction give correctly qualitative
trends of complex loading history using only equations of plane stress plasticity theory. At
the same time, the present method will introduce one more free parameter, and therefore its
accuracy could be much better.
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Fig. 6-1: An example of forming limit diagram (FLD) of the transverse direction of aluminum
alloy 6111-T4 (experimental data after Graf and Hosford (1994))
In this paper, the loading history effect on FLD will be accounted for in three steps.
The starting point of the analysis is the known FLD under proportional loading conditions.
In the second step, the strain-based conventional FLD is transformed and approximately
formulated in the space of equivalent strain to neck and the Lode angle parameter, (n, 1).
Finally, the loading history effect is taken into account by considering the onset of the
necking as a non-linear accumulative process of forming severity. Examples on two materials
are given to illustrate the procedure.
6.2 Transformation of FLD to different spaces under
plane stress
6.2.1 Basic formulas for space transformation under plane stress
Although the FLD is usually expressed in the plane of (61, 62), it can also be represented
in other spaces using the known transformation formulas for plane stress plasticity (see
Stoughton (2000); Lee (2005)). If a proportional loading path is assumed, then the increment
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of principal strains follow the equation,
del : dE2 : d63 = 1 : a : -(1 + a), (6.2)
where the material is taken to be incompressible and isotropic. The material is further
assumed to obey the von Mises yield condition and the associated flow rule.
2= [(al - a 2) + (U2 - U) 2 + ( 3 - i)2], (6.3)
90 3 dA
de = dA = - 3 s3j, (6.4)
where aij are stress components, al, a2 and a3 are principal stresses, sij are deviatoric stress
components, dA is the plasticity multiplier, and deij is the strain increments. It is recognized
that neck formation in the first quadrant may be facilitated by a non-associated flow rule
(see Storen and Rice (1975) or Stoughton (2002)). However, for simplicity, Eq. (6.4) is
assumed to hold for both positive and negative a. Defining the stress ratios,
a2 A2 - 0, (6.5)
1l
a3 A 7), (6.6)
al1
Eq. (6.4) can be rewritten in the principal stress and strain space.I = )1 = (j)A) [1 _ (1+ + )] al
d _e = _) S2 = - 1( 1 l + 7) l(6.7)
Note that the present notation is consistent with the book of literature but is different from
the notation used by Smith et al. (2003), who interchanged parameters a and P. Substituting
Eq. (6.7) into Eq. (6.1), one can get a known relationship between strain ratios and stress
ratios under proportional loading condition,
20 - y - 1
a= (6.8)2
--- y
A special case of plane stress, a3 = 0, imposes a unique relation between two parameters
characterizing the stress state, the stress triaxiality qj and the Lode angle parameter 9, defined
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respectively by Eq. (6.11) and (6.12) (see Bai and Wierzbicki (2007a)). From Eq. (6.6), the
parameter y vanishes, and Eq. (6.8) reduces to
2P - 1a 2= - (6.9)2-0
The inverted form of Eq. (6.9) reads
2a + 1
S=2+ a  (6.10)
Now, the stress triaxiality r and the Lode angle parameter 0, can be expressed in terms of
the stress ratio 3, according to the respective definitions,
a, 3 + 1'
S 2 2 (/3 +1 )(i3 -2)(2fl-1)
= 1- - arcos=1--os 2 arccos + 1) (- 2) (2 1) (6.12)
ir ir 2 ()2 - + 1)3/2
where 7 =  (G1-•m)(G2-crm)(3-,,) is the normalized third deviatoric stress invariant of the
stress tensor, and am is the mean stress. Details regarding the above derivation can be
found, for example, in Bai and Wierzbicki (2007a,b). In the reminder of this section, the
conventional FLD will be transformed to four different spaces.
6.2.2 Space of (en, a)
The increment of equivalent strain is defined in terms of increments of principal strain com-
ponents,
d& = (de~ + de + d• 2). (6.13)
Substitute Eq. (6.2) into Eq. (6.13), one gets
dE = [1 + a + a2]dei. (6.14)
Under the proportional loading of plane stress condition, the strain ratio a is constant, so
that Eq. (6.14) can be integrated and the equivalent strain i can be expressed in terms of
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the major strain 61 and the parameter a,
e = 21 + a + 0 2, (6.15)
where now a = = f. Using Eq. (6.15), the forming limit diagram can be transformed
to the space of (En, a). The experimental data points of 6111-T4 aluminum alloy (transverse
direction) shown in Fig. 6-1 is re-drawn in the new space in Fig. 6-2. Such a representation
of forming diagram was proposed among others by Hooputra et al. (Oct. 2003, 2004).
n
11 -0.5 0 0.5 1
Fig. 6-2: Transformation from FLD to the space of (En, a) for 6111-T4 aluminum.
6.2.3 Space of (E), ri)
Using Eq. (6.15),(6.11) and (6.10), the forming limit diagram can also be transformed to
the space of (En, 7). The basic procedure of transformation is to use Eqs. (6.10) and (6.11)
and eliminate the parameter 3 between three equations, which involves the following steps:
(61,E2) - (61,a) --* (En, ) --+ (E, ) -- (,). The experimental data points of 6111-T4
aluminum alloy (transverse direction) shown in Fig. 6-1 is re-drawn in this new space, as
shown in Fig. 6-3. A FLD in the space of (n, am), which is similar to the current one (En, 77)
was used to study the effect of pressure on FLD in hydroforming by Worswick's team (Hari
Manoj Simha et al., 2007).
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nFig. 6-3: Transformation from FLD to the space of (E,, 7r) for 6111-T4 aluminum.
n
Fig. 6-4: Transformation from FLD to the space of ( , 9) for 6111-T4 aluminum.
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6.2.4 Space of (E, 8)
Similarly, using Eq. (6.1.5),(6.12) and (6.10), the forming limit diagram can be transformed to
the space of (E, B). The basic procedure is (E1, 62) -4 (E1, a) - (n, a) -+ (E,3) -- + (E, )
The experimental data points of 6111-T4 aluminum alloy (transverse direction), which is
shown in Fig. 6-1 and mapped into this new space, is given in Fig. 6-4. It must be noted
that all four representations of FLD are equivalent and carry the same amount of information.
6.2.5 Space of (al, U2)
From the definition of equivalent stress (Eq. (6.3)), the two principal stresses (al, a2) of a
plane stress loading can be expressed in terms of the equivalent stress & and the stress ratio
- fzl+#2 (6.16)
To transform the FLD to the stress space (al, a 2 ), the material hardening law is needed to
relate the equivalent strain E and the equivalent stress &. A power hardening law is assumed.
& = AE", (6.17)
where A and n are two material constants. Substitute Eq. (6.17) into Eq. (6.16), the
relationship between the principal stresses and the equivalent strain E is obtained.
O f3A_02 .(6.18)
Using Eq. (6.15),(6.18) and (6.10), the forming limit diagram can be transformed to the
space of two principal stresses. The basic procedure consists of the following steps: (E1, E2) -
(e1, oa) -+ (GE, a) -- (En, P) -+ (a1, U2 ). Similar transformation was performed by Stoughton
(2000) and others. The strain hardening property of the 6111-T4 aluminum alloy in the
transverse direction are defined by A = 540MPa and n = 0.244 (experimental data after
Graf and Hosford (1994)). The transformed FLD to the space of principal stress is shown
in Fig. 6-5. This is called the stress-based FLD extensively studied by Stoughton (2000);
Smith et al. (2003); Stoughton and Zhu (2004).
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Fig. 6-5: Transformation from FLD to the space of (al, a2) for 6111-T4 aluminum.
6.2.6 Analytical representation of FLD under proportional load-
ing
The range of strain ratio a of interest to FLD is -0.5 < a < 1, the range of stress triaxiality
r7 is 1 < r7 _ < , and the range of the Lode angle parameter 0 is -1 < 08 1. Since there is a
one to one correspondence between three parameters in the particular range, any parameter
can be used to distinguish different loading conditions. Referring to the extensive work about
the effect of Lode angle parameter on ductile fracture locus (Bai and Wierzbicki, 2007a; Bai
et al., June 3-7, 2007; Bai and Wierzbicki, 2007b), the Lode angle parameter is chosen in
this paper to be an independent parameter in formulating the FLD. For the purpose of
predicting FLD under non-proportional loading paths, it is first necessary to provide data
on proportional loading FLD, n,(0), as a reference value.
Curve fitting method using experimental data
The next step in the present methodology is to acquire information on the FLD under pro-
portional loading. This can be either determined from Hill's and Storen and Rice analytical
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solutions or from numerical simulation or else taken directly from experiments.
There are three typical loading conditions in sheets: uni-axial tension, plane strain tension
and equi-biaxial tension. The corresponding values of stress state parameters of these three
tests are summarized in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: A summary of three typical tests for the FLD
State parameters Uni-axial ten- Plane strain Equi-biaxial ten-
sion tension sion
strain ratio a -0.5 0 1
stress triaxiality l 1 1 2
Lode angle parameter 9 1 0 -1
E,, experimentally determined EUA <PE -BA
equivalent necking strain
n
Fig. 6-6: Two types of curve fitting of FLD in the space of (En, 9)
Similar to the effect of the Lode angle parameter on ductile fracture locus (Bai and
Wierzbicki, 2007a,b), one can assume that the equivalent strain to necking is a parabolic
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function of the Lode angle parameter,
n ] n )A 2 A _ BA +PE. (6.19)
A distinction should be made between in and ,n(0). The former is the equivalent strain to
necking, while the latter is the function of equivalent strain to necking for different Lode angle
parameters 0. There are three free parameters in Eq. (6.19), which are the equivalent strain
to necking for three typical loading conditions. As an illustration, consider the empirical
locus of necking points for 6111-T4 aluminum alloy represented in the (n, 0) space (Fig.
6-4). Minimizing the mean square error between Eq. (6.19) and the transformed FLD,
the following combination of three parameters is obtained: EUA = 0.37, 7PE = 0.21, and
EBA = 0.50. It is shown in Fig. 6-6 that this formula gives a good approximation to
the FLD. The accuracy of curve fitting can be further improved if one more parameter is
introduced, using a power function representation, see Eq. (6.20).
f = e# = <E AX ,< (6.20)
where, the parameter nAX is defined as
UX A for > 0
n BA for 0 < 0
The additional parameter is the power index M. The curve fitting result using Eq.(6.2()) is
also shown in Fig. 6-6. Curve fitting gives the combination of four parameters: CUA = 0.340,
<PE = 0.197, nBA = 0.485, and M = 1.35. The results of curve fitting can also be transformed
back to the space of el, E2 using the inverse methods described in Section 6.2.4. As shown
in Fig. 6-7, a very good correlation is now achieved between the empirical FLD and its
analytical representation given by Eq. (6.20). Equation (6.20) will be used in this paper
to describe the FLD under proportional loading. Using this approximate formula with four
parameters, four types of tests would be needed to calibrate the FLD under proportional
loading condition.
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Minor strain 2
Fig. 6-7: Power function curve fitting of FLD in the (E, 0) compared with the experimental
results in the space of (E1, E2) (transverse direction of 6111-T4 aluminum alloy, EUA = 0.340,
EnE = 0.197, -A = 0.485, and M = 1.35).
Curve fitting method using existing closed-form solutions
Hill (1952) developed a theory to analyze the localized necking in metal sheets, which gives
the forming limit for the range between uni-axial tension and plane strain tension.
n
,ln = for -0.5< a < 1 , (6.22)1+ a
where n is the strain hardening exponent defined in Eq. (6.17). Storen and Rice (1975)
used theoretical bifurcation analysis and provided an expression for the FLD in the first
tension-tension quadrant,
30,2 + n (2 + a)2e = for 0<a <1 . (6.23)
2 (2 + a) (1+ a + a2)
From Hill's formulation (Eq. (6.22)), one can estimate necking strains in uni-axial tension
(~UA) and plane strain tension (ERE). Meanwhile, from the Storen and Rice's analysis (Eq.
(6.23)), the necking strain under equi-biaxial tension (ýBA) can also be predicted. The three
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necking reference strains, calculated from Eq. (6.22) and Eq. (6.23) are
EUA = 2n
-PE = 2n
n -n +
n 3
for a = -0.5
for a =0
for a =1
The fourth parameter in the approximate formula of FLD (Eq. (6.20)) is the power exponent
M. It is suggested that M = 1 - 2. If one takes M = 2 in Eq. (6.20), a comparison between
the approximate formula and the theoretical analysis is shown in Fig. 6-8. One can see that
the approximate formula fits very well with two analytical solutions. It should be noted that
these parameter estimations are tentative, but they are good for engineering application in
the absence of a sufficient number of experimental data.
-Power
--....... Analyti
---- Analyti
-0.2 -0.1
function curve fitting
cal solution of Hill
cal solution of Storen and Rice
0 0.1 0.2
Minor strain s2
Fig. 6-8: An example of the proposed power function curve fitting of FLD compared with
analytical solution from Hill, Storen and Rice (n = 0.244 for analytical solution, and -UA
0.488, KRE = 0.2817, EBA = 0.5773, M = 2 for the power function).
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6.3 A new model considering the loading history effect
on sheet necking
In Section 6.2.6, the FLD under proportional loading was discussed and re-formulated in the
space of (ýý, 9). However, in many practical press shop stamping operations, the strain-path
changes in a continuous or abrupt manner. A large effect of the loading history on FLD
was demonstrated experimentally by many authors (Muschenborn and Sonne, 1975; Graf
and Hosford, 1994; Zhao et al., 1996). Attempts have also been made to predict this effect
theoretically (Marciniak and Kuczynski, 1967; Cao et al., 2000; Stoughton, 2000).
According to an FLD, necking will occur once a combination of two principal strains
exceed a limiting value. Instead of this commonly accepted viewpoint, the onset of sheet
necking can be treated as an accumulative process of "forming severity". A scalar variable
N, which is a measure of how far a given material point is from the onset of necking, is
introduced. By analogy to the concept of the cumulative damage model (Wilkins et al.,
1980; Johnson and Cook, 1985; Bao, 2003; Bai et al., 2006a), the onset of necking is said to
occur when the integral of equivalent strain with a suitable weighting function of the stress
state parameter 9 reaches a critical value N, see Eq. (6.25).
N = f () d. (6.25)
At the necking point, E = E, and N = N,. Now, the goal is to find a suitable weighting
function f(6), so that necking could be predicted under all loading cases. It is convenient to
introduce a normalized critical forming severity index, which from now on will be denoted
by N. Now necking occurs when N, = 1. Under proportional loading conditions, the Lode
angle parameter 0 is constant, and Eq. (6.25) can be integrated to give
f () E, = Nc = 1. (6.26)
Using Eq. (6.26), Eq. (6.25) can be written in an alternative form,
Nc = 1d = 1, (6.27)
where 6,(0) is the necking locus discussed in Section 6.2.6. For non-proportional loading,
in which 0 changes along the loading path, the integral (Eq. (6.27)) can still be evaluated
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and the critical equivalent strain to necking CE could be determined. Such an approach was
proposed, for example, by the BMW-MATFEM team (Hooputra et al., Oct. 2003; Werner
et al., Oct. 2004; Hooputra et al., 2004). The evolution of necking severity index can be
represented in a differential form, dN = dA, where A is defined by
A) (6.28)
which implies a linear accumulation of the forming severity in the loading process. To make
sure that the necking severity N is an increasing function, the increment dA is defined as,
dA = , (6.29)
where, from the definition, d& is non-negative. This limitation of linearity is now removed,
and instead, a non-linear necking accumulation rule is proposed as
dN = g(A)dA., (6.30)
where the function g(A) should be non-negative. Now the necking is assumed to occur when
0g(_)0 , jfg(A)d = 1. (6.31)
A similar nonlinear accumulation rule applied to the problem of onset of ductile fracture was
considered in Bonora (1997); Bai et al. (2006a); Xue (2007b).
Different forms of function g(A) can be postulated based on different assumptions. Some
possible representatives of a family of g(A), expressed in terms of elementary functions, are
listed in Table 6.2. In this paper, the function g(A) is postulated to be a solution of the
following simple differential equation subjected to the initial condition, N IJ-=o = 0, and the
normalization condition, N IA=1 = 1.
dN
dA = b + cN , N x=o = 0 N •=x = 1. (6.32)
The first term in this equation corresponds to the linear rate of forming severity, while the
second term accounts for the accelerated growth. The solution of the first order differential
equation involves one integration constant, which is found from the initial condition. The
normalization condition provides a unique relationship between two coefficients in the differ-
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ential equation, b = ' Therefore, the solution of the two-point boundary value problem
takes finally the form,
e
c
gA - 1
N (A) = (6.33)
ecg -1
From Eq. (6.33), the increment of N is
dN = Cg ecg'dA. (6.34)
ec" - 1
Comparison of Eq. (6.30) and Eq. (6.34) gives an expression for the weighting function g(A),
which is listed in row No. 6 in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Some typical forms of function g(A)
No. Formula of g(A) Remark
1 1 Linear assumption for forming severity accumulation
2 b(A - 1) Final value assumption, 6 is the Dirac's delta func-
tion.
3 Threshold value assumption, H is the step function.
cA - + 1 for cg 24 1 for Linear weighting function
c, A-c g +  g for Cg> 2
5 (cg + 1) Acg Power weighting function
6 -C•- ecg, Exponental weighting function
Note that all functions listed in Table 6.2 involve only one free parameter cg, which has
to be determined from suitable tests. A comparison of four weighting function from Table
6.2 is shown in Fig. 6-9(a). The above functions have been normalized, so that in all case
Nc = 1, see Fig. 6-9(b). In this paper, the exponential weighting function ( case No. 6
in Table 6.2) is chosen for all illustrative examples, so that Eq. (6.31) takes the following
particular form,
Nc = Af (c" ecgAd = 1, (6.35)
where A is defined in Eq. (6.28). It should be noted that in the case of complex loading
history, the denominator in Eq. (6.28) may assume different values in various segments
of the loading history. This implies in general discontinuity in the variable A. Only for
proportional loading, A is a continuous variable. In the above formulation, there is only one
free parameter, c9 , so that at least one type of test with non-proportional loading is needed
for calibration.
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Fig. 6-9: Comparison of different weighting functions for the case of cg = 2.
It is important to note that Eq. (6.35) reduces to the necking locus of the conventional
FLD under proportional loading, where A is a continuously increasing variable. This can be
proved by performing the integration, which gives the following condition,
= 1. (6.36)
ecg -1
The solution of this equation is Af = 1, which, according to the definition of A, gives the
necking locus defined under proportional loading, En = E,(9). Under non-proportional or
complex loading conditions, the parameter A could be discontinuous. Referring to Eq. (6.32)
for the exponential weighting function g(A), the Eq. (6.35) can be rewritten as an incremental
form,
dN = cgN + e. (6.37)
and a material element is assumed to neck when N = 1. The incremental form is convenient
in the implementation to finite element codes, and the integral form is easier for analytical
solutions under piece-wise loading conditions. The merit of working with Eq. (6.35) or Eq.
(6.37) is that it can predict necking under complex loading path, which will be validated by
experimental data in the subsequent sections.
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6.4 Model calibration
In the following sections, experimental data of two types of material are used to calibrate and
validate the proposed necking model. One is aluminum alloy 6111-T4 (Graf and Hosford,
1994), the other is aluminum-killed sheet steel (Muschenborn and Sonne, 1975). The present
procedure includes three steps: curve fitting of FLD under proportional loading, calibrating
the loading history function (parameter c,), and predicting FLD under complex loading
conditions.
Graf and Hosford (1994) performed a series of tests to determine the forming limit of
aluminum alloy 6111-T4 under complex loading conditions. These data is revisited in this
section. The curve fitting of FLD under proportional loading for aluminum alloy 6111-T4
(transverse direction) is presented in Section 6.2.6. Similarly, the FLD for the major strain
on the rolling direction is also fitted using Eq. (6.20). A summary of the model parameters
for both direction is listed in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3: Calibrated model parameters for aluminum alloy 6111-T4
Direction EiA gPE -BA M Cg
Transverse direction (TD) 0.340 0.197 0.485 1.35 1.24
Rolling direction (RD) 0.275 0.250 0.555 1.45 1.24
As one additional test with non-proportional loading is needed to calibrate the free pa-
rameter cg, chosen is one typical test with two-stage proportional loading reported by Graf
and Hosford (1994). This is the equi-biaxial tension (9 = -1, AE = 0.03 x 2 = 0.06, see OA
in Fig. 6-11) followed by plane strain tension (9 = 0, AE = 0.13 x = 0.15, see AB in
Fig. 6-11 ). According to Eq. (6.35), the integral of the forming severity is broken into two
stages,
N = N1 + N2 = c ecgAd )cg,'dA' = 1, (6.38)
where limits of the above two integral, A1 , A'1 and A' are evaluated as follows,
_ _ 0.06
A 0485 0.1237, (6.39)(TD) = 1 0.485
____ 0.06
A = 0.06 0.3046, (6.40)
1 (T D ) = 0 0.197
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I, A + A__ 0.06 + 0.15
A2 =- - - 1.066, (6.41)S(TD)( = 0) 0.197
where AE is the increment of equivalent strain in prestraining stage (see OA in Fig. 6-
11), and At' is the increment of equivalent strain in the second stage (see AB- in Fig.
6-11). Substituting Eqs (6.39),(6.40) and (6.41) into Eq. (6.38), the parameter cg is found
numerically to be cg = 1.24.
6.5 Prediction of necking after initial prestraining
Four types of prestrain tests were reported by Graf and Hosford in their study on the loading
history effect on FLD: biaxial prestraining, uni-axial prestraining in transverse direction,
plane strain prestraining, and uni-axial prestraining in rolling direction (RD). All four types
of tests will be compared with the prediction of the newly calibrated necking model. Since all
the experimental loading conditions consist of two stages of proportional loadings, the model
prediction using Eq. (6.35) can be transformed to the plane of (E1,62). The procedure of
deriving modified FLD is explained for the case of two stage loading, expressed by Eq. (6.38).
Given the prestraining (AeI'), AE~)), since the parameter cg has already been calibrated,
the unknown in the above equation is the amount of relative straining, A'2, corresponding to
the onset of necking in the second stage. Integrating Eq. (6.38) and solving for A'2 yields
A 1 In ec - cA + r c (6.42)
where the A1 and AX are calculated/defined by
A1 = , (6.43)
E [(m)]
A - (6.44)
The #j in Eq. (6.44) denotes an arbitrary loading condition in the second stage loading.
Then, from the definition of A2, the increment of equivalent strain in the second stage,Af (")
can be solved.
A(') + A((II)
2 = (6.45)
En (B)
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a -) X2d' (6i) - A(ff6'
Knowing the AE(" ) and #j, the strain increments in two principal directions, (Ae(II), AEI)),
can be evaluated. Therefore, the predicted necking point, (61, 62), in the FLD is obtained.
The steps involved in the procedure are shown in Fig. 6-10.
Fig. 6-10: A sketch
plane.
-.T
0
L_I..
of transformation of model prediction for two-stage loading to the (e1,62)
Minor strain E.
Fig. 6-11: Comparison between model prediction (dashed curves) and experimental results
(solid curves) on the plane of (1, 62) after different equi-bixial-prestraining. The FLD is for
aluminum 6111-T4 in transverse direction. Path OAB is used for calibration.
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Stage (1) (Prestraining) :
[A6 (1) [(+ ( 1 ) [ Nl
Stage (II) (FLD calibration, for every 4) :
N2 
-N 1
ATJ L [ L 222
(6.46)
Prestraining in equi-biaxial tension: The solid curves in Fig. 6-11 show the experi-
mental FLDs of aluminum alloy 6111-T4 prestrained in equi-biaxial tension. Four different
amount of prestraining are included, which are the major strain AL I ) equal to 0.03, 0.085,
0.13 and 0.17. (The corresponding At are 0.06, 0.17, 0.26 and 0.34.) The dashed curves in
Fig. 6-11 show the FLDs predicted by the model. It is found that the FLDs from model pre-
diction agree very well with the experimental results. It should be noted that circles in Figs
6-11 through 6-16 do not refer to specific experimental data points but rather distinguish
the curve corresponding to FLD obtained experimentally under proportional loading.
Prestraining in uni-axial tension in transverse direction: The solid curves in Fig.
6-12 are the measured FLDs of aluminum alloy 6111-T4 prestrained in uni-axial tension.
Four different amount of prestraining were applied, which are the major strain A61) equal
to 0.05, 0.095, 0.14 and 0.18. (The corresponding At is equal to AeV ) for uni-axial tension.)
The dashed curves in Fig. 6-12 are the FLDs predicted by the model. Again, one can see
that the model predictions follow the trend of the experimental results.
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Fig. 6-12: Comparison between model prediction (dashed curves) and experimental results
(solid curves) on the plane of (e1, E2) after different uni-axial-prestraining. The FLD is for
aluminum 6111-T4 in transverse direction.
Prestraining in plane strain tension in transverse direction: The solid curves in
Fig. 6-13 show the measured FLDs of aluminum alloy 6111-T4 prestrained in plane strain
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tension. Two different amount of prestraining were tested, which are the major strain Ae )
equal to 0.05, and 0.11. (The corresponding AE are 0.0577 and 0.127.) The dashed curves
in Fig. 6-13 are the corresponding model predictions.
The predicted FLD corresponding to both amounts of prestraining were found to be very
close to the reference proportional loading FLD curve. At the same time, the experimental
curves are somewhat higher. This point was brought up under discussion by the authors of
the test themselves. They noted that, in the case of plane strain loading path, there was no
change in the strain trajectory from single stage to double stage loading cases. Therefore,
there should not be any effect of the loading history. On further scrutiny, they concluded
that the difference is due to the effect of strain recovery as the first stage and the second
stage tests were done on different days. When adjusting for this effect, the experimental
FLD should be much closer to the one predicted by the present method.
The question of accuracy of Graf and Hosford's experiments was brought by Stoughton.
He pointed out that because there must have been an error in the tests with plane strain
prestraining, the same error might propagate to other tests such as uni-axial tension pre-
straining. More tests under complex loading histories are need to clarify this point.
CO
m
Minor strain E2
Fig. 6-13: Comparison between model prediction (dashed curves) and experimental results
(solid curves) on the plane of (E1, 62) after different plane strain prestraining. The FLD is
for aluminum 6111-T4 in transverse direction.
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Prestraining in uni-axial tension in rolling direction: Experimental results have
shown that the FLD of aluminum 6111-T4 is anisotropic. There is an obvious difference
between two FLDs under proportional loading for rolling direction and transverse direction,
see Table 6.3. Figure 6-14 shows the FLDs in transverse direction after prestraining with
uni-axial tension in rolling direction. Even though the development of the present theory
is done under the assumption of material isotropy, the effect of in-plane sheet anisotropy is
partially taken into account by introducing different necking loci in rolling and transverse
directions (see Table 6.3). In the model prediction, the FLD for rolling direction is used for
the first stage uni-axial tension, and the FLD for transverse direction is used for the second
stage loadings. The dashed curves in Fig. 6-14 show the results of model prediction. It is
seen that the model predicts the FLD under this type of complex loading condition with
very good accuracy.
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Fig. 6-14: Comparison between model prediction (dashed curves) and experimental results
(solid curves) on the plane of (el, 62) after different uni-axial-prestraining in rolling direction.
The FLD is for aluminum 6111-T4 in transverse direction.
Although only one additional parameter, cg, is introduced to the necking prediction
model, from the comparisons of all four types of complex loading (Figs. 6-11, 6-12, 6-13 and
6-14), it can be concluded that the proposed necking model works well for both proportional
loading and complex loading conditions.
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6.6 Further application to steel sheets
Another material to be reviewed in this paper is the aluminum-killed sheet steel. A series
of necking tests on aluminum-killed sheet steel were performed by Muschenborn and Sonne
(1975). These tests included proportional loading tests to calibrate the FLD and two types
of loading with complex strain path, which are prestrained under uni-axial tension and equi-
biaxial tension, respectively. It should be noted that neither Eq. (6.19) nor Eq. (6.20) can
adequately describe a rather smooth experimental reference FLD. Therefore, a third option
is used here, in which an experimental data from the reference FLD is introduced directly
to the present calculation routine. In other words, the function E,(^) is represented by a set
of data points rather than an analytical formula.
Minor strain e2
Fig. 6-15: Comparison between model prediction (dashed curves) and experimental results
(solid curves) on the plane of (E1, 62) under both proportional loading and with different
prestraining. The FLD is for aluminum-killed sheet steel.
The test used for calibrating the parameter c, is the uni-axial tension followed by plane
strain tension (path OAB in Fig. 6-15). The calibrated parameter is c, = 2.5. The present
necking model is then used to predict FLD under complex strain path. The comparison
between model predictions and experiments is illustrated in Fig. 6-15. It is found that the
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proposed necking model well predicts the trends of the effect of strain path on sheet metal
necking. One can see that the accuracy of the present calculations is very good in the case
of uni-axial tension prestraining. In the case of equi-biaxial prestraining, the differences are
larger, but this could be attributed to an insufficient accuracy of the reference FLD.
6.7 Discussion and conclusion
The currently used strain-based FLD depends strongly on the loading history. Under the
proportional loading assumption, the FLD is transformed to several different spaces such as
(n, aI), (f, rn), (En, 9), and (al, a2). An approximate formula for FLD is constructed based
in the (f, 9) space. A class of elementary function with four parameters is proposed to fit
the experimental data points of aluminum alloy 6111-T4 (Graf and Hosford, 1994). The
theoretical analysis by Hill, and StSren and Rice can also be well fitted by the approximate
formula.
Under the non-proportional loading conditions, in analogy to the cumulative damage
models, a new form of necking prediction formula is proposed based on the idea of cumulate
forming severity. From the assumption of non-linear forming severity accumulation rate, a
normalized weighting function is introduced to the necking model to account for the loading
history effect on necking. An exponential weighting function, with one additional parameter,
is used in this paper.
Experimental data of FLDs under complex strain paths for two types of material, alu-
minum alloy 6111-T4 (Graf and Hosford, 1994) and aluminum-killed sheet steel (Muschen-
born and Sonne, 1975), are revisited by the proposed model. Calibrated from one test with
non-proportional loading condition, the model predicts the remaining tests with good accu-
racy. From the present comparison, it transpires that the accuracy of predicting necking is
much better on the descending branch of FLD rather on the ascending branch. One reason
is that there is always an inherent uncertainty in experimentally determining the onset of
necking. A definition of necking has been evolving over the years from simply visual or tac-
tile information, through the analysis of inscribed circle technique, to the most recent digital
image correlation methods. The error in finding experimentally FLD has been discussed
neither by Graf and Hosford nor in the present paper. It is possible that this error might be
responsible for some of the discrepancy between test and prediction on the ascending branch
of FLD.
The effect of the free parameter c, on the predicted FLD under pice-wise linear loading
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path is worth further investigation. From the calibration study, it was found that c9 = 1.24
for the aluminum sheet and cg = 2.5 for the steel sheet. A comparison of model predictions
with different values of cg for the aluminum-killed steel sheet is shown in Fig. 6-16. It is
found that there is no significant difference between the solutions corresponding to c9 = 1.0
and cg = 2.5. The above parametric study suggests that the constant c, is responsible for
fine tuning of the predicted FLD. However, the main effect of shifting the curves is already
included in the integral representation of the forming severity index. When no test results
are available under initial prestraining, one can assume a "universal" calibration constant,
for example cg = 1.5. It would appear that one can provide estimates on FLDs under
complex loading paths knowing only a single material constant - the exponent n of the
power hardening law.
4-.o$0,
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Fig. 6-16: Comparison of
steel sheet
model predictions with different values of c9 for the aluminum-killed
In the present model, the Lode angle parameter 6 is defined for the plane stress condition,
which means varnishing of the through thickness normal stress component. It is generally
known that the hydrostatic pressure (or the normalized parameter, stress triaxiality rq) is a
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key parameter controlling ductile fracture (Bridgman, 1952; Johnson and Cook, 1985; Bao
and Wierzbicki, 2004a; Bai and Wierzbicki, 2007a). Determination of sheet metal necking
with non-zero through thickness normal stress (a3 5 0) is of great interest to the hydro-
forming technology and other press shop activities (Smith et al., 2003; Hari Manoj Simha
et al., 2007). The present model is strictly valid under plane stress assumption, but it can
be extended to the case of 3D reference necking surface defined in terms of two stress state
parameters, for example in(?, 9). This is a similar idea to the 3D fracture surface, proposed
by the present authors (Bai and Wierzbicki, 2007a,b). In other words, the reference function
E,(9) appearing in Eqs. (6.27) and (6.28) should now be replaced by a similar function of
two independent variables, ,n(rl, ). The basic framework of the present approach would
remain unchanged.
In the sheet metal forming industry, a safety margin is often defined as a fixed offset from
the strain-based conventional FLD (Stoughton and Zhu, 2004). The concept of forming
severity index N is this paper is an alternative means for safety control in the design of
forming operations. Unsafe design (producing necking) is when N > 1. Clearly, a safe
design would require to take N < 1, and it is up to users to decide what should be the
required safety margin.
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Chapter 7
Study on the Loading History Effect
on Ductile Fracture
In the chapter, a new form of ductile fracture model considering the loading history effect
was proposed. As an extension to the conventional linear damage evolution assumption, two
weighting functions were introduced to the damage indicator calculation. One considers the
non-linear damage evolution under proportional loading, the other accounts for the effect of
change in Loading directions. Test results with complicated (non-proportional)loading paths
from the literatures were reviewed using the newly proposed ductile fracture model. These
tests include two-stage-tension test, compression-tension test and torsion-tension test.
A round of comprehensive fracture tests on 1045 steel was conducted to check the pro-
posed fracture model. Firstly, the plasticity model with kinematic/isotropic hardening was
calibrated using compression-tension tests. Secondly, the 3D fracture locus of 1045 steel
was calibrated by two methods: uniaxial tests on "classical specimens" and biaxial loading
on butterfly specimens. Thirdly, the proposed correction of loading history effect is studied
and calibrated by "classical" specimens under complicated loading conditions. Two different
kinds of loading history effect are found. Test results of butterfly specimens under complex
loading conditions confirmed the proposed ductile fracture model.
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7.1 Introduction
7.1.1 Ductile fractures under complex loading conditions
The effect of loading history on metal sheets necking has been recognized for many years
(Muschenborn and Sonne, 1975; Graf and Hosford, 1994; Stoughton, 2000). The strain-based
forming limit diagram (FLD) is not unique under non-proportional loading conditions. The
effect of loading history on FLD was also studied by (Atkins and Mai, 1985; Stoughton,
2000; Cao et al., 2000; Chow et al., 2001; Bai and Wierzbicki, 2007c). However, the effect
of loading history on fracture is still well noted by the community of fracture mechanics.
Both the physically-based fracture models (for example Tvergaard and Needleman (1984))
and empirical fracture models(for example Wilkins et al. (1980); Johnson and Cook (1985);
Hooputra et al. (2004)) are usually calibrated and validated by tests under monotonic loading
conditions. A fracture model calibrated only from monotonic loading usually fails to predict
fracture under complex loading conditions. For example, it was pointed by Johnson and
Cook (1985) that the total damage is always less than unity at fracture (up to 40%) when
the material is subjected to torsion followed by tension.
Recently, the effect of strain reversal on fracture was studied by Bao (2003); Bao and
Treitler (2004); Bai et al. (2006a), which is an common phenomena is mechanics. Consider
for example three-point bending of a solid section beam. Initially, there are positive strains
on the tensile side and negative strains on the compressive side. As the crack propagates
towards the center of the beam, it clearly passes through a region that was initially under
compression. This interesting phenomenon has been described by Bao (2003); Bao and
Treitler (2004), who also introduced a modified form of damage function to account for the
effect of pre-compression. Another practical example in which the strain rate ratio changes
sign is an axially compressed prismatic tube. Wierzbicki and Thomas (1993); Dyrli (1999)
proved through a simple analytical model and finite element simulation that the strain in
the transverse direction (perpendicular to the axis of the tube) changes from compression to
tension. This problem was revisited by Bai et al. (2006a) using a continuum damage model
with a nonlinear damage accumulation law.
The objective of the present paper is to study the loading history effect on fracture
through a round of comprehensive experimental study. Firstly, the 3D fracture locus of
1045 steel is calibrated under monotonic loading conditions. Secondly, tests with complex
loading conditions are designed and conducted. These tests includes two-stage-tension test,
compression-tension test, torsion-tension test, and tests on a specially designed butterfly
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specimen subjected to complicated loading conditions in a biaxial testing machine. A new
form of ductile fracture model is proposed and validated based on the experimental results.
7.1.2 Characterization of the stress state
The three invariants of a stress tensor [a] are defined respectively by
p= -am 1 tr([) = -(al + a 2 + a3 ) (7.1)3 3
q= = V= [So] : [So] = [( 1 - 2 a2)2 + (a2 - a3)2 + (a3 - a1) 2] (7.2)
r (= [S]o ] [So]: [S1o]) 1 3 = [2det([So])] 1 3 = [27(0i - m)( 2 -m)(r 3 - m)] 1 3
(7.3)
where [So] is the deviatoric stress tensor,
[So] = [a] + p[ll], (7.4)
[I] is the identity tensor and al, a2 and a3 denote principal stresses. It is assumed that
al >- a2 o a3 . It should be noted that if a isotropic/kinematic hardening rule is used, then
the stress tensor [a] in Eq. (7.4) will be replaced by [a] - [Sbak],
[So] = [S] + p[I] = [a] - [Sback] + p[I], (7.5)
where [Sbadk] denotes the back stress tensor, and [S] denotes the stress tensor measured from
the center of the back stress. Also note that the parameter p is positive in compression,
but am is positive in tension. It is convenient to work with the dimensionless hydrostatic
pressure 7, defined by
-p arm
7- - (7.6)q a
The parameter r7, often referred to as the triaxiality parameter, has been extensively used
in the literature on ductile fracture (McClintock, 1968; Rice and Tracey, 1969; Hancock and
Mackenzie, 1976; Mackenzie et al., 1977; Johnson and Cook, 1985; Bao, 2003). The second
important parameter is the Lode angle 0, which is related to the normalized third invariant
( through
(= = cos(30). (7.7)
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One can see that that the normalized third deviatoric stress invariant can be expressed in
terms of the Lode angle 0 (see Malvern (1969); Xu and Liu (1995); ABAQUS, 2005). Since
the range of the Lode angle is 0 < 0 < 7r/3, the range of ( is -1 _ ( _ 1. The geometrical
represent of Lode angle is shown in Fig. 7-1.
In' d - _-
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Fig. 7-1: Three types of coordinate system in the space of principal stresses
As shown in Fig. 7-1, one can think of three types of coordinate systems to describe
the stress state. The first is the Cartesian coordinate system (al,a2 ,a 3), the second is the
cylindrical coordinate system (am, , 8), and the third is the spherical coordinate system
(i/, 7, 9), where the equivalent stress & is related to the equivalent strain e through the
strain hardening function of a material. The coordinate p is related to the stress triaxiality
q by the following equation,
rF77= cotancp.F 3
Furthermore, the Lode angle can be normalized by
(7.8)
69 20 = 1 - = 1 -- arccos . (7.9)
The range of # is -1 < 0 < 1. The parameter 0 will be called the Lode angle parameter
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(o-1 2,,o3)
Cartesian coordinate system
Cylindrical coordinate system
"Spherical" coordinate system
hereinafter. Now, all stress directions (or loading conditions) can be characterized by the
above defined set of parameters (q, 6). It is easy to show (Wierzbicki and Xue, 2005; Bai and
Wierzbicki, 2007a) that 0 = 1 corresponds to the axisymmtric tension, 0 = 0 corresponds
to the generalized shear (or plastic plane strain) loading condition, and # = -1 corresponds
to the axisymmtric compression. Special attention is given to the plane stress state. It
was shown by Wierzbicki and Xue (2005); Bai and Wierzbicki (2007a) that the plane stress
condition uniquely relates the parameters r and ( or 0 through
(=cos(30) = cos (1- = (? - . (7.10)
In this paper, the ductile fracture model will be reformulated in the spherical coordinate
system.
7.2 Constitutive modeling
7.2.1 A plasticity model considering combined hardening rule
In order to simulate a test under complex loading paths, the isotropic hardening rule de-
scribed in Eq. (7.12) is not enough, so the kinematic hardening of the material has to be
introduced. According to the work of Armstrong and Frederick (1966); Chaboche (1977),
the evolution of the back stress is given by
d[Sback] = C [dEP] - F[Sback]dEV, (7.11)
where C and F are material constants and Sback is the back stress tensor. The isotropic
hardening takes the form of the asymmetric plasticity model proposed by the authors (Bai
and Wierzbicki, 2007a), which assumes that a isotropic yield surface is controlled by both
hydrostatic pressure and Lode angle parameter. The following isotropic yield surface is
proposed,
ayld = f (op, [U] - [Sback]) = iso (Ep) [1 - c,( - 0o)] c + (cx - c) -7 m ]
(7.12)
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where y and cx are two parameters defined by
cos( /6) 1 ]7= 1 s(r/ ) /6) - 1 = 6.4641 [sec(O - 7r/6) - 1], (7.13)
1 - cos(71/6) 1cos(0 - 7/6)
ax c' for 0
c• o for 0<0 (7.14)
c = c) for <0 <0
The range of y is 0 7y < 1, in which y = 0 is corresponding to plane strain or shear
condition, and y = 1 is corresponding to axial symmetry. The parameter m is a non-
negative integer. There are four material constants, ct, c , c and m, need to be calibrated.
The values of c6, c-, and cc are relative, and at least one of them is equal to unity. This
depends on which type of reference test is used to calibrate the isotropic strain hardening
function &iso(Ep). It can be proved that the postulated isotropic yield surface (Eq. (7.12))
is smooth and differentiable. Two specific types of isotropic hardening rules are suggested.
One uses a power function to describe the isotropic stain hardening for metal plasticity.
diso (Kp) = A (o + Ep) n  for & > ay. , (7.15)
where Eo is the first yield strain. The second one is a specific definition used by Chaboche
(1977); Lee and Zavenl (1978).
0is () = o + yst(1 - e-") , (7.16)
where ao is the first yield stress, and the stabilized value is ao + Ust. If a material is assumed
to be isotropic hardening only, then Eq. (7.15) will be used. If the material is assumed to
follow a combined hardening rule, then Eq. (7.16) will be used. In this paper, the latter
is used. Experimental calibration of these two types of hardening rule will be described in
section 7.4.1.
7.2.2 A new form of ductile fracture model considering the loading
history effect
From a cumulative damage point of view, one can use a damage indicator D to account for
the damage accumulation, which is controlled by different stress states of a loading history.
Furthermore, it is assumed that a damage will initiate when the damage indicator D exceeds
a critical value D,. In the classical plasticity theory, the equivalent plastic strain &e is an
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ever increasing parameter, so the loading path can be replaced by 4[,q(~P), 0(~P)]. This idea
can be described by the following equation.
DC = [mij (t), eij (t)]dt = [aij (e), Eij (e)]deP, (7.17)
where aij and Eij are all the stress and strain components.
For isotropic materials, the material properties can be described in the space of three
principal stresses ol, a2, a 3. Since the space of principal stresses is a Cartesian coordinate
system, it is more convenient to describe the loading path in spherical coordinate system by
two dimensionless parameters f[rq(t), 9(t)], where 77 is the stress triaxiality and 0 is the Lode
angle. Stress triaxiality r is an important parameter in constructing the fracture locus, and
Lode angle parameter 0 is a parameter to describe the loading condition, such as tension,
compression or shear. Therefore, equation (7.17) can be rewritten as the following equation.
D e=f 4 [7(0), #(E) &d (7.18)
A lot of effort has been made to find the fracture locus 7 (, 0) , which is defined by
equivalent plastic strain to fracture Ef as a function of the stress state parameters under a
restricted proportional loading. Theoretical analysis (McClintock, 1968; Rice and Tracey,
1969) and experimental studies (Mackenzie et al., 1977; Johnson and Cook, 1985; Hancock
and Brown, 1983) have shown that the stress triaxiality is an important parameter control-
ling the fracture locus. The equivalent plastic strain to fracture Ef increases as the stress
triaxiality decreases. Recent work are done to study the effect of Lode angle parameter on
ductile fracture locus Wierzbicki and Xue (2005); Bai and Wierzbicki (2007a). If the recip-
rocal of a fracture locus is used as the weighting function in equation (7.18), then the critical
damage indicator is normalized D, = 1.
D1C 1 dP = 1 (7.19)
This is currently the mostly widely used ductile fracture model Wierzbicki et al. (2005b).
Some typical fracture loci are listed in Table 7.1, for example Johnson and Cook (1985),
Wilkins et al. (1980), Werner et al. (Oct. 2004) and so on.
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Table 7.1: Some typical ductile fracture loci *
No. Formula of 6E Remark
1 if = ef Constant fracture strain
2 if (rl) = clec21 Rice and Tracey (1969)
3 9f (om, A) = Dc (1 - ao'm) (2 - A)-  Wilkins et al. (1980)
4 &f ( 1m, 6) = / -(b cos 0 + c) + (b cos 0 + c)2 - 4a(vdam - 1)
Han and Chen (1985)
5 e7 (7, e, T) = (Di + D2eD37) [1 + D4 In( d/o)] [1 + D5 (TM-T
Johnson and Cook (1985)
6 Three branches fracture locus Bao and Wierzbicki
(2004a)
7 9f (m, ) = cle - c2 7 - (cle -c2 3e  ) - 3 e) ( - M) Wierzbicki and Xue (2005)
Instability
8 ~ (ri) = doe-c' + di em ductile fracture BMW - MATFEM team,
_f (0*) = d2e-f* + d3efo* shear fracture (Werner et al., Oct. 2004)
9 (',) = e (+), + ) + 1± -g-,) ±)
Bai and Wierzbicki (2007a)
* Please refer to the oringinal papers for the notations of each formula.
Equation (7.19) implies that the damage indicator D increases linearly under a propor-
tional loading in which (^ , 0) keeps constant, as shown in equation (7.20).
D = (7.20)f (77)
Generally speaking, the damage accumulation is not linear even under proportional loading.
To correct this question, a new parameter A defined in equation (7.21), which is used to
describe the different loading stage under a proportional loading, was introduced by Bai et
al. Bai et al. (2006a), and a new weighting function g(A) is also introduced into the fracture
model. From equation (7.19), it can be inferred that the restrictions for g(A) are that its
value is always positive and its integral between 0 < A < 1 should be unity, see equation
(7.22).
(7.21)SA 
=
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g(A) 2 0 , g(A)dA = 1 (7.22)
The weighting function g(A) is found to be very important to predict necking under complex
loading paths (Bai and Wierzbicki, 2007c). Different forms of function g(A) can be postulated
based on different assumptions. This part will be discussed in details in Section 7.3.1. Some
example forms are listed in the following Table 7.2, where cg is a material constant to be
calibrated.
Table 7.2: Some typical forms of function g(A)
No. Formula of g(A) Remark
1 1 No history effect
2 6(A - 1) Final value assumption (Non-CDM
model), 6 is the Dirac's delta function.
3 H(-cg) Threshold value assumption, H is the step
function.
c A - c1 +1 for c < 24 21 for c Linear weighting function
cgA - cg + V2i for c, > 2
5 (cg + 1) Acg Power weighting function
6 -e cs g  Exponental weighting function
However, in real problems, the loading paths are usually not proportional except the spe-
cially design calibration tests for construction fracture locus. The integral form of equation
(7.19) takes this effect into account only partially (Bai et al., 2006a). A new parameter X is
introduced to describe the stress state of non-proportionality,
X = IiIIISb cki  I Sback ,11 (7.23)
which denotes the difference between the directions of current stress and back stress. It can
be proven that the range of X is 0 < X • 2. A new parameter Iu, defined by
i 10. - xd = 10. f -Sback d, (7.24)
is introduced to measure the accumulated amount of non-proportionality during the loading
process, For convenience, a coefficient 10 is used to make the range of coefficient p vary
around unity.
To consider the non-proportionality of loading conditions, a form of weighting function
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h(D, IL) is also introduced, see Eq. (7.25)
h(D, p) = (1 + chD'11 P2) k ,  (7.25)
where Ch, P1, 02 and k are four material constants to calibrate. The parameter k is equal
to +1 or -1, which captures two possible types of non-proportional loading effects on ductile
fracture (delaying or accelerating onset of fracture). Up to now, a new form of ductile fracture
model considering the loading history effect is proposed, as shown in equation (7.26). Totally,
there are five material parameters, cg, Ch 0I1, 2, and k, to characterizing the loading history
effect.
Dc = g(A)h(D,) &P - 1. (7.26)
7.3 Damage accumulation process
7.3.1 Damage accumulation under proportional loading
If the two stress state parameters(ir and 0) of a loading keep constant or the parameter X
keeps zero, then the loading is called proportional loading. When calibrating the fracture
locus ýf(rq, 9), one has to design specimens under proportional loading conditions. Experi-
mental results have shown that in proportional loading conditions, the damage accumulation
is still not linear (Bonora, 1997). Bonora (1997) proposed three types of possibilities of the
damage accumulation: linear accumulation, accelerating accumulation and decelerating ac-
cumulation, as shown in Fig. 7-2. In Bonora's model, the damage indicate D is defined and
experimentally measured by the reduction of Young's modulus E during the tensile loading,
which is the same as that of Lemaitre (Lemaitre, 1996). The experimental data on several
metal materials verified this assumption about three types of damage accumulation (Bonora,
1997).
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Fig. 7-2: Three possibilities of damage accumulation under monotonic loading postulated by
Bonora (1997).
Although the definition of damage indicator D in the paper is different from that of
Bonora or Lemaitre, the same idea is assumed in the present paper. If the acceleration of
damage is assumed to be a constant c., then one can get a simple differential equation
d2D
dcA2 =C , D I=o=0 , DI x=1=, (7.27)
where c, is a material constant. The condition cg = 0 means linear damage accumulation,
c, > 0 means accelerated damage accumulation, and c, < 0 means decelerated damage
accumulation. Integral Eq. (7.27), then D can be solved.
D =!cgA2+(1- cg)A
g (A) = cg -+ 1 +1 (7.28)
From Eq. (7.28), one linear form of weight function g(A) is obtained, which is corresponding
to No. 4 in Table 7.2. Similarly, the power weighting function is corresponding to differential
equation (7.29), and the exponential weighting function is corresponding to Eq. (7.30).
d2D
dA2 -Cg(C+l) XcS-1 , D|=0- =0 , D 1= = 1. (7.29)
dDd---= cD+ + , DX=o =0 , DI=l =1. (7.30)
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6.
7.3.2 Damage accumulation under non-proportional loading
A simple way to describe non-proportional loading paths
If the two stress state parameters(7j and 8) change under a loading path or the parameter
M increases away from zero, then the loading is called non-proportional loading. A non-
proportional loading can be described by two features. One feature is that, in the plane of
stress direction, (rq, 9), a proportional loading corresponds to a fixed point in the (rq, 9) plane,
but an arbitrary loading path corresponds to a curve in the (7, 8) plane, as shown in Fig.
7-3. Since the range of Lode angle is 0 < 0 < ir/3, the change of the loading path is partially
captured by the variation of these two stress state parameter, A7 and A9.
Fig. 7-3: An arbitrary loading path in the plane of stress triaxiality and the third stress
parameter
The second feature is the change of the parameters X and Mi. The evolution of these two
parameters in an example of reverse loading, compression followed by tension in a notched
round bar, is shown in Fig. 7-4. One can see that the parameter X changes from zero to
two in the beginning of a reverse loading, and it reduces to zero after a certain amount of
continuing loading. The parameter Mt keeps increasing if there is any change in the loading
path (X 4 0). It is shown that the parameter p can distinguish different stages of a non-
proportional loading process.
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An arbitrary loading path
Fig. 7-4: An example of the evolution of the two non-proportionality parameter X and p in
the reverse loading.
Because the fracture locus f(6 ,8) is defined and calibrated only under proportional
loading conditions, additionally designed experiments with non-proportional loadings are
necessary to calibrate the loading history effect on fracture initiation, which are correspond-
ing to two functions, g(A) and h(D, y), in Eq. (7.26). The proposed ductile fracture model,
Eq. (7.26), can also be written in an incremental form, which will be used in the implemen-
tation of the material subroutine. In this paper, the exponential weighting function (No. 6
in Table 7.2) is used. Referring to Eq. (7.30) for the exponential weighting function g(A),
the incremental form of ductile fracture model is shown in Eq. (7.31), and material points
are assumed to fracture when D = 1.
dD cgD + Cg )1 + ChD' 1P2)k dt . (7.31)ecg - (1;
In the paper, the fracture locus f (97 ) is defined as
f (7, 8)1 = [(~(+) +f - 62 + I -e +
= (Die-D2? + D 5 e-D61) - D3 e-D4?] #2 + (DeD 2 Dse-D6?7) + D 3 e-D47
(7.32)
which is the case 9 in Table 7.1.
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In this section, some test results with non-proportional loading conditions from the liter-
atures will be reviewed using the newly proposed fracture model with loading history effect
correction.
Review on Tai's test: Tension with changed notches
A new type of two stages loading test on round bars was designed and performed by Tai
(1990), see Fig. 7-5. In the first stage, the material inside the notch is subjected to a value
of stress triaxiality ql. After a certain amount of tensile loading, the test is paused and a
new specimen is machined from the deformed specimen with a different ratio of notch radius
to the cross-section radius. In the second stage, the material inside the notch is subjected
to a different value of stress triaxiality 72. In this test, the Lode angle parameter # keeps
constant (9 = 1), and the loading remains radial or proportional, so the parameter y = 0,
and then the function h(D, ~) = 1. Therefore, this type of test can be used to calibrate the
function g(A).
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Fig. 7-5: A sketch of two step loaded specimens. (After Tai (1990))
In Tai's paper, the ductile fracture locus of No. 20 steel can be found from the tensile
tests data on round bars with different notches, which reads
ef (r7) = 1.6478e -10 826 n. (7.33)
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Tai's tests result on No.20 steel is shown in Fig. 7-6, where the histories of stress triaxiality
q and damage indicate D are plotted as a function of the equivalent plastic strain. It is
shown that Eq. (7.19) gives a good prediction fracture initiations for all those loading cases,
so c, = 0. The history effect correction g(A) is not needed for this material in this group of
two-stage loading tests. Because in the real tests, the stress triaxiality will increases after the
specimen necks in tensile loading, it should be noted that in this analysis the initial values
of stress triaxiality q7 are used.
0
Fig. 7-6: Review on tests of tension with changed notches of No.
from Tai (1990))
20 steel (experimental data
Review on Bao's reversal loading test: Compression followed by tension
A type of reverse loading test on round notched bars was designed and performed by Bao
and Treitler (2004) to study the effect of reverse loading on ductile fracture, see Fig. 7-7.
In this type of test, round notched bars are subjected to compression firstly to a certain
amount, then they are subjected to tension all the way to fracture. In this type of reverse
loading test, the stress state of the material inside the notch change is reversed. The stress
triaxiality rl changes from -r7 to +±r (see Fig. 7-8), and the Lode angle parameter 9 changes
from -1 to +1. The studied material is 2024-T351 aluminum alloy. Tensile test results on
round bars with different notches were used to calibrate the ductile fracture locus of this
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material (Bao and Treitler, 2004), which is
1
gf (7)= 6.7) for r > "1ef 6.7TI (7.34)
It is further assumed that there is a cut-off value for fracture at 7r < -1 for this material
(Bao and Wierzbicki, 2005). The histories of stress triaxiality and damage indicator D as
a function of equivalent plastic strain in the reverse loading tests are shown in Fig. 7-8.
It is found that a ductile fracture model without loading history correction (Eq. (7.19))
over-predicts the material ductility. As shown in Fig. 7-8 with triangles, the critical damage
indicator to fracture D, decreases as the amount of pre-compression strain increases. This
phenomena means that the reverse loading decreases the material ductility for 2024-T351
aluminum alloy.
nsometer
Fig. 7-7: A test set up for reversal loading test in uniaxial testing machine (after Bao and
Treitler (2004))
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Fig. 7-8: Review on tests of reversal loading of aluminum 2024-T351 (experimental data
from the type-A specimen of Bao and Treitler (2004))
The effect was corrected by Bai et al. (2006a) using a linear weighting function g(A)
(No. 4 in Table 7.2), and a value of c, = 1.25 is obtained. If the second weighting function
h(D, p) is used to consider the effect of reverse loading, then a combination of cg = 0,
Ch = 1.8, Pi = 1, /2 = 3.5 and k = 1 gives a very good prediction on fracture initiation on
the reverse loading test, see Fig. 7-8. It should be noted that in this test, both two stress
state parameters (71 and 6) change during the loading process. Since no two-stage-tension
tests (see Section 7.3.2) were performed on aluminum 2024-T351 to calibrate the parameter
cg, a single type of tests can not be used to calibrate both two weighting function, g(A) and
h(D, p), therefore, one can not tell the weighting of each correction.
Review on Johnson-Cook's test: Torsion followed by tension
Johnson and Cook (1985) found that the total damage indicator is less than unity under the
loading condition of torsion followed by tension, see Fig. 7-9. The total damage indicator
DTot decreases as the initial torsion damage Ds increase in the beginning, then DTot increases
after a certain value of Ds. This problem had been unsolved for long time although the
Johnson-Cook fracture model (Johnson and Cook, 1985) has been widely used. It is should
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be noted that a linear damage accumulation (see Eq. (7.19)) is assumed in Johnson-Cook's
model.
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Fig. 7-9: Test data of torsion followed by tension of the OFHC copper (After Johnson and
Cook (1985)).
In the test of torsion followed by tension, the stress triaxiality q changes from 0 to
(thin tubes in tension), and the Lode angle parameter 0 changes from 0 to +1. The material
used in Johnson and Cook's test was a very ductile material, OFHC copper. The first stage
torsional loading is proportional (the parameter p = 0), so the damage accumulation D,
should be kept unchanged. In order to have a unity total damage indicator, the damage
accumulation in the second stage tensile loading should be accelerated due to change of
loading direction. Because there is no detail data available for those tests, an approximate
correction formula (similar to the function h(D, u)) is used, which modifies the damage
accumulation at the second stage tensile loading,
D = D, + DI = Ds + Dt(1 + chDs). (7.35)
It is found that a value of Ch = 3.2 gives good prediction on fracture initiation on the
torsion-tension loading test, see Fig. 7-10. Review on Johnson-Cook's data helps to explain
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Fig. 7-10: Review on tests of torsion followed by tension of OFHC cooper (experimental
data from Johnson and Cook (1985))
7.4 Fracture locus calibration on 1045 steel using "clas-
sical" specimens
In Section 7.3.2, several types of tests with non-proportional loading from the literatures are
reviewed using the newly proposed ductile fracture model. The shortcoming of the review is
that all three types of tests are for different materials. In order to validate the new ductile
fracture model, a round of comprehensive fracture tests are designed and performed on the
same material, 1045 steel. These tests includes fracture locus calibration under proportional
loading, two-stage-tension tests, compression-tension tests, torsion-tension tests, and biaxial
testing on butterfly specimens under both monotonic and complex loading conditions. All
the tests will be described in sections 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, and 7.7.
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Fig. 7-11: A method proposed by Khan and Jackson (1999) to calibrate the combined
hardening property of materials.
7.4.1 Calibration of plasticity model with combined hardening
rule
To get the accurate stress and strain components in fracture tests, finite element simulations
will be performed. The first step of running simulations is to calibrate the plasticity model.
Khan and Jackson (1999) proposed a method of finding parameters of both isotropic hard-
ening and kinematic hardening of materials. The method uses a compression tests followed
by tension tests after re-machining, as shown in Fig. 7-11(a) and (b). If the yield stress in
compression test at the point of unloading, denoted by UA, and the corresponding yield stress
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under reverse loading, denoted by aB, are found, then the stress contributions of isotropic
and kinematic hardening can be determined by the following two equations. The procedure
is illustrated in Fig. 7-11(c) and (d). Khan and Jackson (1999) also found that the isotropic
and kinematic hardening (UIH and UKH) depend on the yield definition.
UIH = (UA - aB) /2, (7.36)
=KH = (A + UB) /2. (7.37)
2a
R
Fig. 7-12: Data points chosen on the surface of a notched round bar for optical measurement.
The specimen was painted with small black dots for optical measurement.
In this paper, a type of reverse loading test on notched round bars with compression
followed by tension is used for calibration (specimens and experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 7-51). The diameter at the cross-section is 7mm, and the radius of the notch is
10.5 mm. Optical measurement is used to precisely measure the deformation process of
the specimen. An optical method of measuring the geometry of a neck is proposed by
Walters (2006). Accordingly, a series of points of interest are chosen on the two surfaces of
a notched round bar, as shown in Fig. 7-12. The optical measurement system is able to
capture and record the displacement of all the points. From the relative positions of the
these points, the cross-section diameter, 2a, and the radius of the notch, R, are obtained for
every loading step. A Matlab code is written is post-process all the data to calculate the
center and radius of the notch and the diameter of the minimum cross-section. According
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to the Bridgman's correction (Bridgman, 1952), the equivalent stress & is calculated using
the following equation.
P
2a(- =)ra (7.38)1 + 2) In (1+ a)'
where P is the force at yield. The equivalent strain is measured from the area variation of
cross-section using
= 21n (a 
ao
(7.39)
where ao is the initial radius of the neck, and a is the current radius. Using Eq. (7.38) and
(7.39), the measured stress-strain curves under reverse loading conditions are shown in Fig.
7-13.
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Fig. 7-13: Measured stress-strain curves of 1045 steel under
followed by tension.
reverse loadings: compression
From Fig. 7-13, one can see that there are no obvious yield points at the second stage
loading of tension. If the yield is defined as the stress at 1.5% strain, then the contributions
of isotropic hardening and kinematic hardening can be determined using Eq. (7.36) and
(7.37). The results as well as the total strain hardening are illustrated in Fig. 7-14.
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Fig. 7-14: Measured isotropic hardening and kinematic hardening of 1045 steel.
In the 1-D case, the kinematic hardening rule, Eq. (7.11) can be rewritten as
daKH = Cde - JaKHdE . (7.40)
Solving this differential equation, one can get that
UKH = (1- e-r) (7.41)
Using Eq. (7.16) and Eq. (7.41) to fit the two measured hardening data respectively,
the parameters for the both isotropic hardening and kinematic hardening are obtained:
ao = 730MPa, au = 1000MPa, b = 0.41, C = 1787MPa and F = 1.79.
It is shown in Ref. (Bai et al., June 3-7, 2007) that the material of 1045 steel has neither
pressure dependence nor Lode angle dependence on plasticity, so the following parameters
of plasticity are assumed: c, = 0.0, rqo = -0.72, co = c6 = cd = 1.0, and m = 6. In this
particular case, the proposed plasticity model reduces to a combined isotropic/kinematic
hardening model with von Mises type of flow. This particular model is already available in
both ABAQUS/Standard and ABAQUS/Explicit, so all the numerical simulations in this
paper were done using the ABAQUS code.
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Finite element model using 4-node axisymmetric elements (CAX4R) is built to simulate
the notched round bar subjected to compression-tension loading. Since the experimental
data of hardening are only up to EP = 0.152 that is far below the maximum equivalent
plastic strains occurring in the tests, the hardening parameters are adjusted around the
experimentally calibrated values at each iterate run. Finally, a very good correlation of
the force-displacement curves between experiments and numerical simulation is achieved, as
shown in Fig. 7-15. The finally calibrated parameters of the plasticity model is listed in
Table. 7.3. A comparison of two hardening curves between the initial calibration and final
adjustment is shown in Fig. 7-14. This group of parameters will be used for all the remaining
tests.
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Fig. 7-15: Comparison of force-displacement curves under compression-tension loading.
Table 7.3: Calibrated parameters of the plasticity model of 1045 steel
E v ao Ust b C F
2.2e+5MPa 0.3 754 MPa 500 MPa 0.4 3500 MPa 23
c, -ro 1c c. c1 m
0.0 -0.72 1.0 1.0 1.0 6
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7.4.2 Fracture tests on unnotched/notched round bars and flat
grooved specimens
Two groups of specimens, smooth/notched round bars and flat grooved specimens, were
subjected to quasi-static tension until fracture in the MTS uniaxial testing machine, see
Fig. 7-16. The loading velocity for round bars was 0.4mm/min, and the loading velocity
for flat grooved specimen was 0.2mm/min. There were three different ratios of thickness to
groove radius in the flat grooved specimens. Each type of test were repeated twice. Details
about the dimensions of the specimens both before test and after fracture can be found in
Ref. (Bai et al., June 3-7, 2007). The round bars fractured in a cup-cone mode, and the
flat grooved specimen showed shear dominant slat fracture. Using the analytical solutions
for stress triaxiality and Lode angle parameter (Bai et al., June 3-7, 2007), the initial stress
state parameters can be determined from the specimen geometries. Also, from the measured
area reduction or thickness reduction, the equivalent strains to fracture can be estimated. A
summary of those test results is listed in Table 7.4. The measured force-displacement curves
are shown in Fig. 7-17 and 7-18.
Fig. 7-16: Three types of specimens: (a) un-notched round bars, (b) notched round bars, (c)
flat grooved specimens.
Finite element models were built in ABAQUS/Standard to simulate the experiments.
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For the round bars, 4-node axisymmetric elements (CAX4R) were used, and for flat grooved
plane strain specimens, 8-node solid elements (C3D8R) were used. The material parameters
used in the simulation are listed in Table 7.3. Comparisons of force-displacement curves
between experimental results and numerical simulations are shown in Fig. 7-17 and 7-
18. Good correlations are achieved for flat grooved specimen, but intermediate errors are
reported for the round bars. It should be noted that those two groups of test, tensile tests on
round bars and flat grooved specimens, were also simulated using the classical J2 plasticity
model with isotropic hardening defined by an input of stress-strain curve. A much better
correlation than the present results was obtained for the same tensile tests of round bars.
See Ref. (Bai et al., June 3-7, 2007) or Section 7.6.1 for details. However, since this paper is
focused on the loading history effect, it is more important to use the same plasticity model
for all the simulations. An exception is made in Section 7.6.1 of this paper, in which the
classical J2 plasticity model with the calibrated stress-strain curve will be used to simulate
the two-stage-tension tests.
The sites of fracture initiation were always in the center of the specimens. From the
numerical simulations, the average stress triaxiality 7 av, the Lode angle parameter #av and the
corresponding equivalent strain to fracture Ef at the fracture initiation sites were obtained.
The results are summarized in Table 7.4.
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Fig. 7-17: Comparison of force-displacement curves for tensile tests on smooth and notched
round bars.
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Smooth round bars and notched round bars
Gauge section length = 20.6 mm
--o- Smooth bar tension A (experiment)
--A- Smooth bar tension B (experiment)
- - Numerical simulation of smooth bar
--- Notched bar tension A (experiment)
Notched bar tension B (experiment)
- - - Numerical simulation of notched bar
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Fig. 7-18: Comparison of force-displacement curves for tensile tests on flat grooved specimens
(groove radius = 3.97 mm).
7.4.3 Fracture tests on tubular specimens
Torsion tests were conducted using Lindholm type tubular specimen (Lindholm et al., 1980;
White et al., 1990). The dimensions of the specimens is shown in Fig. 7-19. Two torsional
tests were conducted under quasi-static loading with zero axial force (see Fig. 7-20). The
loading velocity was 0.028°/s. In order to hold the specimen tightly, two plug-in aluminum
cylinders were placed inside the two ends of the tubing specimen during the tests. The
measured torque-rotation curves are shown in Fig. 7-21, from which the average rotation
angle to fracture is found to be Aof = 200 = 0.3491rad. The equivalent strain to fracture
can be estimated,
rA/f 9.5 x 0.3491
=E - o0.48. (7.42)
The fracture initiation site was on the outer surface and around the corner, see Fig. 7-20.
Because the torsion fracture is a pure shear condition, the two stress state parameters are
equal to zero, 7r = 9 = 0.0.
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Gauge section length = 25.9 mm
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Fig. 7-19: Dimension of torsional tubing specimens.
Fig. 7-20: Two torsional tubing specimens after fracture.
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Fig. 7-21: Comparison of torque-rotation curves of tubes under torsional loading.
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A finite element model was built using 43040 solid elements (C3D8R) to simulate the
torsional test. The mesh of the FE model is shown in Fig. 7-22. A comparison of the
force-displacement curves between experiments and numerical simulation is shown in Fig.
7-21. One can see that the simulation result agree with the experimental results very well.
From the simulation, the stress state parameters and the equivalent strain to fracture at the
fracture initiation site were obtained, which are listed in Table 7.4.
Fig. 7-22: Finite element model with 43040 solid elements of the tubing specimen.
The tubular specimens will be used to study the fracture initiation under torsion-tension
loading conditions, so the pure tension as the pure torsion test is an important reference test.
In order to apply tensile loading, two holes were made on the specimen shoulder, see Fig.
7-23. The specimen was loaded using two pins in the MTS machine. The loading velocity
is 0.2mm/min. For a thin-walled tube, its loading condition is very close to plane strain
tension, so a shear dominant fracture was observed after fracture in the form of a 450 fracture
surface, see Fig. 7-23. This point also explains why a cup-cone fracture mode occurs at the
uniaxial tension test of round bars of ductile materials. The measured force-displacement
curve is shown in Fig. 7-24. The corresponding gauge length is 12.7mm.
Similarly, a finite element model was developed to simulate the tensile test. Axisymmetric
elements (CAX4R) were used to build the model. Figure 7-24 shows the comparison of force-
displacement curves between numerical simulation and experiment. It is found that there
is some errors in the simulation. The material hardening curves used in the simulation
were calibrated from the compression tests, and there is some asymmetry in the material
hardening properties between compression and tension (Cazacu and Barlat, 2004; Bai and
Wierzbicki, 2007a). This asymmetry is believed to be the main reason of the error. The
simulation result could be improved if a more complicated plasticity model is used.
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Fig. 7-23: A tubing specimen subject to tensile loading (after fracture).
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Fig. 7-24: Comparison of force-displacement curves of a tube under pure tensile loading.
The gauge length equals to 12.7mm.
7.4.4 Upsetting tests
The three types of tests discussed above (round bars in tension, flat grooved specimens in
tension, and tubular specimen in torsion or tension) are either under the loading condition of
axial symmetry tension (0 = 1) or plane strain tension (0 = 0, or called generalized shear).
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According to the asymmetric 3D fracture locus proposed by the present authors (Bai and
Wierzbicki, 2007a), information on fracture under axial symmetric compression (0 = -1) is
missing. The cylindrical specimens upsetting tests will be able to fill this gap.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 7-25: Cylindrical specimens for upsetting tests. (a) the ratio of cylinder diameter to
height equals to 0.8, (b) ratio of cylinder diameter to height equals to 1.0.
Two groups of cylindrical specimens (with different ratios of cylinder diameter to height,
d/h = 0.8 and d/h = 1.0) were machined. The diameters of the specimens are equal to
5mm, and two heights are specified, 5mm and 6.25mm. The specimens were tested in the
MTS machine. An optical measurement system was used to measure the displacements
between two compressive platens. Specimens before test and after test are shown in Fig.
7-25. Unfortunately, there was no crack observed in the present upsetting tests. The 1045
steel shows strong pressure dependence on the fracture strain. The fracture strain is small
in tensile tests, but it increases to a large value in compressive tests. From the measured
height reduction, one can estimate that the fracture strain at upsetting test will be greater
than 1.0. In order to protect the testing machine, the upsetting tests were stopped at the
points without observing fracture. The measured force-displacement curves for the case of
d/h = 0.8 are shown in Fig. 7-26. In the test B, two teflon layers were placed on the
compressive platens to reduce the friction effect. Although the teflon layers reduced some
barreling effect on the cylinder, there was no obvious effect on the force-displacement curve,
see Fig. 7-26.
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Fig. 7-26: Comparison of force-displacement curves of a upsetting test (ratio of cylinder
diameter to height equals to 0.8).
Although there was no observed crack in the present upsetting tests, a finite element
simulation using axisymmetric elements was still conducted to further validate the plasticity
model. Assigning the value of a constant friction coefficient to pf = 0.1, the simulation was
shown to agree well with the experimental results, see Fig. 7-26.
7.4.5 3D fracture locus of 1045 steel calibrated from classical spec-
imens
A summary of the data points for the tests discussed in this section is listed in Table 7.4,
which includes both direct measurement results of experiments and numerical simulation
results. If more than one tests were done for one type of specimen, then the given value is
the average value. Each set of data includes the stress triaxiality, the Lode angle parameter
and the equivalent strain to fracture.
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Table 7.4: A summary of test results on 1045 steel using classical specimens
Results from analytical solution using experimental measurements
No. Specimen description rlinitial Oinitial Ef test
1 Smooth round bar,tension 0.33 1.0 0.43
2 Notched round bar,tension 0.55 1.0 0.26
3 Flat grooved (R = 12.7mm),tension 0.61 0.0 0.13
4 Flat grooved (R = 3.97mm),tension 0.68 0.0 0.11
5 Flat grooved (R = 1.59mm),tension 0.84 0.0 0.072
6 Tubular specimen, tension - 0.0 -
7 Tubular specimen, torsion 0.0 0.0 0.48
Results from numerical simulations
No. Specimen description r7av fav if,simulation
1 Smooth round bar,tension 0.4338 1.0000 0.3411
2 Notched round bar,tension 0.7446 0.9990 0.2013
3 Flat grooved (R = 12.7mm),tension 0.6429 0.0513 0.1804
4 Flat grooved (R = 3.97mm),tension 0.7321 0.0836 0.1106
5 Flat grooved (R = 1.59mm),tension 0.9855 0.1130 0.0850
6 Tubular specimen, tension 0.7479 0.0681 0.0998
7 Tubular specimen, torsion -0.0003 0.0007 0.5241
The fracture tests discussed in this section are either under the loading condition of axial
symmetry tension (0 = 1) or plane strain tension (0 = 0, or called generalized shear). All the
data points from direct experimental measurements are plot in the plane of stress triaxiality
and equivalent strain to fracture, see Fig. 7-27. Each group of data points are fitted using
Rice-Tracy's exponential function (Rice and Tracey, 1969). It is found that the fracture
locus of 1045 steel is strongly dependent on the Lode angle parameter 6.
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Fig. 7-27: Comparison of the fracture loci of 1045 steel measured from two groups of classical
specimen in the plane of equivalent strain to fracture and stress triaxiality, which clearly
shows the effect of Lode angle of ductile fracture locus.
The data points from the numerical simulations will be used to construct the 3D fracture
locus. Since there is no data points available under the loading condition of axial symmetric
compression = -1), the 3D fracture locus is assumed to be symmetric, E+) = = or
D1 = D 5 and D2 = D6. The calibrated parameters of the fracture locus (Eq. (7.32)) is
listed in Table 7.5. A comparison of the three bound limits of the 3D fracture locus is shown
in Fig. 7-28. A 3D geometrical representation of the fracture locus is illustrated in Fig.
7-29. The error of every data point is also marked in Fig. 7-29. It is shown that the 3D
fracture locus agrees well with all the data points. Since all the data points were obtained
under monotonic loadings, this fracture locus will be used as a reference for the correction
of loading history effect under complex loading conditions.
Table 7.5: Calibrated parameters of the fracture locus of 1045 steel using classical specimens
D1  D2 D 3  D4 D5 D6
0.7121 1.6968 0.5187 1.9454 0.7121 1.6968
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from experimental measurements
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2Fig. 7-28: Projection of the fracture locus of 1045 steel from classical specimens into the
plane of equivalent strain to fracture and stress triaxiality.
Fig. 7-29: Calibrated 3D fracture locus of 1045 steel from classical specimens.
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7.5 Fracture locus calibration using butterfly specimens
under biaxial loading
7.5.1 Fracture tests on butterfly specimens of 1045 steel
The fracture locus described in Section 7.4 was calibrated using "classical" specimens. A
novel butterfly shape specimen with double curvature gauge section has been designed to
calibrate the fracture locus in the space of stress triaxiality and equivalent fracture strain
(Bao et al., 2004; Wierzbicki et al., 2005a). The butterfly specimen was mounted into a
custom made universal biaxial testing device (UBTD) (Mohr and Doyoyo, 2004; Mohr and
Henn, 2004, 2007), and then tested in the MTS uniaxial testing machine. The results for
the butterfly specimens have recently been used to constructed the 3D fracture locus (Bai
and Wierzbicki, 2007a).
In the present study, 16 butterfly specimens were machined. The specimens were tested
in a newly designed INSTRON biaxial testing machine (Mohr and Oswald, 2007), see Fig. 7-
31. Detail dimensions about the specimen can be found in Bao et al. (2004); Wierzbicki et al.
(2005a). A set of specimens is shown in Fig. 7-30. There are two parts of test procedures on
the butterfly specimens. Nine specimens were tested under monotonic loading conditions to
calibrate the fracture locus. Seven specimens were tested under complex loading conditions
to study the loading history effect on fracture. This section will deal with the part of
tests under monotonic loading conditions, and the other part of tests with complex loading
conditions will be presented in Section 7.7.
Fig. 7-30: Butterfly specimens tested under monotonic loading conditions.
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Fig. 7-31: (a) INSTRON dual actuator loading system: 1-lower system grip, 2-upper grip,
3-upper cross-head, 4-sliding table, 5-vertical load cells, 6-horizontal load cell and actuator,
7-digital camera. (b)Schematic of the mechanical system. (photo modified after Mohr and
Oswald (2007) ).
The butterfly specimen was fixed on one part, and the other part was subjected to
different loading combinations of tension, shear, and compression. As shown in Fig. 7-32, if
the specimen is subjected to simple shear, the loading condition is called +00 or -0' loading;
pure tension is called +90' loading; combination of shear and tension is named as +80 ; and
combination of shear and compression is denoted by - 09 loading. Eight different loading
conditions were chosen to conduct the tests: +900, +300, +220, +100, +50, +0 °, -5' and
-100. Due to limited number of specimens, one test was done for each case except for +00,
which was done twice.
The INSTRON biaxial testing machine has two independent actuators, vertical actuator
and horizontal actuator (see Fig. 7-31). Both actuators have both displacement control
and force control mode. In the simple shear loading case (+00), the force control mode
was used for the vertical actuator to keep a total zero vertical force, and the displacement
control mode was used for the horizontal actuator to apply constant loading velocity. For all
other loading conditions, displacement control modes were used for both actuators to apply
a constant loading velocity with a fix loading angle. The combined loading velocities were
0.05mm/min for the loading case of +90', 0.lmm/min for +300, 0.2mm/min for +220, and
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0.3mm/min for all the remaining cases.
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Fig. 7-32: Definition of different loading angles for butterfly specimens.
The specimens were painted with random dots before tests (see Fig. 7-30), and an
optical measurement system was used to accurately capture the local displacement field
of the specimen's gauge section. The measured curves of horizontal force v.s. horizontal
displacement and vertical force v.s. vertical displacement are shown in Fig. 7-33 - 7-40. The
optical gauge length used in the curves is 5.6mm. For fracture tests, it is important to detect
the location of the fracture initiation. According to previous work on butterfly specimens
(Wierzbicki et al., 2005a; Bai et al., 2006c), a summary of the locations of fracture initiation
is listed in Table 7.6. From the measurement force-displacement curves, the corresponding
displacements to fracture are found for all cases, which is also included in Table 7.6.
Table 7.6: List of locations of f-
No. Loading con- Displacement t4
dition fracture (mm) *
1 +900 vf = 0.1017
2 +300 uf = 0.2193
3 +220 uf = 0.2870
4 +100 uf = 0.4216
5 +50 uf = 0.4569
6 +00 uf = 1.030
7 -50 uf = 1.712
8 -100 uf = 2.524
* The horizontal displacement to fracture
one is denoted by vf
racture initiation of butterfly specimens
o Location in the Location in the thick-
main plane ness direction
Center Middle of thickness
Center Middle of thickness
Center Middle of thickness
Center Middle of thickness
Center Middle of thickness
Center Surface
Center Surface
Center Surface
is denoted by uf, and the vertical
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Fig. 7-33: Comparison of force-displacement curves under pure tension (+900).
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Fig. 7-34: Comparison of force-displacement curves under biaxial loading (+300).
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Fig. 7-35: Comparison of force-displacement curves under biaxial loading (+220).
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Fig. 7-36: Comparison of force-displacement curves under biaxial loading (+100).
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Fig. 7-37: Comparison of force-displacement curves under biaxial loading (+50).
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Fig. 7-38: Comparison of force-displacement curves under simple shear (+0).
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Fig. 7-40: Comparison of force-displacement curves under biaxial loading (-10').
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Since stress state parameters and the equivalent strains to fracture can not be directly
measured from the butterfly specimens, numerical simulations are necessary for this study.
Finite element simulations were performed for all eight loading cases. The butterfly specimen
was modeled using 28120 solid elements (C3D8R), see Fig. 7-41. In the simulations, the
lower shoulder of the butterfly specimen was fixed, and the upper shoulder was subjected
to prescribed displacements. Because the rigidity of the testing machine is limited, in the
loading angles (-5o and -10 °) at which the total forces were larger than other cases, the
real loading angle applied on the specimen was not exactly the same as what the machine
specified during the test. Therefore, the real curves of loading angle measured from the
optical system were used in the numerical simulations of -5' and -10' . Comparisons of
the force-displacement responses are shown in Fig. 7-33 - 7-40. One can see the numerical
simulations are in accord with the experimental results, especially for the horizontal force-
displacement curves.
Fig. 7-41: Finite element model with 28120 solid elements of the butterfly specimen.
7.5.2 3D fracture locus of 1045 steel calibrated from butterfly
specimens
Using the measured horizontal or vertical displacements to fracture (uf or vf) and the de-
tected fracture initiation positions (see Table 7.6), the corresponding stress state parameters
(,q and 0) and the equivalent strain to fracture Ef were calculated. A summary of the frac-
ture data points for all eight loading cases is listed in Table 7.7. The butterfly specimen has
been well designed and optimized without unwanted edge fracture, so a wide range of stress
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state can be achieved under different loading angles. The stress state parameters may vary
during the loading process for each monotonic loading condition (Wierzbicki et al., 2005a),
especially for ductile materials with large deformation. In order to capture this variation,
average values of stress state parameters are used.
Table 7.7: A summary of
Loading condition
+900, tension
+300, tension and shear
+220, tension and shear
+100, tension and shear
+50, tension and shear
+00, shear
-50 , compression and she
-100, compression and sl
test results on 1045 steel using butterfly specimens
r7av #av Ef
0.8192 0.0955 0.1566
0.6892 0.6563 0.2359
0.6202 0.8482 0.2766
0.3750 0.5176 0.3553
0.2051 0.2442 0.4026
-0.0214 -0.0206 0.8601
ear -0.1693 -0.3831 0.9655
iear -0.2547 -0.6081 1.1826
An optimization procedure was run to best fit the data points in Table 7.7) to get a
3D fracture locus. The details about this procedure can be found in Bai and Wierzbicki
(2007a). Finally, the calibrated parameters of the 3D fracture locus (Eq. (7.32)) from
butterfly specimens is listed in Table 7.8. A comparison between the three bound limits
of the 3D fracture locus and the data points is shown in Fig. 7-42. A 3D geometrical
representation of the fracture locus is illustrated in Fig. 7-43. The error of every data point
is also marked in Fig. 7-43. One can see that the 3D fracture locus well fit all the data
points. The average error of all eight cases is only 5.0%. This fracture locus will be used as
a reference for the study of loading history effect under complex loading conditions of other
butterfly specimens.
Table 7.8: Calibrated parameters of the fracture locus of 1045 steel using butterfly specimens
D1  D2 D3  D4 D5 D6
0.8057 1.5501 0.6664 1.7329 0.9918 1.2880
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No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1Fig. 7-42: Projection of the fracture locus of 1045 steel from butterfly specimens into the
plane of equivalent strain to fracture and stress triaxiality.
Fig. 7-43: Calibrated 3D fracture locus of 1045 steel from butterfly specimens.
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7.5.3 Comparison of two 3D fracture loci of 1045 steel
Section 7.4 describes the calibration of the fracture locus of 1045 steel using "classical"
specimens. Meanwhile, Section 7.5 gives another fracture locus of 1045 steel using butterfly
specimens. These two fracture loci should be identical since all the specimens were cut
from the same material block. However, it is found that the fracture locus calibrated from
butterfly specimens is higher than the one from "classical" specimens. A comparison of the
three bound limits (+), ) and )) of these two fracture loci is shown in Fig. 7-44.
Fig. 7-44: Comparison of two fracture loci of 1045 steel calibrated from classical specimens
and butterfly specimens in the plane of equivalent strain to fracture and stress triaxiality.
In Fig. 7-44, solid curves denote bound limits from "classical" specimens, and dashed
curves denote those from butterfly specimens. One can see that these two groups of bound
limits are highly similar, and their main difference is an offset of a scale. The 3D represen-
tation of two fracture loci (Fig. 7-29 and Fig. 7-43) confirms this similarity. One reason
for the difference in the two calibrated fracture loci may be due to mesh size effect (more
generally including mesh type and mesh shape effect). It is shown by many authors that
the calculated equivalent strain to fracture will increase when the mesh size decreases (for
example, Lee (2005); Wierzbicki et al.), especially for ductile material with large deforma-
tion. The mesh size of the butterfly specimen is 0.14mm, and the average mesh size of the
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"classical" specimens is 0.25mm. It is noted that the simulation of butterfly specimens uses
only one mesh, so the mesh size effect is partially removed in the relative point of view.
Since this paper is focused on the loading history effect, the fracture locus calibrated
under monotonic or proportional loading conditions is a very important reference point.
Therefore, the fracture locus calibrated from the either kind of specimen will be used as the
reference point for the study of loading history effect on the corresponding kind of specimen.
7.6 Calibration of the loading history effect on fracture
on 1045 steel
In this section, three types of tests with complex loading conditions will be used to calibrate
and validate the proposed correction for the loading history effect, Eq. (7.26) or Eq. (7.31).
Totally, there are five material parameters, cg, Ch 1, 12, and k, to be calibrated. Those tests
include two stages tension with changing notches, reversal loading of compression-tension,
and the torsion followed by tension.
7.6.1 Two-stage-tension tests
This group of test is to confirm Tai's finding (Tai, 1990), see Section 7.3.2. Four smooth
round bars were machined and subjected to pre-tension, and the tests were stopped at two
different amounts of deformation. Then, notches with a radius of 7.5mm were introduced
carefully to the pre-pulled specimens. The new diameter of specimens at the neck is 5.0mm.
Special attention was paid to the re-machining to make sure that no damage was introduced.
A collection of the specimens at both two stages loading is shown in Fig. 7-45. The measured
force-displacement curves for both two stage loading are shown in Fig. 7-46 and Fig. 7-47.
The difference between the results in these two figures is different amount of pre-tension.
These tests are denoted respectively as group A and group B based on two different amounts
of pre-tension.
Two smooth round bars and two notched round specimens with the same ratio of neck
diameter to notch radius (d/R = 5.0/7.5 = 2/3) were already tested under pure tension to
get the reference value for these two stages tension, which is described in Section 7.4.2.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 7-45: Specimens of two-stage-tension test on 1045 steel. (a) specimens after first stage
tension, (b)second stage specimens with re-machining introduced notches.
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Fig. 7-46: Comparison of force-displacement curves for a group of two-stage-tension tests
(group A).
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Fig. 7-47: Comparison of force-displacement curves for a group of two-stage-tension tests
(group B).
Finite element simulations were performed using axisymmetric elements (CAX4R). As
described in Section 7.4.2, there is some error in the simulation of tensile tests of smooth
round bars using combined isotropic/kinematic hardening plasticity model calibrated from
compression-tension tests. If a combined hardening model is used, then the material should
become anisotropic (due to existence of non-zero initial back stress components) after the
first stage tension . Before the second stage tension, some materials were cut out during
re-machining, and it is difficult to simulate the process of re-machining. Therefore, the
classical J2 plasticity model with isotropic hardening is used in the simulation instead of the
combined kinematic/isotropic hardening model discussed earlier. The stress-strain curve of
the material (Fig. 7-48) was calibrated from the tensile test of smooth round bars following
standard procedures. It is found that this plasticity model predicts the force-displacement
curves of pure tension on smooth/notched round bars with excellent accuracy, as shown in
Fig. 7-49.
After the pre-tension, the material is still assumed to isotropic, but the stress-strain
curves used in the second stage tension are shifted relative to the amount of plastic strain
introduced in the pre-tensions. The stress-strain curves used in the second stage tension are
also shown in Fig. 7-48. Comparisons of force-displacement curves of the two-stage-tension
tests between experiments and numerical simulations are shown in Fig. 7-46, and 7-47. One
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can see that very good correlations are achieved for both two stages of tension.
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Fig. 7-48: Stress-strain curves used to simulate the two-stage-tension tests.
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Fig. 7-49: Another simulation of smooth/notched round bars subjected to pure tension. This
figure shows the comparison of force-displacement curves.
Here, the results of new simulations on pure tension of smooth/notched round bars are
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used to obtained the baseline fracture locus, see Eq. (7.43).
f) = 1.665e-2.429 (7.43)
Since all the tests in the two-stage-tension are under axial symmetry tension (6 = 1), it is
sufficient to consider only one bound limit, 6(+). In this type of test, the direction of the
current stress tensor a is accord with the direction of the back stress tensor Sbhac, so the
parameter X equals zero, and the parameter 1a = 0. Therefore, this type of test can be used
to calibrate the parameter cg.
From the numerical simulations, all the strain and stress components at the fracture
initiation site (the center of the round specimens) were obtained. As a starting point, both
terms in the history effect correction are switched off, g(A) = 1 and h(D, P) = 1, then the
accumulated damages of both stages loading are calculated based on the baseline fracture
locus (Eq. (7.43)). A bar plot of the results is shown in Fig. 7-50. It is found that the
total damages at fracture is very close to unity except for case 4, clearly which exhibited a
pre-matured fracture (It is found from Fig. 7-47 that the test of post-tension B1 was an pre-
matured fracture). The reason is probably due to the damage introduced by re-machining
of notch.
U,
a,
CO
ECU
0
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Case number
Fig. 7-50: Comparison of damage accumulation for the
pure tension, case 2&3: group A, case 4&5: group B).
two-stage-tension tests (case 1: for
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The two-stage-tension tests imply that there is no need to introduce the weighting func-
tion g(A) if there is no change in loading directions. Hence, the parameter cg is equal to
zero. This result is consistent with Tai's conclusion (Tai, 1990).
7.6.2 Compression followed by tension tests on notched round
bars
The compression-tension tests can be used not only to calibrate the material plasticity model,
but also to study the loading history effect on fracture. In order to avoid buckling during
compression, the notched round bars were mounted on the MTS machine in a special method.
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 7-51. Two specimens were subjected to pure
tension, and three specimens were subjected to different amounts of pre-compression followed
by tension till fracture. Three different amounts of pre-compression were applied: Eol =
0.053, 602 = 0.14, and E03 = 0.21. The specimens show a cup-cone fracture mode. The
measured force-displacement curves are shown in Fig. 7-15. The gauge length is equal to
20.64mm. Numerical simulations of the tests were also conducted. A comparison of the
force-displacement curves was already shown in Fig. 7-15. Very good correlation is achieved
using the calibrated combined hardening model.
Fig. 7-51: Specimens and experimental setup for compression-tension test on 1045 steel.
The fracture initiation site of this type of test is the center of the specimens. If the
weighting function h(D, y) in Eq. (7.26) is set to h(D, 1 ) = 1 (without loading history
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correction), the calculated total damage at fracture of different pre-compression strain is
shown in Fig. 7-52. In the calculation, the fracture locus parameters listed in Table 7.5
are used. It is interesting to find that the pre-compression increases the ductility of 1045
steel, which is totally different from the tests results of 2024-T351 aluminum reported by
Bao and Treitler (2004). The results of 2024-T351 aluminum is also shown in Fig. 7-52
for comparison. Actually, from Fig. 7-15, one can see that the pre-compression on 1045
steel increases the displacement of the tensile stage to fracture. Both these types of loading
history effect are included in the model using the parameter k. For 2024-T351 aluminum,
the parameter k = 1, and for 1045 steel, k = -1.
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Fig. 7-52: Comparison of two types of loading history effect on fracture under reverse loading
(without any correction of loading history effect).
7.6.3 Torsion followed by tension tests on tubular specimens
In addition to the pure torsion and pure tension tests of tubing specimens (see Section 7.4.3),
a group of tests on pre-torsion followed by tension were performed. The fractured specimens
after two stages loading are shown in Fig. 7-53. Three different amounts of pre-torsion
were applied: A01 = 7.30, AL 2 = 12.60, and A0 3 = 16.90. The measured torque-rotation
curves for the pre-torsion and the force-displacement curves with a gauge length 12.7mm are
shown in Fig. 7-54 and 7-55 respectively. The fracture mode of the first two specimens is
shear dominate slant fracture, and the third one is flat fracture due to larger initial damage
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in pre-torsion.
shoulder.
The fracture initiation sites are on the outer surface of tube close to the
(a) (b)
Fig. 7-53: Specimens subjected to torsion followed by tension.
torsion, (b) specimens after tension of the second stage loading.
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Fig. 7-54: Comparison of torque-rotation curves for the pre-torsion part of the loading cycle.
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Fig. 7-55: Comparison of force-displacement curves for tension of the second stage loading
on tubes.
Finite element simulations were conducted using solid elements (C3D8R), see Fig. 7-22.
Three loading steps were used in each simulation: pre-torsion, unloading to zero force/torque,
followed by pure tension. A comparison of the the torque-rotation curves for the pre-torsion
loading is shown in Fig. 7-54. A comparison of the the force-displacement curves for the
tensile loading is shown in Fig. 7-55. One can see that the numerical simulations agree with
the experimental results.
If no loading history effect term is used, using the fracture locus calibrated from "classical"
specimens (see the Table 7.5), the total damages at fracture for crack initiation sites in all
five cases are shown in Fig. 7-56. The results of OFHC copper reported by Johnson and
Cook (1985) are also plot in Fig. 7-56 for comparison. It is found that changes in the loading
direction/condition increase the ductility of 1045 steel, which is different from that of OFHC
copper. Referring to the result in section 7.6.2, it is concluded that change in the loading
direction (or the parameter X) increases the ductility of 1045 steel. This loading history
effect is relatively smaller in torsion-tension loading than in reversal loading due to smaller
values of the parameter X and p in the second stage loading. A comparison of the evolution
of the parameter p in these two types of tests in shown in Fig. 7-57. These two group of
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Fig. 7-56: Comparison of two types of loading history effect on fracture under torsion-tension
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Fig. 7-57: Comparison of the evolution of the parameter p between the torsion-tension
loading and the compression-tension loading.
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7.6.4 Parameter calibration
From the above three groups of tests, it is found that any change in loading directions (or
the parameter p) increases the ductility of 1045 steel, so the parameter k = -1 is chosen.
It is found in Section 7.6.1 that the weighting function g(A) = 1, so the parameter c, is set
as cg = 0.0001. A very small value is used in order to avoid mathematical singularity. All
the histories of the parameters (ev, rl, 0, and p) at the fracture initiation sits were obtained
from the numerical simulations. A Matlab code was written to calculate the damages and
optimize the remaining three parameters: Ch, #I, and /2. The differential form of damage
model, Eq. (7.31), and the fracture locus calibrated from "classical" specimens are used.
The objective in the optimization is the make all the values of damage accumulation at
fracture D, as close to unity as possible. Finally, a combination of these three parameters is
achieved. The calibrated parameters of loading history effect is listed in Table 7.9.
Table 7.9: Calibrated parameters of the loading history effect on fracture of 1045 steel
cg Ch 11 /2 k
0.0001 5.5 2.0 2.0 -1
Comparisons of the total damages at fracture between without and with correction of
loading history effect are shown in Fig. 7-58 and 7-59. Now, the total damages at fracture are
much closer to unity for all cases. If the damage is assumed to occur at D, = 1 (as is proposed
by the model), then the predicted displacements to fracture will be very close to the fracture
displacement in tests. Therefore, one can see that the proposed loading history functions
works well for both the compression-tension loading and the torsion-tension loading. So
far, the calibration of the proposed ductile fracture model is completed. In next section, the
model will be used to predict fracture of butterfly specimens under complex loading histories.
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Fig. 7-58: Correction of the loading history effect on fracture, notched round bars of 1045
steel subjected to compression followed by tension.
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Fig. 7-59: Correction of the loading history effect on fracture, tubing specimens of 1045 steel
subjected to torsion followed by tension.
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7.7 Fracture validation tests on butterfly specimens
with complicated loading histories
In Section 7.5, the butterfly specimens were used to calibrate the fracture locus under mono-
tonic loading conditions. In this section, three types of the tests with complex loading condi-
tions are conducted, which can be denoted by +00 --- +300, -90' -- +90', and -0 -* +00.
The calibrated fracture locus (parameters listed in Table 7.8) and the calibrated loading
history effect functions (parameters listed in Table 7.9) will be used to predict fractures of
butterfly specimens under complex loading conditions.
7.7.1 Tests on butterfly specimens: complex loading of +0O --+ +30'
Three tests of butterfly specimens under complex loading of +0 -0 +300 were performed.
In the first stage loading, +00, the total vertical force was kept to be zero, and in the
second stage loading, +30', displacement control mode was used to both horizontal and
vertical actuators. The specimens after fracture are shown in Fig. 7-60. The measured
force-displacement curves for both two stage loading are shown in Fig. 7-61, 7-62, and 7-
63. Note that the vertical force curve of test 1 in the second stage loading was not saved
due to a computer error. The displacements to fracture were obtained through the optical
measurement system.
Fig. 7-60: Butterfly specimens subject to the complex loading of +0 -4 +30'.
Finite element simulations were performed. Comparisons of the force-displacement re-
sponses are also shown in Fig. 7-61, 7-62, and 7-63. Very good correlations are obtained
using the calibrated plasticity model with combined hardening. The fracture initiation sites
are on the surface point in the center of the specimen. The loading condition of +0' --* +300
is similar to that of torsion followed by tension. The calculated total damage at fracture of
the fracture initiation points is illustrated in Fig. 7-64. The results under monotonic loading
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of +0 ° and +300 are also plotted for comparison. One can see that the proposed model well
predicts the fractures under this type of complex loading.
-- +00 >> +300 - test 1 (horizontal direction)
- +00 >> +300 - test 1 (vertical direction)
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Fig. 7-61: Comparison of force-displacement curves under two-stage loading of (+0O -- +300,
test 1).
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7-62: Comparison of force-displacement curves under two-stage loading of (+0O --+ +300,
2).
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Fig. 7-63: Comparison of force-displacement curves under two-stage loading of (+00 -- +300,
test 3).
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Fig. 7-64: Correction of the loading history effect on fracture, butterfly specimens of 1045
steel subjected to complex loading of +0O --+ +30'.
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7.7.2 Tests on butterfly specimens: reverse loading of -90' -+ +90o
Two tests of butterfly specimens under the reverse loading of -90' - +90' were conducted.
During the tests, the horizontal actuator was fixed, and displacement control mode was
used to the vertical actuator. The two specimens after fracture is shown in Fig. 7-65. The
measured force-displacement curves are shown in Fig. 7-66. Finite element simulations were
also performed. A comparison of the force-displacement responses is also shown in Fig. 7-66.
It is found that the simulation follows the experiments closely. The fracture initiation sites
are in the center of the specimen. This loading condition of -90' --+ +900 is a reversal
loading under plane strain condition.
Fig. 7-65: Butterfly specimens subject to the reverse loading of -90' -- +900.
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Fig. 7-66: Comparison of force-displacement curves under reverse loading of (-90' -+ +900).
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The calculated total damage at fracture of the fracture initiation points is illustrated in
Fig. 7-67. The result under the monotonic loading of +900 is also plotted for comparison.
It is shown that the proposed model predicts the fractures under this type of reverse loading
very well.
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Fig. 7-67: Correction of the loading history effect on fracture, butterfly specimens of 1045
steel subjected to reverse loading of -90 --, +900.
7.7.3 Tests on butterfly specimens: reverse loading of -0o -o +00
Two tests of butterfly specimens under the reverse loading of -0O --, +0' were conducted.
During the tests, the total vertical force was kept at zero, and displacement control mode
was used to the horizontal actuator. The two specimens after fracture is shown in Fig. 7-68.
The measured horizontal force-displacement curves are shown in Fig. 7-69. A comparison of
the force-displacement responses between simulations and experiments is also shown in Fig.
7-69. One can see the simulations agree well with the experimental results. This loading
condition of -0" -- 0 +0 is a reversal shear loading. The fracture initiation sites are on the
surface point in the center of the specimen.
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Fig. 7-68: Butterfly specimens subject to the reverse loading of -0O -* +00.
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Fig. 7-69: Comparison of force-displacement curves under reverse loading of (-00° -- +000).
The calculated total damage at fracture of the fracture initiation points is illustrated in
Fig. 7-70. The result under the monotonic loading of simple shear (+00) is also plotted for
comparison. It is shown again that the proposed model with loading history correction well
predicts the fractures under this type of reverse loading.
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7.8 Discussion and conclusion
In the paper, a new form of ductile fracture model accounting for the loading history effect
was proposed. As an extension to the conventional linear damage evolution assumption,
two weighting functions were introduced to the calculation of damage indicator (D). One
function, g(A), considers the non-linear damage evolution under proportional loading, the
other function, h(D, p), accounts for the effect of change in the loading directions. Test
results with complicated (non-proportional) loading paths from the literatures were reviewed
using the newly proposed ductile fracture model. These tests includes two-stage-tension test,
compression-tension test and torsion-tension test.
A round of comprehensive fracture tests on 1045 steel was conducted to validate the
proposed fracture model. Firstly, the plasticity model of the material was calibrated using
compression-tension tests. Following the procedure proposed by Khan and Jackson (1999),
the parameters of the kinematic hardening and isotropic hardening of the material were
determined directly from the experiments. Together with iterative run in numerical simu-
lations, the plasticity model with combined kinematic/isotropic hardening was calibrated.
Secondly, the 3D fracture locus of 1045 steel was calibrated by two methods. One method
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made use of the "classical" specimens, including smooth/notched round bars, flat grooved
specimens, and tubular specimens. In the other method, the butterfly specimens tested in
a biaxial testing machine were used. It is found that the fracture locus calibrated from
butterfly specimen is higher than from "classical" specimens due to the mesh size effect.
The shape of the two fracture loci are similar. Each fracture locus was to be used for the
studying of loading history effect using the corresponding method. Thirdly, the proposed
correction of loading history effect is studied and calibrated by three groups of tests: two-
stage-tension test, compression-tension test and torsion-tension test. Two opposite trends
of loading history effect on ductile fracture were observed. Changes in loading direction can
either decrease the material ductile (for example, 2024-T351 aluminum and OFHC copper)
or increase the material ductility (for example 1045 steel). Using the calibrated fracture
locus and the loading history correction, the proposed model predicts very well the fractures
of butterfly specimens under complex loading conditions.
A more comprehensive study on the 3D fracture locus and the loading history effect on
ductile fracture are needed to further confirm the present findings. More work should be
done in the future on the following issue.
* Mesh size effect. It is hard to get a convergent result on equivalent strain at the fracture
initiation site if larger deformations are involved. Larger mesh size effect is observed
for materials with less strain hardening.
* Weighting function g(A). Although the weighting function g(A) is found to be very
important to predict necking under complex loading paths (Bai and Wierzbicki, 2007c),
it has almost no effect on the fracture prediction under complex loading conditions for
materials tested so far. For the consistency of theory, this term is retained in the
present model. More two-stage-tension tests on other materials should be done in the
future.
* Plasticity model. An significant asymmetry between the tensile tests and compression
tests for 1045 steel was observed for initial yield and subsequent hardening, which
is not accounted for the present method. A more complicated plasticity model with
strain dependent coefficients should be explored in the future.
* Anisotropic plasticity and fracture. The present model was built for isotropic materials.
For anisotropic materials, both and plasticity and fracture model should be modified.
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Chapter 8
Application Example: Fracture of
Prismatic Aluminum Tubes under
Reverse Straining
In this chapter, the newly developed fracture theory was applied to predict initiation of
fracture in prismatic square aluminum tubes subjected to crush loading. Compression tests
were performed on small columns with the width to thickness ratio covering the range 10-
30. First fracture was observed at different locations depending on the thickness of the
tube. Analytical solution shows that there exists strain reversal in the bucking process
of a prismatic square tube. The numerically predicted sites of fracture initiation and the
displacement corresponding to formation of crack agreed very well with test results. It is
concluded that the effect of loading history must be included in the application to the failure
analysis of structural components, where large pre-compression is expected.
8.1 Introduction
In an axially compressed prismatic tube, the strain rate ratio changes sign from negative
to positive. Wierzbicki and Huang (1992) proved through a simple analytical model that
the strain in the transverse direction (perpendicular to the axis of the tube) changes from
compression to tension. A thorough numerical study on the strain path in several critical
points of a square aluminum tube was performed by Wierzbicki and Thomas (1993); Dyrli
(1999). Dyrli showed that for example in a 3mm extruded aluminum tube, the minor
principal logarithmic strain (in the transverse direction) reached -0.2 and then changes into
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a positive value of +0.04. He found that the most strained point in the tube is along the
corner line. The isotropic plasticity theory was used in his simulation and no attempts were
made to predict fracture.
The objective of this chapter is to revisit the problem of axial compression of tubes
and predict the location of the fracture site and the amount of crosshead displacement
corresponding to first fracture. This is achieved through a comprehensive experimental,
analytical, and numerical approach. Small size square tubes were manufactured by the
machining process from a block of 2024-T351 aluminum alloy. This was the same type of
material which was extensively calibrated for plasticity and fracture by the same team, see
for example Bao (2003); Bao and Wierzbicki (2004a); Bao and Treitler (2004); Bao and
Wierzbicki (2004b, 2005). The reported test results are used to calibrate the fracture model
proposed in the present thesis. Because of high manufacturing costs, only four specimens
with same width and length were made, each with a different thickness. Compression tests
were run up to the point of crack formation and the load-displacement response as well as
the displacement to fracture was recorded. A simple analytical model was also developed to
demonstrate qualitatively the existence of strain reversal in the transverse direction.
A detailed numerical model was constructed to determine histories of components and
invariants of the stress and strain tensor during the loading process. The effects of the
mesh size and the number of integration points on the convergence of the solution were
thoroughly investigated, which is reported in Bai et al. (2006a). A material user subroutine
of the present model was built into Abaqus/Explicit for shell elements, and it was used to
the simulations of fracture initiation. It was found that the location of fracture initiation
and the corresponding tube shortening were predicted with great accuracy as compared to
test results. The history effect was more evident in thin rather than thick tubes.
8.2 Experimental program
The material chosen for this investigation is the 2024-T351 aluminum alloy studied by Bao
(2003). Four aluminum tubes were machined from the block of Al 2024-T351. This particular
material was chosen because its fracture and plastic properties were determined in previous
research of the present investigating team (Bao, 2003; Bao and Wierzbicki, 2004a; Bao and
Treitler, 2004; Bao and Wierzbicki, 2004b, 2005). The tubes were prismatic with a square
cross section, b x b = 30 x 30mm and four different thickness. Only one tube was machined
for each thickness because of high manufacturing cost. The geometrical parameters of the
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virgin tubes are gathered in Table 8.1. Moderate thickness variations were detected in tube
samples. It was too difficult to map those change in the FE model. Instead, nominal
thickness was used which is given in Table 8.1. Thickness variability is a rather random
process over the length and circumference of tubes. It is believed that this effect cancels out
as far as the mean crushing force is concerned. Of course, the local strain may be affected
more strongly. To give the reader an idea about the degree of thickness uniformity, Table
8.1 provides the values of the measured thicknesses for each flange separately at both ends
of the tube.
Table 8.1: Initial geometry of the tubes and thickness variation)
Label L(mm) b x b (mm) t ** (mm) 71 ** (mm) 72 (mm) T3 (mm) 74 (mm)
Tube A 120 30 x 30 1.0 0.96/0.83* 0.96/1.0 1.06/1.06 0.9/0.9
Tube B 120 30 x 30 1.5 1.43/1.50 1.54/1.55 1.58/1.46 1.45/1.49
Tube C 120 30 x 30 2.0 1.95/2.0 1.97/2.10 1.99/2.05 1.96/2.06
Tube D 120 30 x 30 3.0 3.0/3.02 2.96/3.04 3.0/3.04 3.02/3.05
* 0.96/0.83 means the two thicknesses measured at both ends of a tube flange.
** t denotes the nominal thickness. T1, 72, T3, and T4 denote the actual thickness of sidewalls
Fig. 8-1: Photographs of the partially crushed tubes at the stage of formation of first cracks.
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The tubes were placed between loading platens of the MTS universal 200kN screw driven
testing machine. The loading was applied quasi-statically at the cross head relative velocity
of 1.2 mm/min. The lower and upper ends of the tubes were unconstrained except of friction.
Recorded in the test was the force-displacement response. The tube was compressed until
first cracks were detected by the visual inspection and the test was interrupted in this stage.
The crack formation was also associated with a sudden drop of the tube resistance in all
four cases. However, the location of the fracture initiation site was different between the
tubes with different thicknesses. Photographs of the crushed specimens are shown in Fig.
8-1, where the fracture initiation sites are indicated. Crack can easily be seen for tubes B
and D on the outer surface. In fact, fracture initiated on the inner surface in all four cases.
A close up view of internal cracks in tubes A and C are shown in Fig. 8-2.
Tube A Tube C
Fig. 8-2: A close up view of cracks on the inner surface in tubes A and C.
The load-displacement response of four tubes is plotted in Fig. 8-3. The experimentally
found instants of fracture are indicated by circles in Fig. 8-3. Note that tube C cracked
earlier than expected contrary to the trend of the remaining tubes. This was probably due
to some imperfection introduced during machining process or even there were some flaws in
the bulk material.
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Fig. 8-3: Force-displacement responses in experiment. The observed displacements to frac-
ture initiation are marked with circles.
In order to check the accuracy of numerical simulation of the folding process, three
parameters characterizing the shape of the deformed tube were measured in all four cases,
see Table 8.2. Upon compression, the initial square shape is converted into a rectangular
shape in the symmetry plane of the center of the fold. The longer (outside) width is denoted
by H while the shorter (inner) width is denoted by B, see Fig. 8-4. The wavelength of the
fold is denoted by W.
Table 8.2: Parameters characterizing partially crushed tubes (refer to Fig. 8-4)
Label t(mm) bit W (mm) H (mm) B (mm)
Tube A 1.0 30 21.5 41.5 16.5
Tube B 1.5 20 22 38 17.4
Tube C 2.0 15 24 37.7 19
Tube D 3.0 10 28/23* 38 20
* The deformation of tube D is asymmetric.
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Fig. 8-4: Definition of parameters W, H and B.
It was difficult to determine experimentally the point of fracture in tube D. The experi-
ment was stopped as soon as a crack appeared on the external surface. The fracture process
was very fast and the slant crack has already traveled a long way from the center to the
edges before the test was interrupted. The post-test examination of the specimen revealed
that the crack is even wider in the inner surface. Clearly, fracture must have started much
earlier, presumably, soon after the point of maximum load. It can be concluded that it is not
possible to pin-point initiation of fracture in the present type of tests without putting a video
camera inside the tube. However, the large difference in the force magnitude corresponds to
only small difference (0.5 mm) in the crosshead displacement. In numerical simulation, it
is the displacement to fracture that is predicted, so that the error in locating precisely the
experimental point of fracture initiation will be of an order of less than 5%.
8.3 Analytical solution
Let us consider a simple computational model consisting of a system of stationary hinge
lines and rigidly rotating elements (Wierzbicki and Huang, 1992), see Fig. 8-5. The distance
from the tip of the diagonal hinge line to the initial corner line is denoted by ( , which is
treated as a parameter of the process. In the order to visualize the amount of the transverse
stretching in the side flange near the corner line, a cut is made along the corner line. Because
all triangular, rectangular, and trapezoidal elements are assumed to be rigid, a gap is created
upon compression of the tube, Fig. 8-5b.
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x-d
(a) Before compression (b) After compression
Fig. 8-5: A simple folding model with stationary plastic hinges and rotating planar elements.
The shaded area represents the amount of relative transverse in plane displacement in the
area adjacent to the corner line.
The average transverse strain Ea can be calculated from a simple geometrical construc-
tion, and is given by
• a 4_4 a
v =± 2- A/2A/2 (8.1)
S/2 A/2 fA2 A2
where, = 1 -(1 - d2. Here, A is the maximum amplitude of the gap, a is the
amplitude of the transverse displacement, and d is the shortening of the tube. The sign of
the strain depends on the interplay of the geometrical parameters.
If a < (, then Ea, is negative (compressive average strain). If a = ( , then ea, is zero
(zero average strain). If a > ( , then ea, is positive, (tensile average strain). Because the
transverse deflection a is the function of the crush distance d, there will be a change from
compression to tension.
In the case of tube A, the experimentally measured location of diagonal hinge -. The
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plot of the average strain vs. the crosshead displacement is shown in Fig. 8-6 by a solid
line. The dash lines in the same figure are the numerically obtained history of the local
strain at the location fracture initiation (Bai et al., 2006a). It is seen that the magnitude of
strain predicted by the simple model (0.18) is close to the more exact numerical value (0.17).
Clearly, the whole history diagram is shifted between the analysis and simulation because in
the former case an average strain is calculated while in the latter plot is the local principal
strain.
0.2
0.1
Major principal strain
V 00I-
vN
-0.2 Tube A (4=7mm, X/2=12mm)
- Analytical solution
- - Numerical solution
-0.3 , - , , A
0 1 2 3 4 5 6Displacement (mm)
Fig. 8-6: Evolution of strain obtained from numerical and analytical analysis.
In conclusion, a simple analytical model gives fairly good idea about the magnitude
of stresses, strains, and forces in the initial phase of tube crushing. The model proves
conclusively the existence of the strain reversal in crushed tubes.
8.4 Material model of plasticity and fracture
The plasticity model of 2024-T351 aluminum alloy with combined kinematic/isotropic hard-
ening was calibrated by Bao (2003); Bao and Treitler (2004). It has also been shown that
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there are no pressure dependence and Lode angle dependence on plasticity of this material.
Therefore, a list of the parameters of the proposed plasticity model is shown in Table 8.3.
The fracture tests reported by Bao (2003) on the 2024-T351 aluminum alloy were reviewed
by the present author using the proposed six parameter empirical fracture locus, see Section
3.6.1. The calibrated fracture locus is shown in Fig. 3-15. Compression-tension tests were
also reported by Bao and Treitler (2004). It was found that the pre-compression decrease
the material ductility, which is different from that of 1045 steel, see the Fig. 7-52 in Section
7.6.2. The test results of compression-tension on notched round bars reported by Bao and
Treitler (2004) are revisited using the proposed fracture model with loading history effect
correction. The calibrated parameters of the fracture model is listed in Table 8.4. It is also
assumed that there is a cut-off region in the stress state plane, see Section 5.6.7. A value
of c-cltoff = 0.57 is assumed and used in the simulation. The calibrated material model of
plasticity and fracture will be used to the finite element simulations in next section.
Table 8.3: Calibrated parameters of the plasticity model of 2024-T351 aluminum alloy
E v ao Ust b C F
7.463e+4MPa 0.3 300 MPa 220 MPa 14 750 MPa 10
cý rio cO cS c8 m
0.0 0.333 1.0 1.0 1.0 6
Table 8.4: Calibrated parameters of the fracture model of 2024-T351 aluminum alloy
D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6
0.5862 1.3576 0.2170 0.0400 0.4859 0.700
Cg ch P1 /2 k Cl-cutoff
0.0001 1.3 2.0 2.0 1 0.57
8.5 Finite element simulation
Finite element simulations were performed for all four tubes using ABAQUS/Explicit with
the built material user subroutine. Four-node shell elements with reduced integration were
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used. In numerical simulations the bottom edge was fixed in all directions, and the top side
was also fixed except for the free translation in the vertical direction. A constant prescribed
compression velocity was applied at the top edge. Study on some numerical aspects, such as
mesh type, mesh size and number of integration points through thickness, can be found in Bai
et al. (2006a) where the program LS-DYNA was used. A comparison of force-displacement
curves between experiment and numerical simulation in shown in Fig. 8-7, in which one
can see that the force-displacement curves are well simulated in the models. It is also found
that the predicted displacements to fracture initiation agree well with the experimental
ones. Without the correction of loading history effect, large errors are expected, which is
summarized in Table 6 of Bai et al. (2006a). A comparison of deformations and fracture
initiations of three tubes (A, B and D) are shown in Figs. 8-8, 8-9 and 8-10. (Tube C is
included because of pre-matured fracture.) The contour plots in these three figures show
the distribution of damage indicate D at the final stages of experiments (the experimentally
controlled fracture initiation stages). The fractured elements were deleted and marked with
circles.
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Fig. 8-7: Comparison of force-displacement responses for all four tubes.
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Fig. 8-8: Comparison of predicted deformation and fracture initiation for Tube A. The
contour plot shows the distribution of the damage indicator D.
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Fig. 8-9: Comparison of predicted deformation and fracture initiation for Tube B. The
contour plot shows the distribution of the damage indicator D.
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Fig. 8-10: Comparison of predicted deformation and fracture initiation for Tube D. The
contour plot shows the distribution of the damage indicator D.
Compared with the pictures taken at the experiments, one can see that good correlations
were obtained on the experimentally observed sites and numerically predicted sites of fracture
initiation. The point of fracture initiation was found to be strongly dependent on the width
to thickness of the column. It is located at the center of the flange only in the thickest
column. For thin tubes, it is moving towards the corner lines of the tubes. The theory also
predicts that fracture starts on the inner surface mainly because the membrane and bending
induced strains are acting in the same direction.
8.6 Discussion and conclusion
In this chapter, the newly developed fracture theory was successfully applied to predict
initiation of fracture in prismatic square aluminum tubes subjected to crush loading. Both
analytical solution and numerical simulation show that there exists strain reversal in the
compressed prismatic tubes. Complete experiments were conducted to study the fractures
on small tubes with the width to thickness ratio covering the range 10-30. First fractures
were observed at different locations depending on the thickness of the tubes. The calibrated
ductile fracture model with loading history effect correction is shown to correctly predict
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both the displacements to fracture and the fracture initiation sites in the crushed tubes.
It is found that the effect of loading history on fracture of structural components, such
as crushed box columns is weaker than the calibration test (compression-tension test) would
suggest. It is seen that the effect of loading history is different for different tube thickness.
The amount of strain reversal not only depends on the tube thickness but also on the location
of fracture (edges vs. center). Therefore, it is difficult a priori to tell where this effect is
stronger. A unified approach was used for all tubes, but it is found that a strong history effect
shows up only for one tube (Tube A), in which there is a large amount of pre-compression
followed by tension. The effect of loading history appears not to be so important for thick
tubes, for which the amount of pre-compression is much smaller so that the effect of loading
history is negligible. However, there are many other practical applications where there is
considerable strain reversal during loading process. An extreme example of such situation
is the high velocity impact fracture of thick plates. The material point in the vicinity of the
projectile/target interface undergoes large compressive stresses followed by shear and finally
leading to tension. The developed fracture model will be used to predict such complex
fractures in the future.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion and future studies
9.1 Summary of main results
Study on the Lode angle effect on plasticity and fracture: The stress distribution
inside the neck of a flat-grooved plane strain specimen was analyzed. A Bridgman-like stress
triaxiality formula was derived for the flat-grooved plane strain specimen. This formula
was further corroborated using finite element simulations. In addition to the smooth and
notched round bars, the flat-grooved specimens were used to study the Lode angle (or the
third deviatoric stress invariant) effect on both plasticity and fracture. Experimental results
on 2024-T351 aluminum alloy, 1045 steel and DH36 steel provided sufficient data for the
validation. It is interesting to note that the Lode angle effect on plasticity and fracture are
complementary each other, which means that if there is a stronger Lode angle dependence
on plasticity, then there will be less dependence on fracture, and visa versa.
Asymmetric plasticity and fracture model: A generalized asymmetric plasticity
model for isotropic materials with both pressure and Lode angle dependence was proposed.
Calibration method of the plasticity model was discussed in detail. Test results on 2024-T351
aluminum alloy confirmed the proposed plasticity model. Similarly, a generalized asymmet-
ric 3D empirical fracture locus with six free parameters was proposed. The proposed fracture
locus, which depends on both the stress triaxiality (or pressure) and the Lode angle param-
eter, was calibrated using two types of methods: classical specimens under uniaxial testing,
and butterfly specimens under biaxial testing. Experimental results on 2024-T351 aluminum
alloy and A710 steel validated the proposed 3D fracture locus.
Design of butterfly specimen for fracture testing: A new type of specimen with a
butterfly shape was designed and optimized. A wide range of stress state (stress triaxiality
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and Lode angle parameter) can be generated through different combination of tension, shear
and compression. Another important advantage of the butterfly specimen is that fracture
always initiates in the center of the specimen, rather than at the edges. The butterfly
specimens were mounted into a customer-made universal biaxial testing device (UBTD, see
Mohr (2003); Mohr and Doyoyo (2004)), then loaded in the MTS uniaxial testing machine.
The specimen was also tested under the newly installed INSTRON biaxial testing machine.
This type of specimen has been successfully applied to calibrate five types of material for
fracture: A710 steel, 1045 steel, cast aluminum (Mae et al., 2007), tungsten alloy (Bai et al.,
2006c), and a hot form martensitic steel from Volkswagen.
Application of Mohr-Coulomb criterion to ductile fracture: The Mohr-Coulomb
(M-C) criterion was shown to be applicable to ductile fracture, even though the M-C criterion
was originally developed for studying failure of brittle materials. Using the proposed general-
ized plasticity model, the M-C criterion was transformed from the stress space (T, o,,) to the
mixed space of strain and stress invariants (Ef, rl, 0) under the assumption of proportional
loading. It was found that the transformed M-C criterion exhibits both stress triaxiality
and Lode angle dependence on equivalent strain to fracture. Parametric study revealed the
relationship between plasticity and fracture, which confirmed that the M-C criterion is phys-
ically correct for ductile fracture prediction. The fracture tests reported by Bao (2003) and
Bao and Wierzbicki (2004a) on 2024-T351 aluminum alloy were used to check the model.
Calibrated using just two tests, the model predicted the remaining nine tests with good
accuracy. Since there are only two free parameters in the phenomenological M-C model, it
has a great potential to be used as an engineering tool for predicting ductile fracture.
Loading history effect on forming limit diagram (FLD): A new concept of form-
ing severity was introduced to study the loading history effect on necking. The FLD was
transformed to the space of equivalent strain to neck and the Lode angle parameter (En, 0),
which defines the necking locus of a material under proportional loading conditions. Similar
to the idea of cumulative damage model (CDM) in ductile fracture mechanics, the predic-
tion of necking was modeled in an incremental form with a non-linear accumulation rule
of forming severity. Experimental data from literatures were used to check the proposed
concept of necking prediction. Calibrated from only one test with non-proportional loading
condition, the model is able to predict the remaining tests of complex loading paths with
good accuracy.
Loading history effect on ductile fracture: The loading history on ductile fracture
was extensively explored. First, the combined kinematic/isotropic hardening plasticity model
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was calibrated from the compression-tension tests on notched round bar. Secondly, the duc-
tile fracture locus was calibrated using either "classical" specimens or the butterfly specimens
in the INSTRON biaxial testing machine. Then, several types of tests with complex loading
histories were designed and performed to study the loading history effect on ductile fracture.
Those tests included two-stage-tension, compression-tension, torsion-tension tests and the
tests on butterfly specimens with programmed complex loading histories. A new parame-
ter, which accounts for the accumulated direction difference between back stress tensor and
current stress tensor, was introduced to described the non-proportionality of a loading path.
A new form of ductile fracture model considering the loading history effect was proposed.
Extensive experimental studies confirmed the proposed model.
Study on fractures in crushed prismatic tubes: Fracture of prismatic aluminum
tubes under reverse straining was investigated. Crushed tests were performed for four tubes
made of the same material but with different sidewall thicknesses. First fractures were
observed at different locations depending on the thickness of the tubes. Analytical solution
on the crushed prismatic tubes showed that there is strain reversal at the fracture initiation
sites. Finite element models were built to simulate the crushing and buckling of tubes. Using
the calibrated material ductile fracture model with loading history effect corrections, the
proposed model was shown to be able to well predict the locations of the fracture initiation
sites in crushed prismatic tubes and also the load and displacement to fracture.
9.2 Suggestions for future studies
Although comprehensive studies have been performed in the present thesis on the 3D fracture
locus and the loading history effect on necking and ductile fracture, the following topics are
suggested for future studies.
* Mesh size effect. It is difficult to get a convergent result on equivalent strain at the
fracture initiation site if large deformations and deformation gradients are involved.
Larger mesh size effect is observed for materials with less strain hardening, which
develop local instability in a form of a neck.
* Plasticity model. A significant asymmetry between the tensile tests and compression
tests for 1045 steel was observed for both initial yield and subsequent hardening (see
Chapter 7), which is not accounted for by the present method. A more complicated
plasticity model with strain dependent coefficients should be explored to consider the
strength asymmetry introduced during strain hardening.
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* Anisotropic plasticity and fracture. In the present studies, material isotropy is assumed.
For anisotropic materials such as sheets, both and plasticity and fracture models should
be extended or modified.
* Element post failure behavior and fracture propagation. It is commonly assumed that
a fracture propagation consists of a series of fracture initiation. The current finite
element codes use either element deletion or element split along the element edges for
simulation of the fracture propagation. However, neither of them correctly simulate
the boundary conditions after fracture initiation. It would be much more accurate to
use element split along the crack plane inside a given element, which is called element
post failure behavior. The energy release of fractured surfaces would also be considered
here. This technology will significantly improve accuracy of the simulation of fracture
propagation, and will partially remove the mesh size effect.
* Specification for sheet materials. The fracture theory and experimental methods de-
veloped in the present thesis is based on a general 3D stress state. For sheet material,
which is widely used in industries, the present theory, especially the experimental
methods, should be specified under plane stress condition.
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Appendix A
Derivation of stress distribution inside
the neck of a plane strain specimen
A.1 Transverse plane strain specimens
Following the derivation method of Bridgman (1952) on the round notched bars, the flat
specimens with different grooves are analyzed. A flat grooved plane strain specimen with
the free body diagram (FBD) of an arbitrary surface point P is shown in Fig. A-1. For real
specimens, see Fig. 2-12.
a.x
Fig. A-i: The cross-section of a flat grooved plane strain specimen and the free body diagram
of its surface point on the notch
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Firstly, the material is assumed to be rigid-perfect plastic. In the Cartesian coordinate
system, the equations of equilibrium are
aij,j= 0. (A.1)
In plane strain condition (y direction), we have the following additional conditions.
ax, = uyz = 0, () = 0, and Ey = 0. (A.2)
Referring to Fig. A-1, the surface points on the notch is free from stress, from the force
equilibrium in x direction and y direction we get that
uax cos a = uxz sin a
axz cos a = azz sin a.
These two equations can be rewritten as
Oax = azz tan2 a, aux = a, tan a. (A.3)
At the neck cross-section (z = 0), a = 0 yields that
axx lx=a = 0, ac, z=O = 0, and zz z=o = 0, (A.4)8z
where a denotes the half thickness of the specimen. From the plane strain condition (ey, = 0),
one gets that
1
a, = (axx + azz), (A.5)
Furthermore, we assume that all the material in the necking cross-section is in the plastic
regime, and the von Mises yield condition is used.
I= [(Oxx _ yy) 2 + (yy - zz)2 + zz xx)2] (A.6)
Here, the stress components are in the principal directions, and a denotes the equivalent
stress.
The problem is to find a stress system which meets the various requirements so far
imposed. Inspection shows that we can have a simple solution which satisfies a certain
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conditions. If we set that
azz = axx + azz x=a = 0 xx + F, (A.7)
where F = Uzz Ix=a denotes the stress in z direction of the surface point, then the von Mises
plasticity condition (equ(A.6)) is satisfied. This is a simply stress system, in which the
longitudinal tension is uniform for all the cross-section.
There is no direct method to solve all the above equations, but it is possible to find a
solution valid in the immediate neighborhood of the necking cross-section by assuming the
shape contour of the neck region. Fig. A-2 represents the state of affairs in a neighborhood
close enough to the necking cross-section.
a 7dz
+z
+ - d xax
Fig. A-2: Diagram of the approximate stress analysis in the neighborhood of the neck of a
plane strain specimen
From Eq. (A.3), one of the lines of principal stresses is normal to the notch surface.
Also, on the central axis, the lines are normal to the axis. Therefore, it is reasonable to
approximate the lines of principal stress by circles with centers on the axis, as shown in Fig.
A-2. Through the point x perpendicular to the ox axis, there passes another family of lines
of principal stress. It is assumed that this line is also a circle, and the notch circle of the
specimen is also one of these lines. Taking a very small angle 0, the radius of the notch
is R, and the radius of the circle is R' = a/0. From the geometry, it is noted that angle
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ZOAB = ZOCB = 0. Now, a small element, with unit width in y direction, bounded by x
and x + dx, which are corresponding to axial plane angle 0 and 0', is considered. From the
geometry, one can get that
o - Xq
a
' _ (x+dx) _ - dx~ (A.8)
a a a
The free body diagram of the shaded element is also shown in Fig. A-2. From the force
equilibrium in x direction, we get that
7zz + cdz )sin 0 dx -xxh + crxx+ O dx h' = 0. (A.9)
From the geometry, we have the following relation.
h = Rq + R' (cos 0 - cos ()
h = R + R' (cos 0' - cos) (.10)
Substitute Eq. (A.8) into Eq. (A.10). Since q is very small, use the formula cosx = 1 - 22
to expand cos terms. Neglect all the high order terms, we can attain that
h = (R + a 2 _x 2
h 2(R± + a2-X2a (A.11)
= -(ft +2a a
Substitute Eq. (A.11) into Eq. (A.9), use the formula sinx = x to expand sin term. Also,
keep only the lowest terms, then we get the following equation.
dezx Fxd = ( - aFx 2_)(A.12)
dx a (R + a2 -X 2
Integrating Eq. (A.12), with the boundary condition in Eq. (A.4), we finally get the ap-
proximate solution for the stress component 9x .
Uxx = Fln + 2aR (A.13)
Pluging Eq. (A. 13) into Eq. (A.7) and Eq. (A.5), and using the boundary conditions, the
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solution for the other two stress components is obtained.
Z= F [+ ln (a 2 + 2aR - x 22aR
UY =F 1 +I a2 + 2aR - x 2
"'2 2aR
(A.14)
(A.15)
All the other shear stress components at the necking cross-section are zero, so the three
formulas of normal stress components are also the principal stresses. We now consider the
surface point on the notch (x = a, z = 0) at the neck. The stress state of this point is
axx = 0, azz = F, and aY = F/2. Use the von Mises yield condition in Eq. (A.6), then we
can link F and the equivalent stress (von Mises stress) &.
2F va. (A.16)
A.2 Summary of three types of specimens: axisymme-
try, plane strain and plane stress
The stress analysis for the flat-grooved plane strain specimen (Section A.1) can also be
extended to the case of plane stress specimens with two cutouts. Fig. A-3 shows three types
of specimens with neck: notched round bars, flat-grooved plane strain specimens, and plane
stress specimens with two cutouts. Listed in Table A. 1 is a summary of stress components
and stress state parameters in the center of these three types of specimens. The definitions
of coordinate system for these three types of specimens are shown in Fig. A-3.
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tz
x
y
(a) Round notched bars
(axial symmetry)
(b) Flat-grooved specimens
(plane strain)
(c) Flat specimens with
cutouts (plane stress)
Fig. A-3: Three types of specimens with necks
Table A.1: Stress distribution inside a neck of three types of specimens
Axial symmetry Plane strain Plane stress
Sn 2+2aR-x 2  2 a2+2aR-x2  F In (a2+2aR-x 2
xx 2aR I 2aR 2aR
S(a 2 +2aR-x 2  L& La2]2aR- x 2  +n 2+2aRUzz 1 + In 2aR 2 2aR FI I+2aR-2
ay ln "2+2aR-z 2 [+ In 2 +2aR-22 0
YY 2aR / 2 2aR
(x = 0)* 1/3 + A 3/3 [1 + 2A] 1+2A
( = 0)* 1 0(A)(-2A- )(A+2)
_(X--_ _ _2(A2+A+1) 3 /2
S2 In (ao/af) 2 In (to/tf) optical measurement
* Where A = In [1 + a/(2R)]. Relationship between ( and 0 can be found in Eq. (2.8).
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